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PREMATURE

POLITICS.

Peer enterprising journal, the New York
Herald, has been recently applying the
‘*method of exclusions” to the “ politics of the future,” in order to obtain an an-

swer to the question: Who will be the
standard-bearers of the Democratic and
Republican Parties at the next Presidential
election?
After testing by this method
the respective pretensions of Messrs. Thur-

following

table

man

never

becomes

so

great as when

he

It is the duty of the statesman to consult for the interest of the country, and

not for the promotion of his own personal
advancement
in place or power.
The
‘‘opinions of Ohio” are to be weighed in
the scales of that wise and candid scrutiny

which seeks to elicit the truth, whatever
confusion the truth may bring to the
schemes of a temporary political campaign.

And the politician of Ohio, whether he be
Democrat

or

the shifting
be surprised
opinion he
wrecked at
ming

Republican,

who

builds

on

sands of expediency, need not
if in the ebb and flowof public
finds himself stranded and
the very time when he is trim-
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of the

popular favor.
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the times through which we are passing call
rather for the discussion of principles and
measures than of men and of electioneering
cries. If, instead of seeking to command
success, our political leaders would rather
seek to deserve it by the wisdom of their
counsels and the purity of their aims, they
might find that in politics, as well as in
geometry, the straight line is the shortest
distance between two points.
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Congress.
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No Government could possibly do more
to imparta purchasing power to an inflated
paper currency than did the Continental
Congress.
But, despite every effort made,

the

Continental

paper

money

from par until it stood, as shown

fell away
above,

at

four to one, forty to one, and eventually
reached the lower depth of five hundred
to one.
But it will be contended, perhaps,
by such eminent advocates of a cheap irredeemable
Voorhees,

that

this

‘‘fiat’”

currency as Mr. Thurman, Mr.
and Generals Ewing and Butler,

Continental

money.

Ah,

currency
indeed!

was
‘ Fiat,”

not
if

we mistake not, simply means an order or
decree.
Now, what did the Continental
Congress do towards maintaining its paper
issues of currency at par?
Having no
coin for redemption purposes, it enacted a
law, some

six

months

after

the first issue

of seventy-five

years;

that, in other words, it was not imperative
upon the Executive to issue a warrant of
extradition, as claimed by the prosecution,

unless the State law made it obligatory so
todo.
The Attorney-General added: ‘I
find that the crime with which Kimpton
stands charged was committed in April,
1872,

and

that

no

attempt

was

made

to

prosecute him or his co-defendents until
August, 1877, nor does it appear that there
is any present intention to try them upon
the indictment.
It does appear that for
many

months negotiations have been going

on between the authorities of South Carolina and this respondent, under which he
was offered immunity if he would return
to that State and volunteer as a witness in
her courts, and that this offer was renewed

after his arrest here.
Iam

of opinion

that

Upon all the evider-sa,
the indictment, when

found, was procured for the ulterior purpose of procuring his testimony, or for some
other purpose which does not appear, and
not for the purpose of trying him for any
supposed crime against the laws of that
State. I therefore advise your Excellency
that it is not expedient to comply with the
request.”

Thus
State,

advised
it would

by the law officer of the
seem

that

Governor

Rice

has simply done his duty in refusing to
surrender the fugitive Kimpton.
No man
in public position is more thoroughly conscientious, more deeply sensible to the
obligations of law and inter-State comity
than

he, and we

proper

may be sure

that

no

im-

motive of any sort has entered, or

could enter, into his decision. As a matter
of fact, it is byno means unusual for State

Executives to exercise their discretion in
ceases of this kind.
This was done a year
or so ago by Governor Robinson of this
State, who refused to surrender certain
persons demanded by requisition from New

of $3,000,000, setting forth that any per- Jersey, and also by the Governor of Conson refusing to accept the paper-money at necticut, who flatly refused to honor a deman, Bayard, Tilden and Hendricks to the
its face value should be ‘‘ deemed, pub- mand from the same State for the rendition
favor of the
lemocracy, our contemporary
lished and treated as an enemy of his of certain insurance officials who had been
comes to the conclusion that the elements
country, and precluded from all trade or indicted in its courts. In Massachusetts the
of the Democratic problem are, as yet, too
intercourse with the inhabitants of these uniform practice of the State authorities
mixed to admit of any very delinite vaticinacolonies.”
Subsequent Acts were passed has been to exercise a discretion in such
tions under this head; but on applying the
by the same body with a view to coercing cases, not only as to the matters specificsame method to the names of Messrs.
the people into an acceptance of the cur- ally named in the statute, but as to any
Blaine, Bristow, Conkling, E. B. Washburn
rency at par with silver. The States backed matter which might or ought to control
and General Grant, it excludes all but the
Congress in efforts to force the money upon the judgment of the Executive. The United
iast-named two from the list of probable,
the publicat par. The New England States States Supreme Court has decided that
or even possible, candidates under the ausenacted laws defining the prices that store- ‘‘where Congress has exercised a power
pices of the Republican Party; and as this
AMERICAN ‘‘ FIAT” MONEY.
keepers might charge for their goods. over a particular subject given them by the
party, according to the judgment of the
N a recent issue we rehearsed the disas- Congress approved of this course, and re- Constitution, it is not competent for State
Herald, will stand in need of a ‘‘savior,”
trous experience of France in the use of commended other States to adopt the plan. legislation to add to the provisions on that
as well as ofa candidate, in the approaching
But that is not the As a result of these high-handed measures,
Struggle, it is suggested that the name of paper ‘‘fiat” money.
subject.”
In regard to State extraditions,
Grant is likely to serve the ‘‘tower of only country that has suffered from this tradesmen and inn-keepers closed their Congress has exercised such power, and it
places,
and
only
transacted
business
when
sort
of
currency.
We
also
have
a
chapter
strength” into which it will run for the
may fairly be questioned whether a State
purpose of finding safety from the assault in our own history which should be quite compelled by what we term in these lat- Legislature can prescribe additional reguter
days
‘‘Lynch-law.”
The
several
States
sufficient
to
deter
us
from
launching
away
of its enemies.
But, as if it wished to
lations in this matter so as to compel a
discredit the very ‘* method of exclusions” upon the perilous sea which theorists and were provided with so-called safety com- Governor to surrender a fugitive.
Govermittees, invested by law with arbitrary nor Rice has not only held to the law, but
fo which it makes appeal, our contempo- demagogues would have us explore.
Anterior to the time when the French powers, for the purpose of dealing sum- has conformed to established precedents,
rary proceeds to remark that even General
Grant, as the candidate of the Republican people ventured upon their experiment with marily with all who refused to part with and being thus fortified in his action,
Party, is likely to be beaten in the next paper money, based upon the property of goods or property for depreciated and sink- can well afford to treat his critics with
The army, too, was authorized indifference.
Presidential race, because of the discredit the nation, the American colonists com- ing paper.
into which that party has fallen, and be- menced their struggle for emancipation to deal summarily with all persons refusing
A resoluThey were but three the Continental ‘‘fiat’’ money.
cause of the prematurity with which the from British rule.
claims of Grant have been urged on the millions of people, poor in means, and hav- tion passed by Congress in December, 1776,
THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK.
authorized
General
Washington
to
forcibly
ing no standing with the money-lenders of
attention of the people.
HERE
can be no doubt that some of the
take
whatever
was
necessary
for
his
army,
In waging a contest with the
If it be premature to urge the claims of the world.
causes which contributed to the worldGeneral Grant on the attention of the peo- Mother Country, the necessities of the Co- and to arrest and imprison such persons
ple, and if in consequence of this fact he lonial Government were so pressing, and of as might refuse pay, at a reasonable price, wide business depression and paralysis of
An order issued the last four years have practically ceased
is likely to be defeated in the coming such a character, as to seemingly justify a in Continental money.
At home there is every evidence
Presidential contest, we wonder that curi- resort to unusual financial methods, and by General Putnam set forth that if any to exist.
Having an person was ‘‘so lost to public virtue and that we have touched bottom, that the reous political hierophants should so early even hazardous experiments.
begin to vex their souls and strain their empty exchequer, and unable to obtain the welfare of his country as to presume actionary forces are exhausted, and that,
ayes in trying to read the horoscope of the money through loans or by taxation, Con- to refuse the currency of the American on firm and solid ground, we are about to
Abroad the war spirit
future in this regard.
In the interest of gress resolved to issue three millions of States in payment for any commodities make a fresh start.
sound and prudent politics, we venture to paper dollars, ‘‘ as occasion might require.” they may have for sale, the goods shall be has all but exhausted itself, and the necessiutter a mild dissuasive against all specu- The issue of this ‘‘ fiat ’’ money, as it will be forfeited, and the person or persons 60 re- ties of the different nations call loudly for
lations of this sort at the present time. shown to have been, commenced May 10th, fusing shall be kept in close confinement.” peace, economy and the diversion of the
Such has been the history of American money and energy and skill so long wasted
The political issues of the future are not 1775. Four months later, Congress authorin war into channels of production. There
‘‘fiat” money.
This history the advocates
to be forestalled by complicating them ized an additional issue of three millions.
of inflation desire to have repeated.
To is but little probability that we shall have
with the fortunes of any individual, how- Franklin and others opposed the measure,
aver eminent he may be by virtue of his the former predicting that the notes would this end they are laboring in nearly every any great wars for years to come; and the
Their scheme must be presumption is that we are entering not
past services.
Those issues are too exigent soon become of little value, and advised State ofthe Union.
They were, resisted at every step. It means fraud, only upon an era of peace, but upon an era
and vital to admit of being shuffled out of the bonding of the first tssue.
sight under the glamour of a military however, overruled, and the Colonial Gov- and that only—fraud upon the national of great enterprise, and of great and solid
name, and we believe that the Republican ernment started fairly out upon a financial creditors, fraud upon the mercantile and prosperity.
The expectation of the resumption of
Party will mistake the present temper of policy destined to create great perplexities commercial communities, fraud upon the
specie payments on the first of January
working classes, fraud upon Government
the American people if it is supposed that during the struggle for independence.
Before the close of 1775 the people mani- pensioners, and the widow and orphan. next, if not before that date, on conditions
shouts and huzzas, set to the tune of ‘ Hail
to the Chief,” will drown the calls for that fested an unwillingness to reveive this They demand a volume of irredeemable which promise to be in the highest degree
wise statesmanship which the country so money; but the issues continued until paper, approximating $2,000,000,000, this favorable, is certainly exercising a happy
capitalists, and
is enIn the Winter of 1776 $4,000,000 sum to be supplemented by a like issue influence among
much needs in view of abuses to be cor- 1781.
In the same year wherewith to pay the national debt, making couraging a cautious enterprise among
tected, of reforms to be instituted, of re- additional were issued.
Reports
venue policies to be reconstructed, and of three additional issues of $5,000,000 each $4,000,000,000 in all. Just what it would merchants and manufacturers.
financial systems needing to be consoli- were authorized, making $19,000,000 in a be worth in the end, even if backed by from the West are favorable; and the
period of less than twelve months.
The arbitrary laws and the whole force of the farmers generally, although for some seadated and placed on a permanent basis.
issue in 1777 amounted to Government, may be learned from the his- sons past greatly disappointed with the
And what we say of the Republican aggregate
Fourteen
separate
issues tory now briefly placed before our readers. prices they have been receiving, are well off
Party holds equally true in its application $13,000,000.
and hopeful. Reports from the South were
to the Democracy.
Instead of looking were authorized in 1778, and as many in
encouraging enough until clouded by the
around at this juncture in search of avail- 1779, at the end of which year the outpresent unhappy visitation; and it is confiable candidates for the Presidency in the standing volume of “fiat” paper amounted GOVERNOR RICE AND KIMPTON.
dently hoped that when this pestilence shall
year 1880, its members would much more to $241,552,280, or a fraction over $85 for
wisely expend their zeal in holding the ex- every man, woman and child in population. geen of our contemporaries are sharply have spent its force, prosperity will recriticising the action of Governor Rice turn. The best-informed representatives
emplars of the Democratic faith to the The purchasing power, as in the case of
high duty of proving themselves, in the France, and our more recent experience, of Massachusetts in refusing to surrender of the different trades in this city all agree
eyes of the people, to be masters of the steadily decreased with each additional Hiram H. Kimpton, an alleged fugitive that the prospect for the Fall trade is hopeThe depreciation from justice, on the requisition of Governor ful. The drygoods houses, the flour, grain
situation in which they are called to act at increase to the volume.
The facts and provision merchants and the grocers
the present time.
The politics -which began in 1777, and in March, 1780, had Hampton of South Carolina.
grasps at shadows in the present is as un- reached the rate of forty dollars in currency are, that after an exhaustive examination are sanguine in the expectation that the
wise as the politics which grasps at sha- for one of silver. About this time Congress of all the material points in the case, the present month will bring them many buyers.
dows in the future; and we are greatly passed a resolution to fund $1,000 in paper Attorney-General of Massachusetts advised In the drygoods business, the prospect is
The surplus goods
mistaken if this is not a lesson which the at a specie value of $25, and to pay interest the Governor that it was ‘‘his duty to particularly cheering.
But the depreciation exercise a sound discretion” in the adminis- which, for some years after the panic,
Western Democracy are likely to learn at on the certificates.
the expense of much political disappoint- in the market still went on, and the notes tration of the law of the State which gov- embarrassed the market, have been conThe foreign demand for American
ment, not unmixed, it may be, with dis- were frequently exchanged at the rate of erns the subject, and which has been in sumed.
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cotton goods has greatly increased ; and
England, which until lately monopolized the

trade in prints, has found a dangerous rival
There is no disposiin the United States.
tion to crowd the market, nor is there any
Prices also are
extravagant speculation,

mista

.€SLIE’S

.6 of hard

Britah
re
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times

in Great

been left at loose

ends by the receu. ®erlin Congress, for the
plenipotentiaries seem % have.been kept
busy tying them up ever since the Congress

low; and the general feeling seems to be
that the manufacturer and the merchant

adjourned.
Lord Salisbury has just been
holding, at Paris, with M. Waddington, the

Already, in expectaand its gains secure.
tion of a flourishing trade in cereals, there

attached.
Midhat Pasha joined these two
high functionaries
in Paris, and was
closeted with them before he set out to confer with Prince von Bismarck at Gastein
and Count Andrassy at Vienna. The object
of Lord Salisbury’s trip to the Continent is
conjectured to be to ascertain how France

must be contented with small profits. Busiy,
ness, however, it is expected, will bestead

been enormous

have

of grain and

arrivals

A steady in-

grain products in New York.
in

the

other

on

reported

crease

is

diately

than

consumption

abroad of American butter and cheese.
The grocery trade depends more immeany

working

the

classes; and it is a cheering sign that the
encouraged

grocers,

by their experi-

even

ence of Summer, speak hopefully of the
Stock farmers
coming Fall and Winter.
all over the land have been greatly encouraged by the steadily increasing de-

mand for live cattle and

in the

sheep

markets of Europe.
Among all classes of
traders there is one feeling which is common—a dread of tariff tinkerers. Nothing
is so much feared as any sudden or radical
change in the financial policy of the
country. ‘‘ Let well alone,” seems to be the
motto of all.
With the establishment of peace and the
revival of prosperous times in Europe, and
with

the early prospect of the resumption

of specie payment and restored confidence
at

home,

and

with

other

hopeful

signs

around us, we may anticipate with confidence the near approach of better. times.
We shall not have—it is not desirable that
we should have—such “flush times” as we
had during and for some years after the
war;

but, if we are

cautious

and

prudent,

we shall have a prosperity which will prove
at once more solid and more enduring.
TIMELY
Pp

WORDS FROM
PRESIDENT.

THE

—HAYES has made few notable speeches, and for that reason

alone, if no others existed, his elaborate
address at the Minnesota Agricultural Fair,
at St. Paul, on the 5th instant, will attract

special

attention.

merits

which

perusal.
ances,

But

must

it

has

commend

intrinsic
it to wide

Unlike some of his other deliver-

this is both

timely and

instructive.

It related almost entirely to financial topics,
and was designed to show that we are
making solid progress in the right direction.
We can only state its conclusions,
By carefully prepared tables, and with
great directness the President showed that
in thirteen years the interest-bearing debt
has been reduced $571,852,394; that the
reduction of the annual interest charge is

$55,796,690, or more than fifty per ceut. of
what we now pay; that instead of our bonds
being largely owned in foreign countries,
five-sixths of them are now held at home,
the

interest

being

paid

to our

own

peo-

ple; that the burden of taxation has
been reduced $247,521,160 since 1866, and
$61,066,531

since

the year

of

the

panic;

that our expenditures,
which in 1867
amounted to $357,542,675, amount this year
to $236,964,326, a reduction of thirty per
cent. ; that while in 1865, with a volume of

$735,719,
266 in paper currency, its value was
only 69.32 cents on the dollar in coin, and
its total value in coin was but $509,949,595,
each dollar of our present paper currency,

$687,743,168 in all, is now worth 99.1-2
cents in
whole in
and that
countries

coin, and the total value of the
coin is more than $684,000,000;
finally our trade with foreign
is showing a constantly augument-

ing balance in our favor—thus establishing beyond question that our agricultural,

manufacturing
are

enjoying

and commercial!
a

substantial

interests,

and

positive

revival from the depression of former
years.
The President concluded his instructive address in these words, which
all supporters of honest finance will welcome with satisfaction as coming from the
national Executive:
“We cannot if we would, we should not if we could,

isolate ourselves from the rest of the commercial world.

In all our measures for the improvement of our financial
condition we should remember that our increasing trade
with South America and with the Old World
requires

that our financial System

whose soundness

shall be based on

and wisdom

principles

are sanctioned

by the

universal experience and the general judgment of
all
mankind
With diminished and still diminishing public

burdens of debt, expenditures aud interest, with an imProved condition of currency and foreign trade, we may
well hope that we are on the threshold

of better times,

But we must not forget that the surest foundation of a
restored financial prosperity is a sound constitutional

currency aud unstained national credit.”

MATTERS
[=

IN. EUROPE.

failure of a large firm of worsted

spinners and manufacturers near Halifax, in Yorkshire, the anticipated closing of
three of the largest cotton mills in Blackburn, the general depression of trade in
Lancashire, and the manufacturers’ meeting that is to take place at Manchester in

order to consider the unprecedented com-

mercial difficulties of the period, are un-

French Minister of Foreign Affairs, several
interviews, to which much significance is

would regard a more direct intervention

of

England in Turkish affairs. It has even been
rumored that the Sultan has transferred to
England the suzerainty over Egypt.
But
these rumors, as well as the rumor that
Russia
has suggested
a Franco-Italian
occupation of Thessaly, are very sensational and untrustworthy.
However, there
is no telling what might happen in the
event of a war between Turkey and Greece.
Another sensational rumor is that France

and Italy had jointly notified the Porte of

NEWSPAPER.
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ity on the part of officials is $11,605.
Considering the magnitude of the transactions,

this

must

be regarded

as an excel-

lent showing, especially as the amounts
due will be paid during the present year,
so that there will be no loss to the United
States.
Each of the defaulting cvullectors
has been removed from office.
TuHE Cincinnatians have great confidence
in the success of the new College of Music
which is to be established
in that city,

under

the

Thomas.

direction
Capital

of

stock

Mr.
to the

Theodore
amount

of

as to the

vinces,
them.

but the provinces had occupied
Their ultimate success is sure, but

it will have cost more blood and treasure
than they had expected, and it may lead to
subsequent complications of the most serious kind.
In autocratic Russia and imperial Germany a reactionary spirit has been provoked

by

assassins,

alleged

to

be

in

complicity with the Nihilists in the former
country,
and with
the Social
Democrats in the latter.
The promotion of
Count Schouvaloff to be head of the police throughout the Russian empire, and
the promulgation of a ukase according
to which political offenders may be instantly shot, or banished to Siberia, without the delays and
uncertainties
of a
public trlal; and Prince Von Bismarck’s

anti-Socialist Bill, still outrageously severe,
although stripped of certain objectionable
features,

are among

the fruits of European

reaction.
Even in Republican France an
illegal meeting of a Congress of Socialists,
contrary to the still unrepealed lawsagainst

secret societies and also to special prohibition, was broken up the other day by the
Paris police. This act is one sequel of the
terror inspired by the murder of the venerable Archbishop of Paris and the other
hostages that affixed an indelible stigma
to the Commune.
A few bloody wretches
thus made the term ‘‘Communists” a
stereotyped equivalent for all that is
vaguely dreadful and detestable.
Yet as even Nihilism in Russia, in spite
of the pessimism which poisons it, contains germs of future good, and as Social
Democracy in Germany largely consists of
theories long since safely adopted by the
most practical among English political
economists,

so

the

Paris

Commune

not-

withstanding the folly and wickedness of
some of its adherents, was by no means so
black as it has been painted.
On the contrary, in many respects it deserved well of
France and of mankind.
The political
programme of the Extreme Left, that is, of
those French Radicals ‘‘ who are held to be
utterly diabolical and dangerous,” and who
are so often denounced

as Communists,

is,

according to a competent witness, only this
and nothing more: the Extreme Left,
testifies this witness, are agitating, firstly,
for a free press; secondly, for the right of
publie meetings; thirdly, for a three years’
military service for all, instead of five
years for some and one year for others who
ean afford three hundred dollarg to purchase exemption; fourthly, they desire the
separation of Church and State; and fifthly,
the reform of the judicature and of procedure, so as to protect men from arbitrary
arrest and imprisonment, and also to put
judges on such a footing that they shall
not be liable to degradation and virtual
dismissal for administering justice impartially in political cases; sixthly, the
Radicals want the town councils to elect
their own mayors and to manage the business of their municipalities without being
dictated to by the prefects. Surely there is
nothing in all this to scare a free and independent American.
A STATEMENT by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue shows that during the
last fiscal year the sum of $223,712,622 has
been collected and accounted for, and the
entire amount unaccounted for by infidel-

Tue

Oxford

has suspended,

Iron

Company,

with liabilities

sulted in a victory
majority.

Secretary

deal of musical

culture,

and a marked development of musical
taste, in Cincinnati, and perhaps the experiment of a music college could nowhere
be tried under more favorable conditions.

the

of Oxford, N. J.,

estimated

at $1,000,000,

Republicans

SHERMAN

by a reduced

has authorized

for silver

the ex-

at the Treasury and

all

Orvit Grant, brother of the ex-President, has

nominated Warren
flation platform.

is a good

for

change of greenbacks
sub- treasuries.

There

and

removed

Ix New Hampshire

to

the

the Greenback

G. Brown

asylum

at

men have

for Governor,

on

an

in.

Tue trustees of the East River bridge have decided to sue the City of New
appropriation of $1,000,000.

York

for payment

of the

Ir has been decided by the New York RepubTHE

idea of a “‘solid

realized

people

in the

are

Nerth”

unanimity

responding

with

is fully

which

to the appeals

the fever-smitten
cities
There is scarcely a town

our

of

of
the South.
or city in all the

North which has not contributed something

conclusion

WEEK.

tical address, appealing to workingmen and Greenbackers,

been judged insane,
Morristown, N. J.

for the relief of the sufferers.
New York,
of course,
leads the list, with a splendid total of $140,000. of which about one-

to no

THE

Domestic.
Txuz Tammany Democracy have issued a poli-

fifty thousand dollars has already been
subscribed, and it is believed that at least
five hundred pupils may be counted upon.

their intention to prevent the bombardment

Austro-Turkish Convention, but it is hoped
that Count Andrassy’s terms will be accepted.
The commanders of the Austrian
armies of occupation report additional
successes against the insurgents, but 15,000
of the latter have fortified themselves between Sunitza and Novo Bazar, and are compelling the Christians to join them. There
seems to have been as much truth as wit
in the remark of an Austrian general that
the Austrians had come to occupy the pro-

OF

Tue election in Vermont, on September 3d, re-

of the Greek coast in case of such a war.
The Council of Ministers at Constantinople has come

NEWS

half was subscribed through the Chamber
of Commerce.
If anything can mitigate
the terrors which surround the survivors
of the pestilence in the cities which it is
desolating, it must be the reflection that
they are not forgotten in their destitution
and suffering by the people of the section
which is, as yet, happily exempt from the
plague.
THE journeys of the Empress
aud of the Prince Imperial are
much

interest and speculation

Eugénie
creating

in the world

of political gossips in the principal cities
of Europe.
The Empress has made a long
stay in Vienna, where she has been treated
with marked and cordial deference, not

only by the Emperor and the members of
the Imperial family, but also by all who are
in high position in that capital.
It is said
that the Empress has been unwearied in
sight-seeing, doing not only the galleries of

pictures and works of art, but showing an
equal interest in the scientific improvements in the implements of war.
At the
tomb of the Emperor Maximilian, the Empress gave way to bursts of uncontrollable

grief—an emotion which was shared in by
all who were present.

lican State Committce
Saratoga on September

to hold
26th.

the State Convention

Tue Detroit and Milwaukee

at

Railway was sold

to the Great Western Railway, of Cunada, for $3,500,000,
at Detroit, on September 4th.

Tue

Congressional

commission

on

Custom

House
Investigations, of which
Fernando Wood is
chairman, have begun their labors in New York City.

A Srare ticket was put in nomination in Kansas
by the Democrats on September 4th, the platform
opposing resumption and demanding more greenoacks.

Tue

Minnesota

Democratic

State Convention

met in St. Paul, September 5th, nominated a State
ticket, and adopted a platform similar to that of the
Obio Democrats.

Governor Axtett

of New

Mexico

has been

removed by the President, and General ‘‘ Lew Waliace
appointed to succeed him.
By the same authority
Postmaster Filley, of St. Louis, bas been replaced by
Samuel Hays.

Prestpent Hayes

was

received with much en-

thusiasm in Chicago on September 3d, and on the 5th he
delivered a lengthy speech on finance and the growth of
the Northwest, at St. Paul, Minv., which is to be printed
as a campaign document.

An action has been brought against William C,
Rogers
firm of
Tweed,
during

and J. Jarvis Jones, surviving members of the
stationers made notorious by the confession of
to recover nearly $1,000,000 paid by the City
Ring days on raised bills.

From

December

Ist, 1871

to September

Ist,

1878, the aggregate amount of six per cent. Government
bonds refunded into bonds bear ng a lower rate of inter
est was $730,543,000, resulting in an aggregate savings
during the seven years of $28,160,643, which is equal
to over $4,000,000 per anuum in the item of interest.

Tue death-list of yellow fever victims up to
September 9th contains the names of 3,652 persons.
Mauy others are known
to have died, of whom no
record has been kept.
In Grenada the scourge appears
to have exhausted itself for want of victims; in Vicksburg it has become less virulent, and in New Orleans
it is still spreading.
Holly Springs, Miss., is almost depopulated,
Memphis is severely afllicted, the fever

THE Government of Mexico has furnished
a gratifying evidence of goodwill towards
the United States by the almost total aboli- raging in sections heretofore not affected. At Cairo the
tion of the zona libra, or free zone.
As is people are fleeing in fear of the fever, which has broken
generally known, the free zone is a strip out in Hickman, Ky. A case of yellow fever was disof territory along the Rio Grande through covered in Union Court, New York City, The patient,
a woman, was removed to the hospital, and died Sepwhich all kinds of merchandise are allowed tember 4th. Relief in money, goods, physicians and
free

transit,

and,

as

a

necessary

conse-

quence, an almost unlimited facility for
smuggling into both countries.
Our Govyernment has frequently protested against
the continuance of the institution, as even
the Mexican authorities admitted that it
gave facilities for smuggling, though not
on so great a scale as had been supposed.
The free zone was established in 1858, and
was a concession to the Mexicans living on
the border.
Simultaneously with the announcement of its abolition, we have a
statement that the Mexican Minister has
been in conference with prominent business
men at Chicago for the purpose of discussing means of securing more friendly commercial relations between that city and
Mexico, and opening further commercial
relations with that nation.
Tue Government of Japan has at length
asserted its independence of British dictation, and will hereafter refuse to be bullied

by the insolent representatives of ‘‘ the
greatest nation on the face of the earth.”
Recently, the Japanese authorities announced its determination to establish
stringent quarantine regulations, with a
view of averting a return of the cholera.
The British Minister declared that unless
the regulations should be framed to suit
himself, so as ‘‘ to preserve the trading
interests of his country,’’ he would resist
and defy them.
After some delay, the
Government refused peremptorily to admit
the claim of the British Ambassador to
participate in framing the regulations, and,
spite of his bluster and threats, has persisted in its decision, much to the gratification of the representatives of other
Powers.

Recently,

it will be remembered,

nurses, continues to flow southward
never before equaled.

with a liberality

Foreign,
Tue new five per cent. Russian loan has proved
a partial failure, only
being subscribed.

about

one-third

of the amount

Tue excursion steamer Princess Alice was run

down

by the Bywell Castle on the Thames, September

3d, and between 600 and 700 people were drowned, the
steamer sinking in five minutes.

Menemet

Arr PasHa

and twenty of his staff

have been assassinated at Yocora, Albania, because they
would not lead the insurrectionists against the Austrians,
Tbe Albanians have also killed the Governor of Ipeka
and ten other officials.

Ir is believed Austria has informed the Porte
that itis desirable that the occupation shall extend to
Mitrovitza.
This has for the time increased the difi.
culty of the negotiations, but the Porte is expected to
yield at the last moment

Tus Rhodope

Commission, in consequence of

a diversity of opinion, has abandoned the idea of a collective report.
Each member will send his report independently, but those of the British, French, Italian and
Turkish Commissioners will be identical.

Txroveu the representations of United States
Minister Welsh, Condon, the convicted Fenian, has been
released from imprisonment by the British Government.
When the news of the intended release reached Dublin
and adjoining cities, there was great rejoicing.

THERE was an impressive funeral ceremony at
the Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris, September 3d, in
celebration of the anniversary of the death of M. Thiers.

Alter the services Madame Thiers went to the Cemetery
of Pére la Chase, where there was a great demanstration
and a large display of floral offerings at M. Thiers’s
tomb.

Prestpent Diaz has issued two decrees for the
suppression

of smuggling

on

the Rio Grande.

One

decree authorizes any citizen to arrest smugglers and
seize smuggled goods,
The other closes the frontier

ports of Mier and Camargo.

The Government

abolished the
New Laredo.

free

zone, except

the ceremony

as imposing as possible, and

has also

as tv Matamoros

and

the British Court in Yokohama made a deTue supplementary elections in Germany are
cision that British merchants might import
all over.
The total result is that the Ultramonopium into Japan, notwithstanding the now
tanes have gained 6 seats, the Conservatives 40.
The
prohibition by treaty.
This display of ar- National Liberals bave lost 29, the Progressists 13, and
rogance and indifference to treaty obliga- the Social Democrats 4. The latter have now eight
tions very naturally incensed the Japanese members. The other parties have suffered no loss and
to the highest pitch, and their firmness in made no gain.
Roman advices state that Cardinal Monaco La
the matter of the quarantine restrictions
is, no doubt, due in a measure to 4 con- Valletta will go to Perugia to represent the Pope at the
consecration of a church at Canoscio.
whole Pontiviction that the time has come for putting fical Choir will be sent expressly by theThePope
to render
an end, finally and for ever,

to these unjus-

tifiable

their

interferences

prerogatives.

with

inherent

the Cardinal.

will follow

This will be the first time the singers of

the Pontitical Choig will bave let Rome,
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PREMATURE

:

POLITICS.

HAT enterprising journal, the New York
T Herald, has been recently applying the
‘method of exclusions” to the ‘* politics of the future,” in order to obtain an answer to the question: Who will be the
standard-bearers of the Democratic and
Republican

Parties at the next Presidential

election?
After testing by this method
the respective pretensions of Messrs. Thurman,

Bayard,

Tilden

and Hendricks

to the

favor of the [emocracy, our contemporary
comes to the conclusion that the elements
of the Democratic problem are, as yet, too
mixed to admit of any very definite vaticinations under this head; but on applying the
same method to the names of Messrs.
Blaine,

Bristow, Coukling,

E. B. Washburn

and General Grant, it excludes all but the
iast-named two from the list of probable,
or even possible, candidates

stand

in need

of a ‘‘savior,”

as well as ofa candidate, in the approaching
struggle, it is suggested that the name of
Grant is likely to serve the ‘‘tower of
strength” into which it will run for the
purpose of finding safety from the assault
of its enemies.
But, as if it wished to
discredit the very ‘*‘ method of exclusions”
to which it makes appeal, our contemporary proceeds to remark that even General
Grant, as the candidate of the Republican
Party, is likely to be beaten in the next
Presidential race, because of the discredit
into which that party has fallen, and because of the prematurity with which the
claims of Grant have been urged on the
attention of the people.
If it be premature to urge the claims of
General Grant on the attention of the people, and if in consequence of this fact he
is likely to be defeated in the coming
Presidential contest, we wonder that curious political hierophants should so early
begin to vex their souls and strain their
syes in trying to read the horoscope of the
future in this regard.
In the interest of
sound and prudent politics, we venture to
utter a mild dissuasive against all speculations of this sort at the present time.
The political issues of the future are not
to be forestalled by complicating them
with the fortunes of any individual, howaver eminent he may be by virtue of his
past services.
Those issues are too exigent
and vital to admit of being shuffled out of
sight under the glamour of a military
name, and we believe that the Republican
Party will mistake the present temper of
the American

people

Indiana
vigor and

and misleading as that of
‘‘too cunning to be wise.”

ambitions,

and, as

Cromwell

was

wont

to

say that a man never became so great as
when, following the lead of a moral truth,
he walked out into the dark, so a statesnever

becomes

so great as when

he

would ‘‘ rather be right than be President.”
It is the duty of the statesman to consult for the interest of the country, and

not for the promotion of his own personal
advancement
in place or power.
The
“opinions of Ohio” are to be weighed in
the scales of that wise and candid scrutiny

which seeks to elicit the truth, whatever
confusion the truth may bring to the
schemes of a temporary political campaign.
And the politician of Ohio, whether he be
Democrat or Republican, who builds on

the shifting sands of expediency, need not
be surprised if in the ebb and flowof public
opinion
he finds himself stranded and
wrecked at the very time when he is trimming his sails to catch the breath of the
popular favor.
If we do not make any personal application of these observations, it is in simple
deference to the rule of duty which we
prescribe to ourselves in the present posture of political affairs. It seems to us that
the times through which we are passing call
rather for the discussion of principles and
measures than of men and of electioneering
cries.
If, instead of seeking to command
success, our political leaders would rather
seek to deserve it by the wisdom of their
counsels and the purity of their aims, they
might find that in politics, as well as in
geometry, the straight line is the shortest
distance between two points.

under the aus-

pices of the Republican Party; and as this
party, according to the judgment of the
Herald, will

of

We must build on the solid ground of
truth and reason if we would build the
enduring edifice of our political hopes or

man
any

Morton

intellectual

an acknowledged leader in his party, but
the flexibility of his opinions in matters
pertaining to the finances of the country
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if it is supposed that

shouts and huzzas, set to the tune of ‘ Hail
to the Chief,” will drown the calls for that
wise statesmanship which the country so
much needs in view of abuses to be cortected, of reforms to be instituted, of re-

AMERICAN

‘“‘ FIAT”

MONEY.

N a recent issue we rehearsed the disastrous experience of France in the use of
paper ‘‘fiat’’ money.
But that is not the
only country that has suffered from this
sort of currency.
We also have a chapter
in our own history which should be quite
sufficient to deter us from launching away
upon the perilous sea which theorists and
demagogues would have us explore.
Anterior to the time when the French
people ventured upon their experiment with
paper money, based upon the property of
the nation, the American colonists commenced their struggle for emancipation
from British rule.
They were but three
millions of people, poor in means, and having no standing with the money-lenders of
the world.
In waging a contest with the
Mother Country, the necessities of the Colonial Government were 60 pressing, and of
such a character, as to seemingly justify a
resort

to

unusual

financial

methods,

and

even hazardous experiments.
Having an
empty exchequer, and unable to obtain
money through loans or by taxation, Congress resolved to issue three millions of
paper dollars, ‘‘ as occasion might require.”
The issue of this “‘ fiat’ money, as it will be
shown to have been, commenced May 10th,
1775. Four months later, Congress authorized an additional issue of three millions.
Franklin and others opposed the measure,
the former predicting that the notes would
soon become of little value, and advised
the bonding of the first issue.
They were,
however, overruled, and the Colonial Government started fairly out upon a financial
policy destined to create great perplexities
during the struggle for independence.
Before the close of 1775 the people manifested an unwillingness to reveive this
money; but the issues continued until

1781.

In the Winter of 1776 $4,000,000

additional were issued.

In the same year

and of

three additional issues of $5,000,000 each

financial systems needing to be consolidated and placed on a permanent basis.
And what we say of the Republican
Party holds equally true in its application
to the Democracy.
Instead of looking
around at this juncture in search of available candidates for the Presidency in the
year 1880, its members would much more
wisely expend their zeal in holding the exemplars of the Democratic faith to the
high duty of proving themselves, in the
eyes of the people, to be masters of the
situation in which they are called to act at
the present time.
The politics -which
grasps at shadows in the present is as unwise as the politics which grasps at shadows in the future; and we are greatly
mistaken if this is not a lesson which the
Western Democracy are likely to learn at
the expense of much political disappointment, not unmixed, it may be, with dis-

were authorized, making $19,000,000 in a
period of less than twelve months.
The
aggregate
issue in 1777 amounted to
$13,000,000.
Fourteen
separate
issues
were authorized in 1778, and as many in
1779, at the end of which year the outstanding volume of “‘ fiat’”’ paper amounted
to $241,552,280, or a fraction over $85 for
every man, woman and child in population.
The purchasing power, as in the case of

venue

policies to be reconstructed,

[Serremper. 21, 1878,
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$1,000 or more in paper for one dollar in
silver.
The following table is compiled from

force
that,
upon

for a period of seventy-five

years;

in other words, it was not imperative
the Executive to issue a warrant of

| extradition, as claimed by the prosecution,
of the Twenty-eighth | unless the State law made it obligatory so
The Attorney-General added: ‘I
Congress.
The facts were furnished by todo.
find that the crime with which Kimpton
Mr. Woodbury, Secretary of the Treasury,
and exhibit for different periods the value stands charged was committed in April,
of one dollar in specie expressed in cur- 1872, and that no attempt was made to
rency, and of one thousand dollars ex- prosecute him or his co-defendents until
pressed in specie.
The reader will bear in August, 1877, nor does it appear that there
mind that the standard of specie used in is any present intention to try them upon
It does appear that for
this table is that of the Spanish milled the indictment.
dollar of average market weight and fine- many months negotiations have been going
on between the authorities of South Caroness :
lina and this respondent, under which he
Nominal
Nominal
currency |Specie| currency | Specie
was offered immunity if he would return
Date
value,
|value.
value. | value.
to that State and volunteer as a witness in
information to be found in House document

No. 15, first session

March 1, 1778....
September 1, 1778

$L.75
4.00

$l
1

$1,000
1,000

| $571.43
25v.00

September 1, 1779.
March 18, 1780....
December 1, 1780

18.00
40.00
100. 00

1
1
1

1,000
1,000
1,000

55 56
25.00
10.00

March 1,1779.....]

May 1, 1781.......

10.00

1

500. 00

1,000

1

100.00

1,000

2.00

No Government could possibly do more
to imparta purchasing power to an inflated
paper

currency

than

did

the

Continental

Congress.
But, despite every effort made,
the Continental paper money fell away
from

par until it stood, as shown above, at

four to one, forty to one, and eventually
reached the lower depth of five hundred
to one.

But it will be contended,

perhaps,

by such eminent advocates of a cheap irredeemable currency as Mr. Thurman, Mr.
Voorhees,

that

and

this

‘flat’?

Generals

Continental

money.

Ah,

Ewing and Butler,

currency
indeed!

was

not

‘“Fiat,”

if

we mistake not, simply means an order or
decree.
Now, what did the Continental
Congress do towards maintaining its paper
issues of currency at par? Having no
coin for redemption purposes, it enacted a
law, some six months after the first issue
of $3,000,000, setting forth that any person refusing to accept the paper-money at

its face value should be ‘deemed, published and treated as an enemy of his
country, and precluded from all trade or
intercourse with the inhabitants of these
colonies.”
Subsequent Acts were passed
by the same body with a view to coercing
the people into an acceptance of the currency at par with silver. The States backed
Congress in efforts to force the money upon
the publicat par.
The New England States
enacted laws defining the prices that storekeepers might charge for their goods.
Congress approved of this course, and recommended other States to adopt the plan.
As a result of these high-handed measures,
tradesmen and inn-keepers closed their
places, and

only transacted

business when

compelled by what we term in these latter days ‘‘Lynch-law.”
The several States
were provided with so-called safety committees,

invested

by

law

with

arbitrary

powers, for the purpose of dealing summarily with all who refused to part with
goods or property for depreciated and sinking paper.
The army, too, was authorized
to deal summarily with all persons refusing
the Continental ‘‘fiat’’ money.
A resolution passed by Congress in December, 1776,
authorized General Washington to forcibly
take whatever was necessary for his army,

and to arrest and imprison such persons
as might refuse pay, at a reasonable price,
in Continental money.
An order issued
by General Putnam set forth that if any
person was ‘‘so lost to public virtue and
the welfare of his country as to presume
to refuse the currency of the American
States in payment for any commodities
they may have for sale, the goods shall be
forfeited, and the person or persons s0 refusing shall be kept in close confinement.”
Such has been the history of American
‘‘flat” money.
This history the advocates
of inflation desire to have repeated.
To
this end they are laboring in nearly every
State ofthe Union.
Their scheme must be
resisted at every step. It means fraud,
and that only—fraud upon the national
creditors, fraud upon the mercantile and
commercial communities, fraud upon the
working classes, fraud upon Government
pensioners, and the widow and orphan.
They demand a volume of irredeemable
paper, approximating $2,000,000,000, this
sum to be supplemented by a like issue
wherewith to pay the national debt, making
$4,000,000,000 in all. Just what it would
be worth in the end, even if backed by
arbitrary laws and the whole force of the
Government, may be learned from the history now briefly placed: before our readers.

GOVERNOR

RICE AND

KIMPTON.

gee of our contemporaries are sharply

criticising the action of Governor Rice
of Massachusetts in refusing to surrender
France, and our more recent oxperience,
Hiram
H. Kimpton, an alleged fugitive
steadily decreased with each additional
increase to the volume.
The depreciation from justice, on the requisition of Governor
The facts
began in 1777, and in March, 1780, had Hampton of South Carolina.
reached the rate of forty dollars in currency are, that after an exhaustive examination
for one of silver. About this time Congress of all the material points in the case, the
passed a resolution to fund $1,000 in paper Attorney-General of Massachusetts advised
at a specie value of $25, and to pay interest the Governor that it was ‘‘his duty to
on the certificates.
But the depreciation exercise a sound discretion” in the adminisin the market still went on, and the notes tration of the law of the State which govwere frequently exchanged at the rate of erns the subject, and which has been in

her courts, and that this offer was renewed
after his arrest here. Upon all the evidence,
Iam of opinion that the indictment, when
found, was procured for the ulterior pur-

pose of procuring his testimony, or for some
other purpose which does not appear, and
not for the purpose of trying him for any
supposed

State.

crime

against

the

laws

of

that

I therefore advise your Excellency

that it is not expedient to comply

request.”
Thus advised
State,

it would

with the

by the law officer
seem

that

of the

Governor

Rice

has simply done his duty in refusing to
surrender the fugitive Kimpton.
No man
in public position

is more

thoroughly

con-

scientious, more deeply sensible
obligations of law and inter-State

to the
comity

than

no

he, and we

proper

may be sure

that

im-

motive of any sort has entered, or

could enter,

into his decision.

As a matter

of fact, it is byno means unusual for State
Executives to exercise their discretion in
cases of this kind.
This was done a year
or so ago by Governor Robinson of this
State,

who

refused

to

surrender

certain

persons demanded by requisition from New
Jersey, and also by the Governor of Connecticut,

who

flatly refused to honor

a de-

mand from the same State for the rendition
of certain insurance officials who had been
indicted in its courts. In Massachusetts the
uniform practice of the State authorities
has been to exercise a discretion in such
cases, not only as to the matters specifically named in the statute, but as to any
matter which might or ought to control
the judgment of the Executive. The United
States Supreme Court has decided that
‘*where Congress has exercised a power
over a particular subject given them by the
Constitution,

it is not competent

for State

legislation to add to the provisions on that
subject.””
In regard to State extraditions,
Congress has exercised such power, and it
may fairly be questioned whether a State
Legislature can prescribe additional regulations in this matter so as to compel a
Governor to surrender a fugitive.
Governor Rice has not only held to the law, but
has
and

conformed to established
being thus fortified
in

can well afford to treat
indifference.

THE

BUSINESS

his

precedents,
his action,

critics

with

OUTLOOK.

HERE can be no doubt that some of the
causes which contributed to the worldwide business depression and paralysis of
the last four years have practically ceased
to exist.
At home there is every evidence
that we have touched bottom, that the reactionary

forces

are

exhausted,

and

that,

on firm and solid ground, we are about to
make a fresh start.
Abroad the war spirit
has all but exhausted itself, and the necessities of the difterent nations call loudly for
peace, economy and the diversion of the
money and energy and skill so long wasted
in war into channels of production. There
is but little probability that we shall have
any great wars for years to come; and the
presumption is that we are entering not
only upon an era of peace, but upon an era
of great enterprise, and of great and solid
prosperity.
The expectation of the resumption of
specie payments on the first of January
next, if not before that date, on conditions
which promise to be in the highest degree
favorable, is certainly exercising a happy
influence

couraging

merchants

among

a

capitalists,

cautious

and

and

is en-

enterprise

among

manufacturers.

Reports

from the West are favorable; and the
farmers generally, although for some seasons past greatly disappointed with the
prices they have been receiving, are well off
and hopeful. Reports from the South were
encouraging enough until clouded by the
present unhappy visitation;

and it is confi-

dently hoped that when this pestilence shall
have spent its force, prosperity will return.
The best-informed representatives
of the different trades in this city all agree
that the prospect for the Fall trade is hopeful. The drygoods houses, the flour, grain
and provision merchants and the grocers
are sanguine in the expectation that the
present month will bring them many buyers.
In the drygoods business, the prospect is
particularly cheering.
The surplus goods
which, for some years after the panic,
embarrassed the market, have been con-

sumed.

The foreign demand for American

Serrempyr
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cotton goods has greatly increased; and
England, which until lately monopolized the
trade in prints, has found a dangerous rival
There is no disposiin the United States.
tion to crowd the market, nor is there any
Prices also are
extravagant speculation,

to

low; and the general feeling seems to be
that the manufacturer and the merchant
must be contented with small profits. Business, however, it is expected, will besteady,
Already, in expectaand its gains secure.
tion of a flourishing trade in cereals, there
have been enormous arrivals of grain and
A steady ingrain products in New York.
crease is reported in the consumption
abroad of American butter and cheese.
The grocery trade depends more immediately than any other on the working
classes; and it is a cheering sign that the
grocers, encouraged even by their experience of Summer, speak hopefully of the

id

coming Fall and Winter.
Stock farmers
all over the land have been greatly encouraged by the steadily increasing demand for live cattle and sheep in the
Among all classes of
markets of Europe.
traders there is one feeling which is common—a dread of tariff tinkerers. Nothing
is so much feared as any sudden or radical
change in the financial policy of the
country. ‘‘ Let well alone,” seems to be the
motto of all.
With the establishment of peace and the
revival of prosperous times in Europe, and
with

‘is

nleon
en
he
es
ch
icny
‘ol

the early prospect of the

war;

but, if we are

cautious

and

prudent,

we shall have a prosperity which will prove
at once more solid and more enduring.
TIMELY

WORDS

FROM

attention.

merits

which

ances,

But

must

it

has

commend

intrinsic
it to wide

Unlike some of his other deliver-

this is both

timely and

instructive,

It related almost entirely to financial topies,
and was designed to show that we are
making solid progress in the right direction.
We can only state its conclusions,
By carefully prepared tables, and with
great directness the President showed that
in thirteen years the interest-bearing debt
has been reduced $571,852,394; that the
reduction of the annual interest charge is
$55,796,690, or more than fifty per ceut. of

what we now pay; that instead of our bonds
being largely owned in foreign countries,
five-sixths

the
ple;

of them are now

interest being paid
that

the

burden

held at home,

to our own
of

peo-

taxation

has

been reduced $247,521,160 since 1866, and
he
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ce
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rit
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he
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$61,066,531

that

our

since

the year

expenditures,

of

the

which

panic;

in

1867

amounted to $357,542,675, amount this year

to $236, 964,326, a reduction

of thirty per

cent. ; that while in 1865, with

a volume of

only 69.32 cents on the dollar

in coin, and

$735,719, 266 in paper currency, its value was

its total value in coin was but $509,949, 595,
each dollar of our present paper currency,

$687,743,168 in all, is now worth 99.1-2
cents

in coin, and

the

total

value

of the

whole in coin is more than $684,000,000;
and that finally our trade with foreign
countries is showing a constantly augumenting balance in our favor—thus establishing beyond question that our agricultural,

manufacturing and commercial interests,
are enjoying a substantial and positive
revival from the depression of former
years.
The President concluded his instructive address in these words, which
all supporters of honest finance will welcome with satisfaction as coming from the
national Executive:
“We cannot if we would, we should not if we could,

isolate ourselves from the rest of the commercial world.
In all Our measures for the improvement of our financial

condition we should remember that our increasing
trade
with South America and with the Old World requires
that our financial system shall be based on
principles
whose soundness and wisdom are sanctioned by
the
universal experience and the general
judgment of all
mankind

With diminished and still diminishing public

burdens of debt, expenditures aud interest, with an improved condition of currency and foreign trade,
we may
well hope that we are on the threshold

of better times,

But we must not forget that the surest foundation
of a
restored financial prosperity is a sound
constitutional
currency aud unstained national credit.”

MATTERS

in Great

Britai2Many tines must have been left at loose
ends by the receu. Berlin Congress, for the

plenipotentiaries seem & ave heen kept
busy tying them up ever since the Congress
adjourned.
Lord Salisbury has just been
holding, at Paris, with M. Waddington, the

IN. EUROPE.

(R= failure of a large firm of worsted

spinners and manufacturers near Halifax, in Yorkshire, the anticipated closing of
three of the largest cotton mills in Blackburn, the general depression of trade in
Lancashire, and the manufacturers’ meeting that is to take place at Manchester in
order to consider the unprecedented commercial difficulties of the period, are un-

—---
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ity on the part of officials is $11,605.
Considering the magnitude of the transactions, this

must

be

regarded

interviews,

attached.
high

to which

much

Midhat Pasha

functionaries

in

significance

is

joined these two
Paris,

and

was

closeted with them before he set out-to confer with Prince von Bismarck at Gastein
and Count Andrassy at Vienna. The object
of Lord Salisbury’s trip to the Continent is
conjectured to be to ascertain how France
would regard a more direct intervention of

England in 'furkish affairs. It has even been
rumored that the Sultan has transferred to
England the suzerainty over Egypt.
But

lent showing, especially as the amounts
due will be paid during the present year,
so that there will be no loss to the United
States.
Each of the defaulting cullectors
has been removed from office.

these rumors, as well as the rumor that
Russia
has suggested
a Franco-Italian

occupation

of Thessaly,

tional and untrustworthy.
is no telling what might

are

very

sensa-

However, there
happen in the

event of a war between Turkey and Greece.
Another sensational

rumor

is that France

TuE Cincinnatians have great confidence
in the success of the new College of Music
which is to be established in that city,
under
the direction of Mr. Theodore
Thomas.
Capital stock to the amount of
fifty thousand dollars has already been
subscribed, and it is believed that at least
five hundred pupils may be counted upon.
There is a good deal of musical culture,

and

a marked

taste,

development

in Cincinnati,

and

of

perhaps

musical
the

ex-

periment of a music college could nowhere
be tried under more favorable conditions.
idea of a ‘solid

North”

is fully

realized in the unanimity with which our
people are responding to the appeals of
the fever-smitten
cities
of
the South.

There is scarcely a town or city in all the
North which has not contributed something

of the Greek coast in case of such a war.
The Council of Ministers at Constanti-

for the relief of the sufferers.
New York,
of course,
leads the list, with a splen-

nople has come
Austro-Turkish

to no conclusion as to the
Convention, but it is hoped

that Count Andrassy’s terms will be accepted.
The commanders of the Austrian
armies of occupation report additional
successes against the insurgents, but 15,000
of the latter have fortified themselves between Sunitza and Novo Bazar, and are com-

pelling the Christians to join them. There
seems to have been as much truth as wit
in the remark

of an Austrian

Their

ultimate success

is sure, but

In autocratic Russia and imperial Germany a reactionary spirit has been provoked

by

assassins,

alleged

to

be

in

complicity with the Nihilists in the former
country,
and
with
the Social
Democrats in the latter.
The promotion of
Count Schouvaloff to be head of the police throughout

the

Russian

did total of $140,000. of which about onehalf was subscribed through the Chamber
of Commerce.

If

anything

can

mitigate

the terrors which surround the survivors
of the pestilence in the cities which it is
desolating,

it must

be

the

reflection

that

they are not forgotten in their destitution
and suffering by the people of the section
which is, as yet, happily exempt from the
plague.

general that

the Austrians had come to occupy the provinces, but the provinces had occupied

empire,

and

the promulgation of a ukase according
to which political offenders may be instantly shot, or banished to Siberia,
out the delays and
uncertainties

withof a

public trlal; and Prince Von Bismarck’s
anti-Socialist Bill, still outrageously severe,
although stripped of certain objectionable

OF THE

WEEK.

Domestic.
Tue Tammany Democracy have issued a political address, appealing to workingmen and Greenbackers,

Tue Oxford Iron Company, of Oxford, N. J.,
has suspended,

with liabilities

estimated

at $1,000,000,

Tux election in Vermont, on September 3d, resulted in a victory
majority.

Secretary

for

the

Republicans

SueeMan

by a reduced

has authorized

change of greenbacks for silver
sub-treasuries.

the ex.

at the Treasury and

all

Orvit Grant, brother of the ex-President, has
been judged insane,
Morristown, N. J.

and

Ix New Hampshire
nominated Warren
flation platform.

removed

to

the

the Greenback

G. Brown

asylum

men

for Governor,

on

at

have
an

in.

Tue trustees of the East River bridge have decided to sue the City of New
appropriation of $1,000,000.

York

for paymeut

of the

Ir has been decided by the New York RepubTHE

their intention to prevent the bombardment

and Italy had jointly notified the Porte of

NEWS

as an excel-

French Minister of Foreign Affairs, several

rious kind.

eee
HAYES has made few notable speeches, and for that reason
alone, if no others existed, his elaborate
address at the Minnesota Agricultural Fair,
at St. Paul, on the 5th instant, will attract

special

times

NEWSPAPER.

————

it will have cost more blood and treasure
than they had expected, and it may lead to
subsequent complications of the most se-

THE

PRESIDENT.

ILLUSTRATED
em

mistakabl)s signs of hard

them.

perusal.

ut

resumption

of specie payment and restored confidence
at home, and with other hopeful signs
around us, we may anticipate with confidence the near approach of better. times.
We shall not have—it is not desirable that
we should have—such “flush times ” as we
had during and for some years after the

LESLIE’S

THE journeys of the Empress Eugénie
aud of the Prince Imperial are creating
much interest and speculation in the world
of political gossips in the principal cities
of Europe.
The Empress has made a long
stay in Vienna, where she has been treated
with marked and cordial deference, not

only by the Emperor and the members of
the Imperial family, but also by all who are
in high position in that capital.
It is said
that the Empress has been unwearied in
sight-seeing, doing not only the galleries of
pictures and works of art, but showing an
equal interest in the scientific improvemeuts in the implements of war.
At the
tomb of the Emperor Maximilian, the Em-

press gave way to bursts of uncontrollable
grief—an emotion which was shared in by
all who were present.

lican State Committce to hold
Saratoga on September 26th.

Tue Detroit

the State Convention

and Milwaukee

Railway was

at

sold

to the Great Western Railway, of Canada, for $3,500,000,
at Detroit, on September 4th.

Tue

Congressional

commission

on

Custom

House
Investigations, of which
Fernando Wood is
chairman, have begun their labors in New York City.

A Srars ticket was put in nomination in Kansas
by the Democrats on September 4th, the platform
opposing resumption and demanding more greenvacks.

Tue Minnesota

Democratic

State Convention

met in St. Paul, September 5th, nominated
a State
ticket, and adopted a platform similar to that of the
Obio Democrats.

Governor Axtett

of New

Mexico

has been

removed by the President, and General ‘+ Lew ”’ Waliace
appointed to succeed him.
By the same authority
Postmaster Filley, of St. Louis, has been replaced by
Samuel Hays.

Prestpent Hayes was

received with much en-

thasiasm in Chicago on September 3d, and on the 5th he
delivered a lengthy speech on finance and the growth of
the Northwest, at St. Paul, Mino., which is to be printed
as a campaign document.

An action has been brought against William C,
Rogers
firm of
Tweed,
during

and J. Jarvis Jones, surviving members of the
stationers made notorious by the confession of
to recover nearly $1,000,000 paid by the City
Ring days on raised bills,

From

December

Ist, 1871

to September

Ist,

1878, the aggregate amount of six per cent. Government
bonds refunded into bonds bear ng a lower rate of interest was $730,543,000, resulting in an aggregate savings
during the seven years of $28,160,643, which is equal
to over $4,000,000 per annuum in the item of interest.

Tue death-list of yellow fever victims up to
September 9th contains the names of 3,652 persons.
Many others are known to have died, of whom no
record has been kept.
In Grenada the scourge appears
to bave exhausted itself for want of victims; in Vicksburg it has become less virulent, and in New Orleans
it is still spreading.
Holly Springs, Miss., is almost de-

THE Government of Mexico has furnished
a gratifying evidence of goodwill towards populated, Memphis is severely afllicted, the fever
the United States by the almost total aboli- raging in sections heretofore not affected. At Cairo the
reaction.
Even in Republican France an
tion of the zona libra, or free zone.
As is people are fleeing ip fear of the fever, which has broken
illegal meeting of a Congress of Socialists, generally known, the free zone is a strip out in Hickman, Ky. A case of yellow fever was discontrary to the still unrepealed laws against
in Union Court, New York City,
The patient,
of territory along the Rio Grande through acovered
woman, was removed to the hospital, and died Sepsecret societies and also to special prohibiwhich all kinds of merchandise are allowed tember 4th. Relief in money, goods, physicians and
tion, was broken up the other day by the
free transit, and, as a necessary conse- nurses, continues to flow southward with a liberality
Paris police. This act is one sequel of the
quence, an almost unlimited facility for never before equaled.
terror inspired by the murder of the venersmuggling into both countries.
Our GovForeign.
able Archbishop of Paris and the other ernment has frequently protested against
hostages that affixed an indelible stigma
Tue
new
five
per
cent.
loan has proved
the continuance of the institution, as even a partial failure, only about Russian
one-third of the amount
to the Commune.
A few bloody wretches
the Mexican authorities admitted that it being subscribed.
thus made the term ‘‘Communists” a
gave facilities for smuggling, though not
stereotyped
equivalent for all that is on so great a scale as had been supposed.
Tue excursion steamer Princess Alice was run
down by the Bywell Castle on the Thames, September
vaguely dreadful and detestable.
The free zone was established in 1858, and 3d, and between 600 and 700 people were drowned, the
Yet as even Nihilism in Russia, in spite was a concession to the Mexicans living on
steamer sinking in five minutes
of the pessimism which poisons it, con- the border.
Simultaneously with the antains germs of future good, and as Social
Aut Pasna and twenty of his staff
nouncement of its abolition, we have a haveMenemet
been assassinated at Yorora, Albania, because they
Democracy in Germany largely consists of
statement that the Mexican Minister has would not lead the insurrectionists against the Austrians,
theories long since safely adopted by the
been in conference with prominent business The Albanians have also killed the Governor of Ipeka
most practical among English political men at Chicago for the purpose of discuss- and ten other officials.
economists, so the Paris Commune
noting means of securing more friendly comIr is believed Austria has informed the Porte
withstanding the folly and wickedness of
mercial relations between that city and that itis desirable that the occupation shall extend to
some of its adherents, was by no means so
Mexico, and opening further commercial Mitrovitza. This has for the time increased the diffi.
black as it has been painted.
On the conculty of the negotiations, but the Porte is expected to
relations with that nation.
yield at the last moment
trary, in many respects it deserved well of
France and of mankind.
The political
Tue Rhodope Commission, in consequence of
THe
Government
of
Japan
has
at
length
programme of the Extreme Left, that is, of
a diversity of opinion, has abandoned the idea of a col.
those French Radicals ‘‘ who are held to be asserted its independence of British dicta- lective report. Each member will send his report indeutterly diabolical and dangerous,” and who tion, and will hereafter refuse to be bullied pendently, but those of the British, French, Italian and
Turkish Commissioners will be identical.
are so often denounced as Communists, is, by the insolent representatives of ‘‘ the
according to a competent witness, only this greatest nation on the face of the earth.”
-Turoveu the representations of United States
Recently, the Japanese authorities an- Minister
and
nothing more:
the Extreme
Left,
Welsh, Condon, the convicted Fenian, has been
its determination to establish released from imprisonment by the British Government.
testifies this witness, are agitating, firstly, nounced
for a free press; secondly, for the right of stringent quarantine regulations, with a When the news of the intended release reached Dublin
features,

are among

public meetings;

the fruits of European

thirdly, for a three years’

military service for all, instead of five
years for some and one year for others who
can afford three hundred dollarg to purchase exemption; fourthly, they desire the
separation of Church and State;

and fifthly,

the reform of the judicature and of procedure, so as to protect men from arbitrary
arrest and imprisonment, and also to put
judges on such a footing that they shall
not be liable to degradation and virtual
dismissal for administering justice impartially in political cases; sixthly, the
Radicals want the town councils to elect
their own mayors and to manage the bus!ness of their municipalities without being
dictated to by the prefects. Surely there is
nothing in all this to scare a free and independent American.
A STATEMENT by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue shows that during the
last fiscal year the sum of $223,712,622 has
been collected and accounted for, and the
entire amount unaccounted for by infide}-

view of averting

a

return

of the cholera.

The British Minister declared that unless
the regulations should be framed to suit
himself, so as ‘‘ to preserve the trading

and adjoining cities, there was great rejoicing.

THERE was an impressive funeral ceremony at
the Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris, September 3d, in
celebration of the anniversary of the death of M. Thiers.

resist

Alter the services Madame Thiers went to the Cemetery

and defy them.
After some delay, the
Government refused peremptorily to admit
the claim of the British Ambassador to
participate in framing the regulations, and,
spite of his bluster and threats, has persisted in its decision, much to the gratification of the representatives of other

of Pére la Chase, where there was a great demonstration

interests of his

Powers.

country,”

Recently,

he would

it will be remembered,

the British Court in Yokohama made a decision that British merchants might import
opium into Japan, notwithstanding the
prohibition by treaty.
This display of arrogance and indifference to treaty obligations very naturally incensed the Japanese
to the highest pitch, and their firmness in
the matter of the quarantine restrictions
is, no doubt, due in a measure to a conviction that the time has come for putting
an end, finally and for ever,

to these unjus-

tifiable

their

interferences

prerogatives.

with

inherent

and a large display of floral offerings at M. Thiers's
tomb.

Prestpent Diaz has issued two decrees for the
suppression of smuggling on the Rio Grande.
One
decree authorizes any citizen to arrest smugglers and
seize smuggled goods,
The other closes the frontier

ports of Mier and Camargo.
abolished the
New Laredo.

free

The Government

zone, except

as tv

has also

Matamoros

and

Tue supplementary elections in Germany are
now all over.
The total result is that the Ultramontanes have gained 6 seats, the Conservatives 40.
The
National Liberals have lost 29, the Progressists 13, and

the Social

Democrats

members.
The
made no gain.

4.

The latter have

now

eight

other parties have suffered no loss and

Roman advices state that Cardinal Monaco La
Valletta will go to Perugia to represent the Pope
consecration of achurcb at Canoscio.
The whole
fical Choir will be sent expressly by the Pope to
the ceremony as imposing as possible, and will

the Cardinal.

at the
Pontirender
follow

This will be the first time the singers of

the Pontitical Choir, will bave lc‘'t Rome,

~~,
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LAVENDER.
IKE a sweet Quakeress calm and chaste,
J In sober green and violet grays,
Who finds herself by hazard placed
At some luxurious banquet’s blaze,
Where round her throng court-dame and maid
In regal fabrics’ varying shade—
Velvet and satin and brocade!
So, where all liberal flowers untarl
Their flamant splendors to the sun,
We find thy hues in some bright whorl
Of Nature’s tapestry subtly spun,
While soft night winds with dewy feet
Flit over thee in dalliance fleet,
With whisperings vaguely low and sweet
Amid the sinuous garden.ways
Thy perfume, like a spirit voice
Full of mysterious meaning, strays—
A fragrance sadder, yet more choice,
Than that which languorous lilies bear,
Or heliotrope that- weights the air,
Or even than crimson roses share!
Since, where thou breathest, in the heart
Old thougbts arise from sloth, and stir
Through shadowy chambers where thou art
A lingering, mute remembrancer
Of feet whose light glad tread is done
Of lives that bore the cross nor woo
A recompense beneath the sun.
Old age, inhaling thy soft breath,
Recalls with suddenly blinding tears

The ways made void and waste by death,
The desolate distances of years,
The bridal and the festal hours,
Whose treasured relics hold thy flowers
In folds inviolate silence dowers ;
Or one yet young, with lined brows bent,
Feels in thy essence past him borne
The odorous hair of one who leant,
With eyes low-lidded, lips forsworn
To kiss him, while in silken fold
Thy delicate hue was fain to hold
An angel body siren-souled,

;

'

Yet also may

thy breath

bring

balm

To some dim eyes that strain for light,

'

And tired lives hear the far-off psalm
Of flowerful lands unknown to blight,
While love, not wholly lost, may dare
To mingle with the redolent air
A hope, a fealty or a prayer!

4

i

Joun Moran.

HONEY’S THOUSAND

DOLLARS,
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slowly, after the usual meditative pause, “ and
I am your brother, Honey.”
Tom Byington turned quickly and walked up
the steps.

“* Good-by, Honey,” he said, resolutely,

holding out his hand. “ You be true to me, and
you'll see me here some day, thousand dollars and
all.” He made some signal of salutation to the
others, and walked rapidly away.
The old man laughed a merry peal, looking after
him, and again

wagging

his head in solemn, yet

keen, delight. ‘ That was well said, Babe; very
well said. Honey can’t ask no more nor that.”
Honey got up and went into the house, shutting
the door after her with great decision.
“I can’t see what's

got Honey,” said

the old

woman, plaintively. ‘She don’t seem no better
suited nor she was afore.”?
“ When Babe said so much for her, too,” added
Phebe. Phebe had not spoken till now. She was
the eldest daughter,

and

naturally

of no conse-

quence in the family. She was talland thin, like
her mother, with a long nose and deep-set eyes
and wiry frame, and with a foreshadowing already
of the wrinkles which had transformed the old
woman's face into a fine and intricate network.
Honey was like her father, plump and round, with
short pudgy hands, prominent brown eyes, and an
expression in which the jolly and the severe were
somewhat curiously blended. But what in the old
man’s face might sometimes be taken for a twinkle
of malice could never in the daughter be misunderstood as anything worse than a gleam of
shrewd appreciation. Honey was the darling of
the family, as Babe, the youngest child and only
son, was its autocrat—a gentle, sheepish, deliberate

autocrat, but in no whit mistaking his position.
‘* When Babe said so much for her, too,” said
Phebe. “I can’t think what’s got Honey.”
“‘ I know,’’ said the old man, solemnly. “Honey’s
been charmonized.”
The mother clasped her hands and changed
color as far as her bloodless, parchment skin allowed.
“Oh, father!” she ejaculated, “ charmonized !”
and “ charmonized !’’ reiterated Phebe, with awe.
“ Yes, charmonized,”’

repeated the father, nod-

ding his fat head gravely a great many times,
‘“« There’s Egyptians in the country this day. You
know that, Babe, as well as I do.’

The young man considered before answering.
“The old man is right,” he replied, at last, to
his mother’s eager gaze of inquiry. ‘There is
Egyptians.”

“ J don’t believe it,” said the old mother, stoutly.

“’Tain’t likely them miserable ’Gyptians as wanONEY threw the palmetto braid from her ders about the woods, tinkering and telling forhands, and it fell in a shiny, curling heap tunes, and, most likely, stealing for a living, has
upon the floor. “There,” she said, im- any power over Honey, as is such a good gyirl, and
patiently, “ we don’t need to hear no more, The has airnt a thousand dollars, a braiding ’mayto
hats.””
old man don’t like it, and that’s enough.”
“If ’tain’t the ’Gyptians, then it’s the Japoni“ No, Honey,” said the old man, wagging his
head solemnly, “no, 1 don’t like it, and good cans,” said the father, persistently.
“* What's them ?” asked Phebe.
reason why.”
‘“‘ Hain’t you never heerd on ’em? They're a
“ Reason,” repeated Honey, her rosy face growing more vivid in hue. “ You can’t say nothing yellow set, come from nobody knows where. They
wear long pigtails down their backs,’way down
against Tawm, and you know it.”
“‘ Where’s his money ?” asked her father, sen- to the ground, and frocks like the women.
I hear
tell that they’re making a heap o’ trouble in Calitentiously.
“Tf it comes to that, I have none. But Honey forny, and some on ’em is come to Florida, I
might be as happy with me as with another who hear.”

had his pockets full.’’

The conversation was interrupted by Honey’s

reappearance, dressed for a walk.
* /’m going to town,” she said, “to carry these
hats to Musgrove’s. There’s a sight of Yankees
there now, they say.”’
She descended the steps, her bundle of hats on
her arm, and walked down the white, cleanly
swept door-yard, under the orange-trees, kicking
away the fallen golden fruit from beneath her feet.
She passed through the high whitewashed gate,
stopping, almost mechanically, to gather a bunch
of early Winter roses from the bush which straggled through the fence, and went out into the lane
swept white sand of the yard before the house lay where hens were scratching in the white sand and
in deep afternoon shadow; but who should see old turkeys were hunting for food among the roadside
Mrs. Parrish without her sunbonnet, would see weeds.
There were carts and sleds about, ard an
what the light had not revealed for many a long ox-yoke lying against the fenee, and a heap of
year. She pushed it backward, the better to look newly grubbed roots and stumps on one side. So
into her daughter's troubled face, and from her to she went out into the pine-woods, where endless
the unmoved, perhaps slightly exultant, coun- aisles of whispering trees stretched far away into
tenance of ber husband.
indefiniteness, where the low afternoon sunlight
“That's true enough, deary,” she said, with a | in long golden bars along the ground, and pale
inter flowers peeped out amid tufts of newly
tremble in her voice. “Tawm’s a good fellow,
springing grass from among the black clumps lett
and we know him, and Honey takes to him.”
“ Where's his money ’’ repeated the old man, by forest fires.
bringing his stick down upon the floor with a
Down the long aisles walked Honey, too deeply
thump. ‘Or where’s his tarm ?’ he continued, wrapped in her own bitter musings to notice aught
after waiting a moment for the answer which no around her. She reached the hotel, disposed of
one gave, “Or where’s his house? You can’t her palmetto hats, and turned back upon her
rapidly through the
say as you've got airy one, Tawm Byington. And homeward way, walking
Honey's got a thousand dollars, airnt by her own familiar woods. At a fork of the road she paused.
hands, a-braiding "maytoes, If she’s foolish enough
“Tt is getting late,” she said to herself. ‘“ I
to wish to squander it on a man as hain’t gota wish I had asked Babe if there was water on the
cent, why, I'm wise enough and strong enough to wire road, it is so much nigher. I don’t believe
hender her. That's what I say.”
there is; we've had pretty much of a dry spell
The old woman pulled her bonnet over her face. lately.”
The young man who spoke was leaning against
an orange-tree before the house, looking up at the
father who sat upon a rush-bottomed chair in the
out-room, his chin resting upon the knob of his
thick stick. He was a good-looking young fellow
who had last spoken; tall and well-formed, with
blue eyes and sandy hair, and a well-bronzed complexion, and there was that in his face which
seemed to confirm his words. The old woman
was evidently impressed by them. She pushed her
sunbonnet back from her wrinkled-face. There
was no sunlight on the out-roem ; it and the clean-

Honey picked up her braid and went on nervously
with her work, the strands glancing rapidly through

She took the road along the telegraph-poles,

and walked swiftly on. The ground, though generally level, was full of undulations, with here a

her fingers. ‘Tom Byington flushed under his
sunburned skin, and turned away.
“ hammock ” of deciduous trees, and there a smooth
“ That's enouch, Mr. Parrish,” he said ; “ good- slope to the bed of a “ branch” or rivulet, One
by, Honey.”
of the most abrupt of these descended steeply to a
“ Wais a while.”
wider stream than any of those which Honey bad
The words were deliberately uttered, and Tom hitherto crossed by the usua! means of a log at the
stood still, without, however, again turning his face roadside. The stream was bordered by ferns and
towards the house.
flowers, and there was a thicket of bushes upon the
“Yes,” said the mother, eagerly, “ Babe hain’t further side. The water was high, and the roadsaid a word yet. Don't go, Tawm, till you hear side log was entirely covered.
what Babe has to say.”
‘“‘ There,” said
Honey, discontentedly, “ just as
Babe appeared to have nothing to say. He was I thought; why didn’t I ask Babe ?”
a tall, immensely vig young man—so huge in
She sat down upon a stump to take off her shoes
bulk that the athletic young fellow before him ap- and stockings, when she heard a rustling in the
peared almost diminutive by contrast. His skin trees on the opposite bank, and a voice said :
was fair and rosy, like a girl’s, and be had small
“How will you work it to get over, Miss
brown eyes, with a great shock of brown hair and Honey ?”

heavy beard of the same color. He did not look up

from his work, and seemed to have lost all interest
in the conversation.
No one spoke, however,
~~ at length the young Hercules again opened
is lips.
phPinan
tee
2 ee

“

A man emerged

from the bushes the same mo-

ment, and s
= the bank in the full light of
the setting sun,
He was jet-black, of the middle
size, with square shoulders and a
square head.

Although not in the least deformed, his gait was
Let Tawm have Honey when he brings her a peculiar, as might have been observed even in the

thousand dollars,’’ he said, slowly.

Tom stood still in his place.

Honey again threw

down her work. “ And you call yourself Tawm’s
friend,’’ she said.
“1 am Tawm’s friend,” replied her brother,

few steps he had taken.

His countenance was

good, though with a singular expression, perhaps
crafty, perhaps only shrewd.
He stood leaning
upon his stick, and looking over at her with a half-

patronizing smile,
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Honey was not nervous, and had not started the board which she had removed from it in her
with fright at the sound of his voice. She stopped hand. The old woman tottered towards her son.
“It’s gone !”” she gasped.
untying her shoes, however, and answered :
“ Gone!
Allert Phebe, “ What !—what’s
“]’m thinking I'd best wait a while. Jimmy
Long will be coming by with his cyart and critter gone ?”
** Honey's thousand dollars,” said the old woman,
soon. I saw him go to town with a load of wood !”’
Her interlocutor had seated himself upon a bursting into tears. ‘Oh, Babe, Babe, what shall
we
do?”
stump opposite her, and regarded her fixedly.
Babe spoke no word, but, striding across the
“So the old man disinclines to Tom Byington’s
room, wrenched off the slabs around the hidingee
he said, at last.
He searched in
He spoke with little of the negro accent, and place, but no money appeared.
every
corner, his exertions seconded by Phebe, but
with a full-mouthed precision and choice of words
nothing
at
all
resembling
the
well-filled
stocking
evidently highly gratifying to himself.
could be found. The money was really gone.
Honey started.
Honey had never moved from her place during
“What do you know about it?” she asked,
all the searching, but stood still as if stunned, the
hastily.
little trap-door in her hand. Now, as if by general
“ Ah, you asks me that,” replied the man, with
stupendous gravity. “ And
asks you, Miss consent, they all went out into the out-room and
Honey, what is there that old Griff does not took their accustomed seats. The old man was the
first to speak,
know ?”
“The Egyptians has got it,’’ he said, in an
“ Ts it really true, Griff,” asked the girl, eagerly,
“are you a cunjer? They say so, but 1 never be- awful voice.
The old woman wrung her hands and trembled.
lieved in cunjer-work, and the old woman says
“Have they been abqut again, pard?” asked
there ain’t no cunjers—not in Florida, at any
Phebe.
rate.”
“T hain’t seen none,” replied her father, “ but
‘The old woman knows what she knows, perhaps,” replied the negro, solemnly, “and I know it stands to reason. Here's Honey charmonized,
what I know. Miss Honey, there’s a root planted and now her money’s gone, It can’t be no other
ay.”
for some one, and you know what that portends.
Babe rose deliberately from his seat. “ I will
And there’s a seed planted, and that portends
bring
your money back, Honey,” he said, slowly.
prosperity. If so be as it grows, Miss Honey—if
«I saw a camp of them ’Gyptians out Middleburg
so be as it grows.”
He spoke the words with an air of fearful mys- way, when 1 went after cotton-seed. If they’ve
tery, and vanished among the bushes, as a cart got it, I'll find it for you.’’ He passed out into the
appeared on the crest of the little eminence above inner-room and returned with a sort of knapsack
the brook. The vehicle came rattling down the in his hand.
“They'll kill you, deary,” sobbed the mother.
hill, drawn by a most unruly mule, which was
jerked about with extreme vigor by the boy who “Don't go, Babe, the money’s gone now; don’t
was perched upon its back. A young man stood risk your own life.”
The young man smiled kindly on his mother.
in the cart, holding on by one of the sticks.
He

sprang to the ground,

“ Why, Honey !””
“Oh, Tawm, is it you? Ask Jimmy to tote me
over.”
The brook was crossed in safety ;Jimmy Long,
“his cyart and critter” following a rough path
which led to a farm on the right, and the lovers
walked on, along the wire road.
“I’m right glad I met you, Honey,” said Tom,
at last, “I wanted to say good-by, again. I’m
away to-morrow.”
“Going away, Tawm!’’ echoed Honey, the
roses in her cheeks almost paling, for a moment.
“Yes, I have heard of a place up in Alachua ;
and, Honey, I shall bring that thousand dollars to
ou, some day; only you be patient, as I will be.
e have time enough, haven't we? And I will
not be longer than 1 must; you may bet on that,
Honey.”
The girl’s small brown eyes were raised to his
face with an expression which, no doubt, made
them beautiful to him. She placed her fat,
freckled hand in the sunburned, sinewy palm which
was outstretched to clasp it, and answered firmly:
“T’ll wait, Tawm, if it was a thousand years.
on how did you get the place? You never told
uz
“That's the queer part of it, Honey. 1 never
knew it till this evening. I met that Griff in the
woods after I left your house. You know what
some folks thinks of him. I never did believe in
cunjer-work, but it does seem dreadful queer.
‘So you wants a thousand dollars * he says to me.
‘ What's that to you?’ says I. ‘ It’s this to you,
Mr. Byington,’ he says, ‘that there’s a thousand
dollars waiting in Alachua County for the man as

“They

won't

hurt

me,”

he

returned,

more

promptly than usual. ‘I shall get Jim Long to
go with me—he’s sheriff. And Griff would bea
good one, too. He’s powerful strong, and as good
a cunjer as any of them Egyptians.”
There was no answer, except the suggestive one
of Phebe’s, holding out to him a weil-filled provision wallet, He slung it over his shoulder,
kissed his mother, without a word, and walked
towards the barn. Five minutes after the echo of
his horse’s departing feet resounded through the
long aisles of the pine woods,
It was later on the same Friday evening that
Tom Byington reined in his horse on tha bank of
the South Prong. The sun had set, and the moon,
now in her second quarter, shone brightly over the
tree tops, and glanced upon the dark waters of the
creek. There was no bridge, and a cabin on the
further side, with a rude flat-boat, drawn up on the
shore, indicating that the stream was not fordable,
The young man scanned the surroundings narrowly,
then lifted up his voice and shouted;

but no an-

swer was heard, and no sign of life appeared in the
cabin.

‘ The ferryman is out,’ pears likely,” soliloquized

the traveler. ‘ He'll be back, perhaps, by when
we get through supper, Jerry and me,’ and
loosening the saddle-girths, he prepared for the
evening meal. While thus engaged, the sound of
a horse’s hoof was heard, and Griff, mounted on a
marsh pony, with his dog Bounce running ahead,
onal into the moonlight.
Tom advanced to meet him. “ How is this,
Griff? Nothing wrong to home,is there? What
brings you ?’
E
The negro at first showed signs of excitement,
finds it. You go to town,’ he says to me, and re- but in a minute or two, replied pompously :
member my words.’ And, to be sure, when I got
“ Regard for your interests, Mr. Byington. Did
to town, as I was walking along by Musgrove's, a I tell you that there was a fortune awaiting you
Yankee gentleman spoke to me, and asked if my up to Alachua? And did I tell you true?”
name was Byington.
He said he had heard tell
“Well, and if you did?’ asked Tom, imof me, and that he wanted some one to take care bare y
of his orange-grove in Alachua, on shares. It’s a
‘Jf I did, then perhaps you will allow that I
young grove, but a good farm, and if I don’t come know what I affirm, when | tell you that there's
ack in three years with the thousand dollars, a fortune awaiting you, this very night as now
Honey dear, my name’s not Tom Byington.”
shines upon our head. Mr. Byington,
Miss Honey's
“Oh, Tawm !”’ said Honey, slowly. It was her money is stolen.”
way of showing feeling, to speak slowly and with
Tom uttered an exclamation of surprise, and
few words, just as rapid utterance was his. Then,
looked keenly upon Griff.
in a half-whisper, as if frightened: “ How did
“ See here, Tom Byington,” said the negro, dropGriff know? Do you think he is acunjer? I’m ping his pompous manner, and speaking rapidly,
most afeard.”
“there ain’t no time to lose. 1 didn’t steal the
“I don’t believe it, Honey. I know the folks money, but I know who did. I ain’t strong enough
say it, and I think he likes to have them think so, to get it myself, or maybe I would, and keepit
and this does look queer, but ’pears likely he heard myself, too, who knows?
But them gypsies
this Mr. Butler asking for me, and he may have sha’n't have it while you needs it. I hain’t forgot
been prowling about and heard what your fathe: how you brought me vittels when I was down with
said—he spoke loud enough.’’ The young man’s yellow-jack last Summer, and every one else was
sunny face clouded at the remembrance.
afeerd to come anigh. Them gypsies has been
They reached at length the fork of the road.
about old Parrish’s house a good bit, and one of ’em
“ et
Honey,” he said, after standing si- hid under the floor night afore last, and took the
lently, her hands in both his, looking down inte money airly in the morning, while all was out in
her eyes. ‘ Be patient, and trust in me. I'll the field. I heerd ’em tell how they did it, as
come for you sooner than Babe thinks for.”
they was a layin’ in the woods, waiting for night
Honey gazed mutely into his honest blue eyes. to get away; but I durstn’t fight "em alone and I
‘“* Good-by, Tawm,’’ she said at last, turning slowly kim for you, tight as ole Brimstone could leg it.
I didn’t ‘lot to catch ye so soon, They're gone
away.
He had not loosened his clasp of her hands, but, due west, to hit the railroad; if we strike u
bending over her, he kissed her twice upon her uorth, we'll fall in with ’em to-night. ‘They ain’t
‘ot no critters; we'll kitch ‘em atwixt here and
trembling lips, and strode away under the pineiddleburg.”
trees.
Long before the man had concluded his exHoney did not stop to cry, nor did she look
after her lover, though as she walked she listened planation, Tom had tightened the girths and sprang
upon
his horse’s back.
Griff, who had disfor the muffled sound of his footsteps among the
soft pine needles, The sun had set, and the short mounted, did the same, and they plunged into the
southern twilight was already gone. If the two woods, retracing their steps until they had passed
tears fell which had dimmed
Honey's sight as she the densely timbered hammock land upon tle
gazed into her lover’s eyes, no one could see them. border of the creek. On reaching the pines the
There was no trace of them as she walked calmly quitted the road, and struck due north throug
the forest, guiding themselves by the few stars
into the work-room a few moments later.
It was three days after this, that Honey, hav- which were visible in the moonlight. At length,
ing filled some orders which had been given her as they halted, at a signal from Griff, after some
on her previous visit, returned from Musgrove’s hours’ journeying, the negro called Bounce and
with a twenty-dollar bill in her hand. “ J’ll put held a piece of rag before the dog's nose; the
this by with the rest,” she said, showing it to her ‘creature sniffed at it, and looked inquiringly at his
mother and sister as she came in. “I sha’n’t master.
“Sarch, Bounce,” said Griff. The dog snuffed
want to break it, and 1 might as well tuck it
again, and pat his nose to the ground.
| away.”
“ It’s clear luck,” replied Griff to Tom’s look
She passed into the inner-room, her mother
following her. A moment later, those who were of inquiry. “It’s a rag one of them fellows had
in the out-room heard a scream—a shriek of terror around his feet. He dropped it, and I spotted it.
and dismay. Babe rushed into the house, with They came this a-way, and must be hereabouts
none of' his usual deliberation, followed by Phebe within five miles. Bounce’ll track ’em.”
They followed the dog in silence, listening
and her father. Honey was standing, motionless
‘and colorless, beside a square hole in the wall, eagerly for the sharp bark which would signify so

FRANK
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much.

It came

at last—the dog had found the

.
trail.
his
They pressed cautiously, but eagerly, upon
had
footsteps. The dog had left the road and
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and

rapid, until

not only the leading Southern, but

struck into a narrow footpath leading through @

a
Bits

the yard.
“'They’ve killed him, I know,” moaned the old
woman for the hundredth time. ‘ Oh, Babe, my
deary, I'll never see you no more !”
The daughters
had exhausted their words
of comfort and sat mute. Suddenly the rapid
sound of galloping hoofs was heard. Babe and
Jim Long dashed through the forest followed by
two others, whom no one noticed but Honey.
Babe’s head was tied up in a bandage.
“Oh, he’s dead!”
screamed the mother.

“They’ve killed Babe—orly see his head !”

“1'm all right, mother,” said her son, calmly,
alighting from his horse and coming up to her.
“ It's only a cut.”
“ Where's

Honey’s

thousand

dollars?”

asked

the old man.
“T hain’t got it, and that’s the truth,’’ said
Babe, slowly.
“Oh, no matter about the money,’’ sobbed the
old woman.
“ Babe's alive, father, ain’t that
enough ?”’
“ But here’s a man as has got a thousand dollars he wants to give Honey,” continued Babe,
with a twinkle of humor upon his stolid countenance. “Here’s Tawm Byington, father, has
saved my life and found the money, and has got a
good place up at Alachua.
He's brung the thousand dollar you asked him for, and | say let him

have Honey as we promised.”’

“ But it's Honey’s thousand dollar,” said the
old man, gazing in perplexity from one to another.
_“*No, it’s mine,” answered

his way to Honey’s side,

Tom, who had found
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incidents above mentioned are but an indication of

—Tuere
—Sincz

of the Conservatives

tc

—Dvnrine

the month of August Chicago re-

ceived 37,453 car-loads of grain by rail, and 1,613,725
bushels by canal, being an aggregate of about 16,600,000

bushels,

—A new idea for a wedding breakfast in England—in Summer, of course—is an adjournment from
the church to some pleasant spot near by, where a picnic is held,

—Tne

Memphis

Appeal notes the fact that

although Chinamen reside and do business as laundry.
men in the infected districts, not a single one of them

bas yet taken the yellow fever.

—A HowL is looked for from the churchmen of
England.

At

Cyprus, when

Sir Garnet Wolseley

took

possession, the British flag was solemnly censed, blessed
and hoisted by Greek priests, the guards presenting
arms,

cattle-trade between South Florida and

—Sxvenry-nivz public Acts were passed at the
late session
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The

Late

Caffre

War

EUROPEAN

of the English Parliament,

which

began

—Tue sessions of the International Peace Con-

gress are to take place at the Tuileries, Paris, on the
26th, 27th, 28th and 30th of September.
Arbitrations
and reforms in international law will figure prominently

PRESS.
in

South

Africa.

Our graphic reminiscences of the late frontier war in
South Africa represent no scenes of actual conflict or
hostile movements and preparations, but the appearance

and demeanor of Caffre prisoners who were brought into
King William’s Town.
Large numbers of Gaikas have
been sentenced to terms of imprisonment varying from
three to fifteen years, but it is understood that in all
ordinary cases Government will remit
the sentence
when peace is fully restored, and furnish employment
on public works to all who may desire it. The captive

rebels

include

nearly

all Sandilli’s

family,

and

of

this the eldest son, Edmund Sandilli, is, perhaps, the
most interesting member.
He is a young man of about
five-and-twenty years of age; his features are well
formed, and his appearance is prepossessing.
He has
received a good English education, and up to the time
of the outbreak filled the post of magistrate’s clerk at
Middle Drift.
He joined his father sbortly after hostilities commenced, but declares now that he only went
to his father to dissuade him from war, and remained
with him in the bush vainly endeavoring to bring hostilities to a peaceful termination, He states that several
thousand Gaikas lost their lives while actually fighting,
and that disease and starvation carried off large numbers of the fugitives in the mountaing
The destitution
was 80 great that the female prisoners were easily persuaded to barter their beloved trinkets and ornaments

to the English officers and soldiers, and readily accepted
money

for their most valued possessions,

Tent of the Emperor of Morocco
Paris Exhibition.

at the

The pavilions

nations

belonging

to those Moslem

affinity of race to the people of Algiers, be regarded
with much interest by the French public, attract con-

siderable attention in the Trocadéro Park.

We give an

illustration

Emperor

tent

erected

for

the

of

Morocco, whose death was erroneously reported in all
the newspapers some weeks ago, but who

may possibly

survive the Exhibition, if he does not recover health
in time

for a journey this season to Paria.

The lion’s

hide exposed for sale at the price of 800f., must be the
property of some one of his Moorish Majesty’s subjects.
The

Austrian

Occupation

of Bosnia,

Herzegovina, he doubtless expected some sort of resist-

ance, but that it would assume the proportions which it
has since attained must have been quite beyond his ex-.
pectation.
Our news columns have kept our readers
thoroughly informed of the varied successes and repulses
of the Austrian troops; and our present engraving re-

presents the scene of the troops crossing the river Save,
frontier

town,

by means

of a bridge

of

boats, in the last days of July, as previously mentioned.
The

British

Naval

Review at Spithead,

many sightseers.

twenty-six in all, and

OF

N the north side of East Thirteenth Street, between Third and Fourth A venues, stands a threestory brick house, painted brown. A Gothic portico,
surmounted by a gilt cross, ornaments a short flight
of stone steps. The words ‘‘Grace House” in
This is a créche, or day nursery, where

leave to safe guardianship both the baby and any
other little ones who are too young for school. It is
also advantageous tor the children, who are passed
on gradually from nursery to partial tuition, and
this morning,” observed Babe.
so on, step by step, till at nine years old they are
“And Tawm,” said Honey, blushing rosy red.
launched out into the world of real school life.
One day in the past week we visited “Grace
INCIDENTS OF THE SCOURGE AT THE House.” Upon arrival we were saluted by the
music of childish prattle, and, on ascending one
SOUTH.
flight of stairs, found myself in a lofty, well-ventiHE present epidemic is believed to have broken lated school-room, containing a piano, a biackboard, about thirty tiny armchairs, each chair
out in New Orleans in May last, the first case
occupied by a clean, bright, happy-looking, bluebeing that of Purser Clark, of the Souder, and the pinafored child, all glowing witb curiosity, and as
second that of Elliott, the second engineer of the free and unfettered as young birds in a downy nest,
same vessel, the latter dying on the 29th. From Miss Alice Egan, the matron and teacher, received
that time until the early part of July there were me with the utmost courtesy, and at once plunged
no doubtful cases reported or heard
of. Every in medias res.
éche are supported by the conThe-school and
known precaution was observed to prevent the
Episcopal Church on Broadway
spread of the fever, but it was communicated in gregation of the

The number

they were drawn up in two lines,

called respectively the Port and Starboard Divisions,
the former consisting entirely of vessels of the turret
and monitor class, whilst the latter was composed exclusively of broadsides.
The squadron, which was under
the command of Admiral Sir Cooper Key, was manned
by gatlant fellows almost exelusively drawn from the
Coast Guard, and the entire fleet was ready, if need be,
to go to sea on “particular service’ at a moment's
notice.
The proceedings of the day commenced with

the embarkation, on board the Zuphrates, of the members of both Houses of Parliament, who were brought
from London by special train, and the simultaneous
embarkation of the other privileged visitors on board
the various ships to which they had been invited
Her

Majesty left Osborne about three o'clock, and as she
stepped on board the Victoria and Albert from the royal
barge the royal standard flutiered at the masthead, and
the answering salute of the fleet, though inaudible at
that distance, was visible in the flashes of fire from the
guns and the smoke, which floated away in clouds

towards the east. The Victoria and Albert now steamed
away towards the fleet, while in her wake followed the
royal yacht Osborne ; then the Enchantress, with their
Lordships the Commissioners of the Admiralty; then
the Fire Queen, with the Commander-in-Chief, Admiral
Fanshawe, flying bis flag
at the main; then the
with the Lords, Commons, and a large number of

peeresses and lady commoners;

then

—A HANDsoME

marble tablet, with an appro

priate inscription, bas been fixed in the transept of the
cathedral at Bristol, England, to commemorate the philanthropic labors of the late Miss Mary Carpenter ip

that country and in India

—Tue

bones of the intrepid explorer,

Marquette, have been discovered

Pére

near Point St. I[gnaca,

Mackinac, about thirty yards from the iormer Jesuit
church, and probably within the fence which once surrounded the dwellings of the missionaries.

—Jupcr

Mackey,

of South Carolina, thinks

conciliation has been of some service to the colored
people of that State. Upon investigation he finds that
during

the past year only one negro has been killed by

white men, while seven white men have beea killed by
negroes,

—Ir is rumored that a split is impending in
the Belgian clerical party.
The Constitutionalists will,
according to a report, separate themselves from the
Extremists (or party of the Syllabus) and organize a
Catholic Constitutional party.
It seems probable that
the Pope is not unfriendly to such movements.

riage was, according to report, considered.
It was
thought that though the project might be premature,
its speedy consideration for dynastic reasons was essential
The youngest sister of the late Queen Mercedes ig

the lady named.

—Txs

Norwegians

the Vivid, with

the foreign representatives, and the Dasher and Britomart, with balf-pay naval officers and officers of the

garrison.
In this order the little flotilla passed between
the two divisions of the fleet, the crews of the broad-

complain

that

foreign

sportsmen, especially English, are likely to exterminate
the reindeer

and wild

fowl.

More

than

fifty reindeer

are now seldom seen on the Hardanger table-land, whero
300 or 400 could formerly be found; and Professor
Friis, the greatest Norwegian sportsman, says there are

only 6,000 or 8,000 in the whole country.

—A new idea, very

* When the Emperor of Austria undertook, at the request of the Congress, the occupation of Bosnia and

at Brod, the

—Tue Howard Association began its work this
Summer with $35,000 in United States bonds in hand—
the amount of the country’s contributions in 1873, with
interest accrued, less donations since to plague-stricken
cities in the South,

— Art a late council of the Spanish Ministry,

North Africa, who must, from geographical vicinity and

of the

in the discussions,

the question of the young King Alfonso’s second marof

of vessels to be reviewed was not large; there. were

portico.

the advent

office, the public expenditures of England have averaged

an increase of nearly $7,500,000 a year.

—Tue

and naturally attracted

AND CRECHE
CHURCH.

are over thirteen ‘hundred miles ci

military telegraph line in Texas,

Cuban ports is steadily increasing.
There are five American and two Spanish schooners, one American and
one Spanish steamship constantly engaged in the trans
portation,

the name of Christianity and fraternity.

“Well,” he said, at last, “if Babe says so, and

Honey's no richer than she was afore.”
“She's got a thousand dollars more’n she had

Sweden are denied.

Southern friends is buta tithe of whata humane as a public spectacle by the prevalence of rain and haze,
North and East and West are anxious to extend in was none the less an event of significant importance,

NURSERY
GRACE

ABROAD,

—Assistant Crry-Atronnery Hott, of Bridge.

The review of the Particular Service Squadron, which
was beld in the presence of the Queen, though marred

DAY

AND

port, Conn.,twho is a rowing-man, bas invented a reflective apparatus, by which the bow-oarsman of a boat can
obtain a view ahead for 250 feet without changing his
position.

many thousands yet to be written; the assistance
in money, material and men already rendered our

poor mothers on their way to their daily work can

he saved Babe's life, I give in; but I don’t see as

AT HOME

—Tue reports of the prevalence of cholera in

January 17th and ended August 16th.
There were 279
divisions, of which forty-two were on the Irish Sunday
Closing Bill.

help from the Citizens’ Committee.
At Elmwood
Cemetery the coffins were piled up in tiers, notwithstanding that a large force was constantly employed digging graves.
It was the same at all the
urying-grounds.
It is a handsome commentary on the generosity
and noble-heartedness of the American
people
that the city and medical authorities, the
Howard
and Young
Men’s Christian Associations, and countless other organizations, were not permitted to
struggle alone with the saffron horror. Long before
any call for assistance had been made, the people
of the United States, irrespective of sections, creed,
interests or other distinctions, began sending to the
South money and materials in a haste and volume
almost unprecedented, And as physicians and professional nurses gave out or died at the ree of selfimposed duty, their places were speedily supplied
by volunteers from non-affected districts.
The

golden letters stand forth in bold relief upon the

looked

Those who send their children to the créche are

not generally of the pauper class, but poor respectable working-women, who, without the help
of this nursury, would have to pay for having the
child looked after at home, or else lose their daily
employment.
Besides this, there are few homes,
especially in a city, where little children could have
the benefit of such cleanliness, good air, and food,
and care, as in this admirably managed establishment.
What happiness and ease of mind to a
working mother to feel that her infant is safe and
not leit to the tender mercies of the dram-drinking
virago whose whole control over the child left to
her care lies in threats and starvation!

Walsh, who could not turn a wheel until he received

again from one to the

The old man
other.

J

ws

and Tenth Street.
It opened on the first day of
March in the present year with eleven children; it
now numbers sixty-five, the average attendance
being forty-five. Children are received from sixtewn months to nine years of age. It is purely nonsectarian, and proselytism is forbidden under any
pretext. The children are of all nationalities, and
the Babel of infant tongues is singularly striking.
On their way to their work the mothers leave their
children, calling for them in the evening.
One
poor woman has six children in Grace House. The
inmates are fed on beef soup, pea soup, rice and
molasses; codfish and potatoes on Friday. Every
day the dinner is different,
and it is always hot. The
milk for the créche is most generously donated by
Mr. O. B. Potter. The little ones are fed on bread
and milk and crackers. Every child gets as much
bread as it can eat.
** Oh, my!” exclaimed Miss Egan, with a comical
gesture, ‘‘ what a quantity they can get through.”
The creche, or department for the younger cbildren, is presided over by Mrs. Egan, the mother
of the matron. There I found, engaged with toys
and picture-books, a number of tiny toddlers, all
clean as new
pins, all fresh from the bath. In a
smaller room there are a number of neat little iron
cribs, and here lay pink-faced, mottled-limbed,
tired-out javenility enjoying childhood’s peaceful
and dreamless sleep.

various ways to Memphis, Grenada, Vicksburg, and
a few inland towns of Louisiana; and since the
middle of July its progress bas been widespread

many of the Northern, cities have become infected.
rendered
was
For several weeks the new cases in New Orleans
which
thickly timbered hammock,
from one hundred to two hundred and fift
nearly impassable by an almost impenetrable net- ran
daily, and the deaths from ten to one hundred.
The moonlight which reigned
work of vines.
Euterpe
Street, between Carondelet and St. Charles
above but served to render more intense the dark- Streets, appeared so thoroughly infected that a
As they advanced noiselessly, temporary barricade was erected to prevent the
ness of the thicket,
keeping the dog back as their only security against noise of the vehicles passing over the cobble-stone
A few days ago a milkman drove up
losing sight of him, he suddenly gave a short bark pavement.
and sprang forward. A confused sound of scuffling and insisted upon passing with his cart, saying that
with
he
paid
his
license and intended to drive on any
gled
was heard, in which oaths were intermin
street he pleased. The milkman attempted to force
owls.
his
way
through,
but was fired on by a citizen and
er the two men dashed forward, regardless of driven off.
scratches and bruises. Before they knew it, they
At an early stage of the excitement, and while
were in the midst of the fray. One man was various cities were establishing quarantine against
under Tom’s horse’s feet, a second was struggling New Orleans and Memphis, the citizens of Iuka,
with the dog, a third was aiming his pistol at Miss., formally invited refagees to seek the accomTom when Griff threw himself from his pony and modations of their locality, and within a few days
brought the ruffian to the ground by the mere hundreds of people, in all conditions of life and
with every species of vehicle, began pouring into
force of his weight. ‘The pistol went off; Bounce the city, where a hearty welcome was extended.
gave a yelp of pain.
The office of the Recorder of Deaths in New
It was but a few moments and all was over. Orleans is on the ground floor of the St. Louis
The men, thorough cowards, and completely taken Hotel, and has been the location of many strange
by surprise, had dropped the well-filled stocking
and sad spectacles.
While sitting there our correat the commencement of the fray, and now fled spondent saw one of the charity wagons, containing
through the woods.
Bounce lay dead upon the two dead bodies, in rough, unpainted pine coffins,
ground, and Griff was bending over him in real driven up fora burial permit. One, containing a
woman, was piled upon the top of the other, and
sorrow.
surmoupting the ghastly heap sata faithful dog and
‘’'Tain’t no use,”’ he said, after a moment, “ the the woman’s husband, who accompanied her repoor brute is gone. We hain’t no time to lose in mains to the Potter’s Field, to note the spot where
grieving, for them fellows will be back upon us they laid.
with all their erew. ‘They ain’t going to lose a
The scenes about the aid-centres in New Orleans
thousand dollars so easy. Have you got it, Mr. remind one of the days ofthe war. Particularly does
the
waiting crowd of basket-holding people about
Tom ?”
Commissary Department awaken in the memory
“ All right,” answered Tom. “T saw it when the
the days following the capture of the city of Savanthe rascal dropped it.””
’
:
nah. Here the crowd is made up of negroes, who
The stocking was carefully secured in Tom’s sit on the curbing, sit on the pavement ot the street
wallet, and having carefully retraced their steps beyond the railing of the Commissary Depot, and,
through the thicket, they put spurs to their horses clutching their baskets and the orders from ward
as they reached the open woods, and rode rapidly committees, watch intently the large door, and
listen long in vain to hear their own names protowards home.
;
‘The moon had set, and dawn was approaching nounced by the black crier, mounted on the box
the window’s ledge. The crowd is four or five
when they beard the sound of pistol-shots and upon
hundred in number during the livelong day. The
then a ery for help several times repeated, They system of giving rations, as worked by the Relief
dashed through the woods in the direction of the Committee, is as cautious, as proof against imposiscuffle, and found themselves at the foot of a slight tion, probably, as it is possible to make it. All apeminence, upon the summit of which they per- plications of the needy are made to ward commitceived by the dawning light a cluster of ragged tee-men, whose duty it is to look into the justice of
tents, At their right was a dark pool, and towards the claims made to them, and then to give a draft on
Muccabe tor the number of rations
it half a dozen men were dragging a huge pros- Commissary
and the number of days. This draft is presented,
trate form, while two others were struggling to- and the holder’s name and time for drawing and
gether at a little distance.
number of rations are entered in a large indexed
“It is Babe!’ exclaimed Tom, and dashed to- book. From this book they are fed in turn as long
wards the group, firing his pistol, and followed by as their drafts specify.
The authorities of Memphis used every reasonGriff. The sudden and unexpected onset frightened the gypsies; tMey broke and fled, leaving able means to keep the fever out, and, now that it
had got in in spite of them, they come as near as
their prisoner upon the gound.
.
possible to moving the infected part of the city.
Turning quickly to the still struggling pair, The disease was all in a@ northwestern section. A
Tom rode down upon them with a shout, and one large number of tents were obtained from the
of the combatants hastily followed his retreating United States Government, and an encampment
comrades. ‘The other turned breathless to his was made in a salubrious suburb, and named
Camp Joe Williams.
Those of the residents of the
deliverer.
infected district who had not already gone away
“ Jim Long, is it you ?”
’
were
sent
to
this
camp,
and fed at the city’s ex“Why, Tom Byington!” was the panting
Not a soul was left in the fever neighborreply as both ran hurriedly towards the vanquished ome
ood except the officers who went to disinfect the
Babe, who had already risen to his feet.
houses. But the camp was not established without
“The rascals,” he said, slowly shaking the opposition. The spot selected was five miles south
leaves and sticks from his clothing. “ They've of the city. Dr. Noll went there with the tents and
several assistants. He was at once surrounded by
got Honey’s thousand dollars, Tawm.”
“ No they haven’t, old fellow,” cried Tom, “ for a mob of negroes, who drove him back to the city.
They disliked the invasion by a possibly fever-bearI’ye got it myself.”
ing rabble. On the following day the doctor re.
*
e
°
.
turned with two military companies at his back,
It was Saturday evening, and Babe had been aud the encampment was made without further
nearly twenty-four hours gone. The family sat trouble.
The undertakers have long been unable to bury
upon the porch, looking anxiously into the pine- all the dead, for want of labor and material. This
woods ; the old man walked restlessly up and down was pte | the case with County Undertaker
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original and extremely

Pa-

risian, has just been ‘aouk” It is that of a iaden
restaurant on the Seine, plying between the capital and

Saint-Germain.
This establishment is installed on boaftd
& pretty little steamer.
It has two decks, one of which
is fitted up as a covered saloon with every accommoda

tion, and on the other is fixed a tent which shields the
voyager from sun and rain.

—Tue

total

ulation of Denmark

exceeds

2,000,000 souls, of whom 1,959,000 live in Denmark
proper, 72,000 in Iceland, 9,800 in Greenland, and
37,500 in the West Indian colonies. The population ai
Copenhagen and its suburbs is about 250,000.
The
average duration of life in Denmark is fifty years, while

in England it is forty-five, in France thirty-two, and in
Italy only thirty years; but the number of suicides is
very large, and increases every year, the majority being
committed by hanging,

—Tue

inauguration of the statue of Victor

Emmanuel will take place at Monza, after the return of
the Queen, who is expected back at the end of the present or the beginning

of next month

The monument

about to be erected to the memory ol the deceased King
represents him standing in the uniform of a general
his right hand resting on a small column, and holding a
scroll containing the constitution given by Charles Al-

bert.
natural

The statue is of Carrara marble, surpassing the
proportions

by one-third.

The

entire

mona.

ment will be about twenty-one feet in height.

— CHatswortH, the estate of the Duke of Devonshire, contains 2,000 acres, which

he retains for his

private park and flower-garden, besides thousands more
that are rented for farming.
His park is bounded on

all sides by hills, which cut it off from the rest of the
world, and no other house than his own can be seen
from the windows of his grand mansion.
His flowergarden alone comprises 102 acres, wherein sixty laborers are constantly employed to keep it in order.
The

remainder of the 2,000 acres is all in grass and woodland,

aud

stocked

with

deer.

This

is said

to be the

finest private residence in Europe.

—Rome

is no longer the pecuniary paradise it

used to be in the years—now long, long ago—when Pio
Nono was king.
For English and American artisis the
Roman season is abolished, and rank and fashion are
now represented by the loungers in the Corso after
office-hours.
People who used to stay in Rome for

months now remain for days only, if they come at all.
The Legitimist nobles of Naples, of Tuscany, of Mo-

sides manning yards, and those of the turret ships and

dena, etc., who made Rome their Holy City every year,
have, since the Sardinian dynasty has ruled on the
Monte Quirinale, deserted the place.
They hold holt

monitors the turrets and decks, and cheering lustily

day now in Paris or in London, and to Paris the artiatg

as Her Majesty passed by.

follow them.
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CHAPTEB

XXXVII.— POSTWATEBD.

RAIL slept longer than usual after the day's
work recorded in our last chupter. Handing
these two ladies into another compartment,
he returned to London by the same train, in charge
of his drunken messmate, whom he saw safe home
to his lodgings, where he helped to put him to
bed.

He

had not yet “turned out,” as he called

it, when a laconic note arrived from John Roy to
the following effect:
‘Dear Brarm—You are the best of friends!
Come and see me here as soon as possible.
You

will understand why I do not go to you.
‘* Gratefully yours,
J. R.”
In a very short space of time the ready sailor
was at his denapeotnat's door, fresh, clean-shaved
and well-dressed, as if he had devoted

hours

in-

stead of minutes to his careful toilet.
Roy, who

was

drinking

tea, jumped

up and

grasped him by the hand. ‘Then the two looked
sheepish and awkward, as only Englishmen can,
each waiting for the other to begin.
“ Have some breakfast ?” said the host.
“ Thanks,”

answered the guest, sitting

down.

Not a word for nearly five minutes, only a great
clatter of plates and munching of dry toast.
Presently Roy looked up.
“That was touch-and-go, yesterday,” said he.
“Tshould have put my foot in it, if it hadn't
been for you.’’
“I think you just would.”
More munching, and another application to the
tea-pot, a box of cigarettes pushed across the table,
a light struck, and at last they found their tongues,
conversation proceeding smoothly under the influence of tobacco, like machinery that has been oiled.
“I wanted very much to speak to you, this
morning.”
** 1] knew you would. That's why I came.”
“ After what we heard yesterday, I begin’ to
think I am in the wrong.’’
“ You have been in the wrong all through.”’
“Thanks!
I hate a fellow not to say what he
means.
If you must have your leg off, it’s no
use the sawbones pretending it won't hurt. Now
l want to show you something that will prove I
am not such a brute as you think.”
“T should like to he satisfied of that. Fire
away |”
Roy walked to his writing-table, unlocked a
drawer, and drew from it the letter to Lord Fitzowen which had caused him so much bitterness.
“ Read,”’ said he, placing it in the sailor's hands.

“I would give ten years of my life to find any
excuse, any palliation, any crevice of escape from
the conclusion I am forced to draw.”
Brail read it attentively more than once, and
his face fell with every line. At the end of his
last perusal, it exp
no less astonishment than
concern.
“ How did this fall into your hands ?”’ he asked,
after a long pause of consideration.
“‘ My housekeeper brought it me the last time
I went down to Royston Grange. She found it
hidden away, and no doubt forgotten, in Mrs.
Roy’s jewel-case.”

“Your housekeeper?

Has she been with you

“

“ Years. Before I married she was almost
mistress of the place—ordered everything, paid for
everything, and
kept the whole establishment
going. I could trust her like myself.”’

Again the sailor pondered. “ It must have been

rather a come-down,” said he, “when Mrs, Ro
took the command over her head, or did she still
continue to serve out the stores, and all that ?”’
“No.
Mrs. Roy was aa excellent manager,
and looked to ——
herself.”
“ Did she turn discontented under fresh regulations? I don’t mean mutinous, but slack with the
duty, and disrespectful to her new mistress ?”
“ Notexactly. But she certainly seemed to dislike her.”
Again Brail went over the letter, apparently
more puzzled than before.
** Are you satisfied this is your wife’s handewriting ?”’
‘I can swear to it? Besides, there’s the very
monogram we devised together not a week before
she went away. How can women be so false! She
seemed fond enough of me then.”
“ Only a week before! They must have been
very quick with the die. Who engraved it ?”’
* Pattern & Press, in Oxford Street. I’ve em-

jployed them ever since [ was a boy.’’

“ Did you write to them with the order ?”’
“No, but she did. I posted the letter myself.”
“* Do you remember when ?”’
** On the nineteenth of March. I am certain of
the date, because we were stopped hunting by the
frost.”

“‘ And when did your wife leave Royston Grange
for good ?’”

“On the twenty-seventh,”
“Mr, Roy, I think I see daylight. Will you
put on your shore-going togs, and come in a cab
” me?”
he “ shore going togs” were speedily assumed,
ami our energetic too tle she
his friend
into a hansom, desired the driver to make all sail
for Oxford Street, and bring up at the well-known

firm of Pattern & Press.

Pulling John Roy after him, he strode hastily

into the back-shop, and requested tosee Mr. Press.
A smiling

person, who made as if he were wash-

img his hands, “regretted
moment stepped out.”
“* Mr. Pattern, then?”

Mr. Press

had that

The smiling person, not without bowing an

apology for his own existence, intimated that he
was Mr. Pattern, “ What could he do for the
gentlemen in the absence of his
er f””

“ Do you know who tis is ?” asked Brail.

“Mr. Roy, I believe,” was the deferential an-

ewer.

“ Excuse me if I am mistaken.

és net so good as it used to be.”
“ TIas he paid his account ?”’

“J believe not.

1 hope not.

My sight

Most unusual to

ILLUSTRATED
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| send it in before Christmas. Sorry to trouble Mr.
Roy with any account, however long standing.
One of our oldest customers.”

sake, even the false entries in the chandler’s book !

| now P”

ten years, without

“Never

G. J. WHYTE-MELVILLE.

LESLIE’S

mind that!

Can

She was firmly attached to him ; had been so from
the first—a devoted servant and a faithful friend.
you let us have it Though he drove her out of doors at the end of

“ Certainly—certainly.
Our bookkeeper shall
make it out in five minutes.
Will the gentlemen
take chairs and wait ?”
‘* What are you driving at?’ whispered Roy.
‘In the first place, 1 have only a few shillings in
my pocket. How can 1 pay the bill when they
bring it me ?”
“ Easy!” answered the other, while Mr. Pat-

a roof to cover her, she would

always pray for his welfare; andif he would
only spare her now this once, he might some day
find out she had neither been so ungrateful nor so
unprincipled as he supposed |”
“Was Mr. Roy satisfied?” asked the young
lady, receiving this report with much condescension.
“ Mr. Roy tas satisfied; and, I fancy, is more
attached to his wife than ever. He told me so,

[SepremBer

21, 1878.

“ It’s best to kiss and be friends, when you come
to that,” returned Mrs. Rolle, an elderly woman,
of ample proportions. “If my lady seems downhearted-like,

Miss Flounce, hadn’t you better take

her up another cup of tea ?”
“ Down-hearted’’ is no word to express her
ladyship’s discomfiture. Before luncheon she had
gone through more vexation than falls to the lot of

many people in a twelvemonth.
With a certain
willfulness that formed part of her character, she
put on her bonnet, the prettiest she had, and went
unattended to make inquiries at Mr. Roy’s domicile for herself. These were most unsatisfactory.
He was gone, of that there seemed no question.
tern, regarding the speaker in mute astonishment,
He confessed, too, But where? Could she have found out, she might
proffered the wished-for document, which Brail coming back to the train.
have
been tempted to follow; but even then, to
that
he
had
behaved
like
a
brute,
and
I
agreed
possessed himself of at orice, and slapped down
But he is not in smooth water yet. what good result? He had deceived and comwith exceeding energy on the counter, exclaiming : with him.
“*] was sure of it! Lower away now, my hearty! From what he let out, 1 believe he is under a promised her—nobody ever behaved worse; he
We're winning hand-over-hand. It’s as plain as a solemn promise to another lady, and is fighting was a villain and a traitor, yet she could get no
redress!
round his neck. It’s a very awkwar
pikestaff! No manalive can dispute such a fact as with a rope
“I should like to lie down and die,” thought
this, regularly entered on the ship’s log! See business, but it serves him right! A man should
here: March the 28th. To six quires of letter- stick to his colors like a man, and go down with Lady Jane, “‘ or at least to go to bed and not get up
till the day after to-morrow ; but I am engaged to
paper, cream-laid, with new monogram and en- them flying, when he can’t float any longer !”
dinner this very evening, and what will people
velopes to match, 12s. 6d.
March the 28th.
Do
think, what will people say, when they learn that
you observe the date? Mr. Pattern, can you verify
he is gone out of town, if I don’t show myself
CHAPTER XXXVIII.—WILLOw!
WILLow !
this entry of yours? When was this packet of
everywhere? No; for the children’s sake, | must
letter-paper posted ?”
)Fong JANE slept but little on the night after
make an effort. That is only half a defeat which
“On the 28th, sir. Here it is in the day-book.
her Richmond dinner-party ;and such broken is concealed from the world, and rather than see
Addressed—Mrs. Roy, Royston Grange.”
slumbers as she did achieve were unblest by oblivion myself pitied hy Lady Pandora, I would be broken
“ That’s enough. There’s something below the or repose.
About her was the foreboding that
water-line here that must and shall see light. It’s never deceives—the shadow of coming evil, that is on the wheel with a smiling face !’’
So her ladyship went to dinner-parties as asual,
lucky we thought of overhauling that big book. as surely followed by its substance as evening
in a selection of square-cut dresses that did justice
Mr. Roy, the sooner you and I clear out of this the by night.
to
her attractions, parrying inquiries as to Mr.
At five o'clock a. m. Lady Jane, tossing and
better !’?
In the street Brail could express himself with tumbling, with a red cheek laid on a white arm, Roy’s absence with an affected knowledge of his
greater freedom. ‘‘ Don't you see,” he continued, with a breadth of soft brown hair scattered over a movements and cool audacity, that did not the
‘that letter carries forgery on the face of it. laced pillow, gave herself up to despair; at seven least impose on her friends. She looked handsomer
Mrs. Roy left the Grange on the 27th. This there came a reaction; at eight a relapse; and by than ever, people said; an improvement which
Lady Pandora kindly attributed to paint, but
paper, with the new monogram, was never delivered ten minutes past she was out of bed, writing a
there till the 28th. Somebody has been trying note to be taken round at once to Mr. Roy's lodg- which we are inclined to believe resulted from a
to ruin her by imitating her handwriting, and1 ings by a footman who was still fast asleep. As subdued restlessness, that brought a dveper flush
have my own suspicions who that somebody is. it never reached him for whom it was intended, no to her cheek and a brighter sparkle to her eye.
The men flocked round
her by scores, more
Let us hail another cab, and drive to your confidence, perhaps, is outraged by quoting this
lawyers’.”
document in full, observing, en passant, that, not- importunate, more attentive than ever, Only a
Roy suffered himself to be led like a child by withstanding the lady’s agitation, it was written woman—and a woman who had been slighted—his energetic friend. ‘I am in your hands,” said in a beautifully clear, sloping hand, nor betrayed could have detected in their manner a shade more
the least sign of emotion, save in the scoring of of interest, a shade less of respect, thun she had
he; “do with me what you like.”
Mr. Sharpe, who seemed much less of a “ land- certain adjectives and other forcible expressions heretofore considered her due. After a while she
got used to it, perhaps even liked it; bu: at first
shark” than Brail expected, and was indeed an underneath.
it was galling in the extreme.
She carried her
honorable, right-thinking gentleman, coincided
“T
have
never
closed
an
eye.
What
is
the
head high, though, even under this new degradawith the sailor in his opinion that Mr. Roy should
meaning
of
it
all?
What
has
happened?
Wh
tion,
and
allowed
nobody
to
see
by her manner
proceed home at once, there to leave no stone unturned till he had discovered the author of this is one to be outraged, humiliated, made westthel that she was not marching proudly to victory, but
and ridiculous for nothing? What an afternoon! rather retiring steadily wanes defeat.
foul conspiracy.
Yes; she could not disguise it from herself.
So at six o’clock in the afternoon Mrs. Mopus, What a dinner-party! and oh! whata night! I
sitting comfortably over her tea, was startled by had rather die than endure such tortures again. Like every woman smarting for an imprudence
Even Lady Pandora noticed it, and wanted to shared between them, she had to bear all the man’s
a ring at the hall-door, and the appearance of her
master, with two strange gentlemen, standing on know if I suffered from the heat, I looked so ill! punishment in addition to her owa.
I did suffer, but not from Aeat. Anything but
the steps.
that. Ask yourself if you were not more than
“It’s lucky I had my little card-party yestercold,
distant, cruel, pointedly rude and unkind.
CHAPTER XXXIX.—YARD-ARM
TO YARD-ARM,
day!” she thought, retlecting how awkward it
would have been to conceal, or get rid of, certain Before all those people, too! Even that odious, | gee by the advice of his nautical friend,
guests who occasionally refreshed themselves by over-dressed, tight-/aced girl observed it. I
nautically expressed, Mr. Roy’s first impulse
her invitation at Mr. Roy's expense. “ What caught her simpering and ogling. No doubt she was to “cut and run’’ beyond the bounds of
can they want, coming unbeknownst like this? understood everything, and wanted you for herself. Britain, putting some ten leagues of salt-water
Three of them, aud nothing in the bouse buta lf you go on like this, she is welcome to you for between
himself and one of the ladies he had so
all I cure. No. I don't mean it. But I am
cold cherry-tart and a spare-rib of pork !”
writing with an aching head, and oh! such a sore, cruelly wronged. But such expatriation would
She was soon to be undeceived as to their mo- sore heart. I wonder whether you care. I could in no way have furthered his reconciliation with
tives. In vain she dressed her countenance in understand it if I had done anything to vex you, the other; and the dearest wish of his heart, as
smiles, affecting extreme cordiality of welcome but I hadn’t, J never do, Why are you not the spirits at Mrs. Eccleston’s seemed to have
for her master, and concern for the comfortable equally considerate?
After all, I made the party guessed, was again to pay his addresses, in hope
lodging of his friends. John Roy’s face was dark to please you. I asked every one of the people, of a favorable hearing, to his own wife. Under
and inscrutable; his words were brief, his bearing even that horrid, detestable girl, that I thought these circumstances he bethought himself that no
was stern. She had never seen him like this but
ou would like to meet, and what was my reward? hiding-place could be so secure as the heart of
once, when he discharged a butler at an hour's no- You never said a kind word from first to last—you London, and removed accordingly, with his valet
tice who had been robbing him with impunity for wouldn’t walk with me, you wouldn’t talk to me, and effects, to a monster hotel, whence he took a
six or seven years.
you wouldn’t even look at me, and you wished me fresh departure for lodgings on @ second-floor,
“ We do not intend to sleep bere, Mrs. Mopus,” good-night as if I bud been a perfect stranger! situated considerably to tlie east of Temple Bar,
said he; “I have only come down to settle your Do you think I will bear it? No. Even a worm Here he was no sooner established than he proaccounts. Be good enough to bring the books turns when trodden on, but I am not a worm, ceeded to write an exceedingly penitent letter, iminto my library at once.”
amd it breaks my heart to be trodden on by you. ploring Nelly’s forgiveness for past injustice, and
Her face changed from drab to gray.
Nobody else ever dared to try. Oh! I wonder if promising, as Othello always does when he is
“They’re not made, up, sir,’ she answered, that is why. Never mind—come round the very ashamed of himself, never to suspect her again.
dropping a courtesy on her trembling knees. “ It’s instant you get this. Don’t fuss about hours or This done, he felt assured that by return of post
too much trouble to ask you to wait—I have appearances, or what the servants will think. I he would receive a full and free pardon, with a
plenty of money to go on with. I could send don’t mind, and [ am sure you need not. If you cordial invitation to the Corner Hotel, Strand.
them up to town, Mr. Roy, in the course of to- are very good, and I see you in an hour,
But his letter, perhaps because it came straight
perhaps |
morrow.”
won’t quarrel with you after all, but remain as ever, from the heart, was so stiffly and even clumsily
He only answered, ‘‘I want to see them now ;”
worded,
that Nelly’s pride took fire at some of the
** Too truly yours,
JANE DE Baier.”
and there was nothing for it but to bring them in
very phrases intended to convey great contrition
as they were, and stand the shot.
They write themselves into good-humor, over and remorse, prompting her to write back such an
The lawyer's clerk, more at home with figures and overagain. There is no such safety-valve for a answer as filled him with dismay.
He had never
than either of the others, and acknowledged by woman as her blotting-book, and the compositions calculated on her taking the higher ground, and
Brail to be “a very smart fellow,’ saw it all at a that do them most good are those which expect but demurring to a reconciliation with him. It was
glance. Overcharges, false entries, a general do not require answers.
While her footman like the “I banish you!” of Coriolanus, and he
cooking of balances at the foot of each page, dressed himself, went to Mr. Roy lodgings, not a felt it even more richly deserved.
and Elinor Roy’s name signed in full toverify cer- quarter of a mile off, and returned therefrom,
She wrote temperately, nay, kindiy; abjured
tain columns that would have thrilled her house- which took him the best part of an hour, Lady Jane all feelings of malice and irritation, laying great
wifely soul with indignation and dismay.
cooled down to a reasonable state of mind, and stress on her disinclination to enter into the sub“ This old catamaran must be disrated at once,” began
to contemplate the future from a more hope- ject of her own sufferings, or her own wrongs.
said Brail, “and she ought to be put in irons be- ful
ut how was she ever to trust him again? How
point of view. It was not her nature to
fore sundown. But if we can get her to confess despond, and since her girlhood she was accustomed could she run the chance of seeing her life’s hapthe truth, it’s worth all the money, I should pa to place great reliance on the only person she —¢ once more shattered ata os, without a
her off, and cut her adrift without another word.” oud thoroughly trust to further her own inope of defending herself ?—nay, her reputation
“ Mrs. Mopus, subsequently explaining matters terests —to wit,
blasted by the very man who ought to protect it
LadyJane. The footman, feelin
in her own circle, asked :
from the lightest breath of shame? There were
in so fara free agent that he was not yet powde
“What was a poor woman to do with three for the day, returned leisurely enough, and her certain illusions that, once dispelled, could never
great strong fellows brow-beating and bully- ladyship’s maid, likewise with great deliberation, be restored. A woman’s love must not be put off
ragging of her, and taking down of all she said in took up her ladyship’s note to her ladyship’s room. like an old dress, or changed for a newer, at the
pen and ink, as if they was judge and jury, and
No man, probably, could
“ What is this ?’’ exclaimed the mistress, turn- fancy of the wearer,
what not? She was that upset and put about ing pale.
to understand how precious it was, how
she couldn’t have told you whether she stood on
“Tf you please, my lady,” answered the maid, unchanging, and how eternal. She felt no
ber head or her heels, and confessed to every- “Mr.
shame in confessing that she would always care
Roy was gone.’
think in course. But as to the questions these
“ Gone!”
for him to whom she had plighted her faith at the
wicked men asked, and how she answered them,
** Yes, my lady. The people of the house said he altar, sur (underlined with vigorous emphasis)
she couldn't call to mind now no more than the left no address ; so Charles thought he had better nothing could undo the past, and it would bebetdead !”
ter for them never to meet again. Though she
bring the note back.”
Brail’s account, for the satisfaction of a young
‘Charles was right, That will do, Flounce. had been insufficient for his happiness, she would
lady who afterwards cross-examined him pretty I'll ring when I want you.”
pray for it night and day. Though she would
sharply on that and other matters, told a very
She tried to steady her voice, and thought never more look in his dear face, she would ask
different story :
she had succeeded; but Flounce, a romantic per- his permission (underlined again) to sign herself,
“She fell on her knees, Miss Bruce,’’ said he, son, not much fettered by an uncertain engagenow and always, his true and loving wife,
“and implored mercy from us all — particularly the ment to a distant butler, glanced in her face, and Elinor Roy.
lawyer’s clerk, whom I think she took for Jack knew as well as we do that her lady had received
That our friend was no great judge of the
Ketch, under a foreign flag. ‘Then she acknow- a grievous hurt in those regions her maid con- other sex I need scarcely observe at this —_ of
ledged to having purloined the stores, falsified the sidered most susceptible to what she was pleased to my narrative. Few mep could be less capable of
accounts, and generally robbed her employer call “ a disappointment of the affections.”’
reading between the lines, in such a letter as hag
through thick and thin. Lastly she would not
“I never thought much of Mr. Roy,” she con- been quoted above; and when he sent for his addeny that she had practiced copying Mrs. Roy's fided to her housekeeper, over their strong black viser, Brail, post-haste, to come and counsel him
handwriting till she became so smart at it as to tea. ‘ He’s not at all the sort of a gentlemanI under this crushing defeat, the sailor fairly
forge that letter to Lord Fitzowen which so nearly should have chose, not for my lady. No hardor, no laughed in his face.
blew all hands into the air. She did it because devotion. Why, I’ve known bie te tren -* *
“TI can’t make out their sigy ©
she hated her, and she hated her because she waiting to walk out w
veneral way, for l’ve not s
thought her mistress would never make a good aud more, That's n
» women yet, and I hope
wife to Mr. Roy,
1 was all done for her master's
Mrs. Rolle, never thir
{ (is doesn’t mean ‘clear
i’ mt

{
}
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written

you

can

Why,

at all.

man,

What's

go and speak

m a green
learned this

you

the

should

never

have

use of a letter when

for yourself?

No, no.

hand enough, but I think I have
much, that, wife or no wife, ma-

necuvring is only so much time wasted. Yardarm to yard-arm—that’s the way to do it; aud
let the best man win!”
“Then I'll call this afternoon ; but how if the
waiter won’t let me in ?’”’
“ Knock him into next week. It shows energy,

and she’ll see you're in earnest!”
‘*T suppose I had better,” answered Roy; reflecting, however, that it would be rather hard on
the waiter.

“And now,” continued he, with the stiff, reserved manner it was his nature to assume when
deeply moved, “1 have never had an opportunity
of thanking you for all your kindness. Is there
anything | can do in return ?”
“Yes, there is!” answered the other. ‘“ I’ll be
frank with you. I’m in shoal-water myself. And
yet I don’t know. She’s far too good for me. I
suppose I ought to give it up!”
** Don’t do that,” said Roy, kindly. “ At least,
not if it’s Miss Bruce.’’
‘“Miss Bruce it is!” replied the sailor, with a
blush

him
the
put
you

on

his brown

face that, had it overtaken

in the ward-room, be would never have heard
last of from his messmates. “If you could
in a good word for me with Sir Hector, do
think I should have a chance ?”
(To be concluded in our next.)

QUARANTINE PRECAUTIONS
YELLOW FEVER.
66

AGAINST

CO long as yellow fever is abroad, I feel as

though I were standing on a volcano,” said
Dr. 8. O. Vanderpoel, the chief of quarantine staff.
to the writer, as the steam-launch Mermaid sped
across the flashing waters of the upper Bay en route

to fumigate suspected ships, and to purge them otf
that ghastly occupant, the mere mention of which
sends a thrill of apprehension to the very innermost
core.
Whatisyellowfever?
Weare told thatitisa
distinct species of fever, having its own special
cause, that it rarely prevails in any but tropical or
sub-tropical regions, the zone being between latitude
20° S. and 40° N.; that the special cause is destroyed
by a temperature of 32° F., ; that it is abrupt in its
attack, commencing with a chill, not of a marked
intensity, followed by pains in the head and loins,
the skin becoming jaundiced or yellow, from whence
the name; that then comes the vomiting of blood,
called the biack vomit, and then—the chances are
dead against the sufferer; that the mode of death
is generally by exhaustion.
It is contagious.
It is
not infectious, When yellow fever was decimating
Gibraltar, Louis, the celebrated French physician,
experimentalized upon condemned convicts. He
injected black vomit, inoculated them with it, and
used every means within his power to bring them
within its deadly clutches, but to no purpose; its
cate anes proved too much for all his
skill.
*‘T'd rather sleep with a corpse dead of yellow
fever for a whole night than wear the clothes it
used when alive for an hour,’’ was the remark made
to us by an experienced disinfector. Nota single
nurse in the employ of the New York Quarantine
has taken the fever in fifteen years, and Drs, Vanderpoel, Thompson and McCartney, the three
Quarantine officers, separately assured us that no
difficulty whatever is experienced in obtaining
nurses ; on the contrary, that the supply is considerably greater than the demand.

QUARANTINE
may be defined as a police regulation for the exclusion of contagious diseases from a city or state.
Sanitary laws are founded upon the assumption
that certain diseases depend upon a specific contagion, and their professional ends are to prevent
exportation, importation and spreading of contagious pestilential diseases. Quarantine goes back to
the time of Moses, who prescribed (Lev. xiii.) the
most stringent precautionary measures to prevent
the spread of disease. He not only ordered the
lepers to be set apart from the rest of the people,
but required that their clothes should be purified,
and even that the garments belonging to the most
aggravated cases should be burned.
Yellow fever
visited Philadelphia in 1699, and in 1700 the General
Assembly enacied the first quarantine law in this
country, imposing
a fine of $500 on any unhealthy vessel that landed.
The first law on
the subject in New York was passed by the
Colonial Legislature in 1758, and since the International Sanitary Conference, held at Constantinople in 1865, quarantine has been established on a
scientific basis and in accordance with the modern
notions of liberty and justice.
The Quarantine
establishment of New York consists ot wareh
\
docks and wharves, anchorage for vessels, hositals, convalescent stations, a floating hospital,
oarding-station, wg
tere and residences
for officers and men.
nnected with the warehouses are apartments with appliances for special
disinfection by forced ventilation, refrigerator,
high steam, dry heat, and chemical disiniectives.
The residence of the chief officer is situated on the
high ground inside the Narrows, on the southern
shore of Staten Island. It is perched like a watchdog’s box at the gates of the world. Halt Swiss
chalet, half Norwegian satyr, it resembles the
palatial villa of some retired merchant, and little
does the passenger on the ocean steamer, as he
gazes upon this coquettish edifice, imagine that
from its walls emerges the fiat which stays the
shadow of death from descending at our very portals. The boat-house is perched on a ledge of land
beside the dock, and attached to it the telegraphstation through which flash messages from the sea
telling of plague-stricken vessels coming up the hay,
reeking with pestilence, despair and doom.
From
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special condition.
At the expiration of her detention she is permitted to move to the Upper Bay to
unload.
Let us begin at the beginning.
Here isa
bark coming into the Narrows.
This may be a
simple case of inspection and permit.
Come
aboard!’
We, the special artist and writer, in

to the tops of their masts, the busy cranes clankclanking, the brawny stevedores working as only
stevedores know how to work. A flag flying at the
foremast tells the doctor that the ship is ready for
inspection.
We boarded the steamer, the fumigating apparatus being hauled up after us. Her hold had

Fenton steam-tug, and
proceeded, underneath the
flutter of the ghastly yellow flag, to board a stately
bark, that all so gracefully-glided like a thiag of
life into Quarantine Bay. Under her great wooden
walls we saucily scooted, her crew gazing down at
us in pleased curiosity. A ladder, half- rope,
half-wood, all tar, was lowered, and, following the
agile doctor, we clambered up the steep sides, feeling very much as Jack must have felt whilst engaged climbing the never-to-be-forgotten beanstalk, The captain, wearing the “livery of the sun,”
preceded the doctor to the state cabin, and, seated
therein, a series of questions were put, the first
being: ‘* Are you all well on board?’ The second,
“Have you been well all the way?’ The queries
of the doctor having been satisfactorily replicd to,
“all hands" were ordered on deck, and the roll
called, each man replying to his name.
Then the
doctor filled up a form, signed it, and handed it to
the captain, the document being a permit authorizing the vessel to proceed to the dock.
Transferred to the steam- yacht Mermaid, we
now started on our tour of inspection down the
Lower Bay. Away in the distance the Highlands
of Navesink, the Hook, and the blue, hazy outlines
ot the Jersey shore; in the foreground Hoffman’s
Island, grim and gray; behind it, glowing in whitewash, Dix’s Island—a veritable whited sepulchre;
and, further still, the hospital hulk Idénois, resembling a gigantic floating coffin. Near the hulk was
anchored the Spanish steamship Castilla, of Barcelona, on board of which the terrible fever was
holding hideous carnival.
A bark and two schooners were also impounded beneath the awful folds
ot the yellow flag. Away on our right stood Seguine’s Point, the last resting-place of those who
had been smitten down unto death—low-lying,
barren, tawny, out of the world, no better site
could have been selected for depositing all that the
pestilential breath of the foul destroyer had left.
Adjacent to this ‘‘God’s acre’ stands the whilom
tactory of Giuseppe Garibaldi.
Hoffiman’s Island contains three gaunt, separate
buildings of a brownish gray—all windows—the
sun-blinds bright green.
These buildings are used
as @ piace of reception and temporary detention
of persons who have been exposed to contagious
or infectious diseases, but who are not actually
sick, On the occasion of our visit, the island, save
for the keeper, his wife and a bulldog, was tenantless, and, sending ashore some ice, we sped onward
to West Bank, or Dix’s Island—exclusively used for
yellow fever and cholera patients.
It rises from
the sea a sort of model village. At one end the
dock, with its spacious shed and boat-house; at
the other, the residence of the superintendent,
with whom are his wife and four blooming, healthy
children; in the middle, side by side, like the snowy
tents in an encampment, the wards—ten in number—each capable of containing two hundred patients; sweet, white, simple single-story cottages,
wherein health and happiness should assuredly
find sanctuary!
As we gazed on the landing-place,
Dante’s lines, ‘* Lasciale ogni
anza voi ch’
entrate’’—** Leave ye all hope behind who enter
here,’”’? smote us vividly, for how few who ascend
these steps ever retrace them again; and how
many are borne across the Bay to that lonely resting-place in the yellow sands. One patient, a convaiescent, sat upon the low sea-wall gazing at us
from out his saflron-hued eyes. How isolated that
Pariah looked, and how
he watched our every
movement with a morbid and never-to be satisfied
interest!
The doctor visits this sanilarium twice
daily, and, swept as it is, by the life-giving seabreeze, and aimost by the sea itself, those who are
committed to its shelter have every chance aflorded
them, since the struggle then lies between ozone
and blood-poison. From Dix Island we steered for
the floating hospital JUinois, on whose expansive
deck we were received by the physician in charge,
Dr. McCartney. Around us were anchored plaguestricken ships, and even while we conversed with
the doctor a tug-boat approached, towing an infected bark. The Castilla rode at anchor almost
within hailing distance, her passengers lounging
over the bulwarks, all singly, not in groups, or
even in twos, scanning us with longing glances.
On the preceding day a man had died on board, of
the yellow fever, and on the morning of our visit
one of the stewardesses succumbed.
The beds
were all hung up on nettings or laid out on spars in
the glorious dayshine. This ship had been fumigated and disintected, when the dreaded pestilence
again made its appearance.

been

company with the doctor, stepped on to the General

the piazza everything that ‘ walks the sea’ can be
espied, and so soon as two whistles are sounded
from the department-tug, lying in wait at the dock
beneath, the chief, or his assistant, Dr. Thompson,
are to be seen hurrying down the wooden stairway
leading to the dock, fora sailing vessel is being
towed up the Narrows, the yellow flag in the main
rigging inviting inspection; or a steamer throbs
slowly into Quarantine Bay, dropping her anchor,
as by law compelled, in that haven of refuge. In
ascertaining the sanitary condition of a vessel, the
health officer is authorized to examine, under oath,
the captain, crew and passengers, and to inspect
the bill of health, manifest, log, cargo, etc.
** Yellow fever is usually to be found on sailing
vessels,” said the doctor, ‘* and every vessel, steam
or sail, hailing from a Southern or suspected port is
brought-to in the Lower Bay, where she is de-

tained, inspected, and operated on according to her

“ There is no fear. There is a gloom and a sort
of resignation,” was the reply.

boards a ship and finds

disease, he instantly causes the removal of the sick,
and, if a case of small-pox, every person on the vessel is vaccinated. The ship is then fumigated, the
passengers being mustered
on deck.
Fumigating
material is placed in the steerage and the steerage
closed up.
The disinfectant used is manganese
and salt, over which oil of vitriol is thrown; then
uprises @ cloud of white smoke, one inhalation of
which would knock a man senseless were he stron;
as Hercules. The manganese and salt are
place
in a small tin pail, the oil of vitriol poured
from a
common stone jar, the pail is lowered by a rope

into the compartment to be disinfected, the hatch

closed, and the work of killing the intangible
spectre goes bravely on. The yellow fever victim,
newly attired, is lowered into the steam-launch, and,
accompanied by the doctor, brought to Dix’s Island

where he is received by the superintendent an

nurse.

It is one singular feature of the disease that

even when within

the shadow of death a ce

muscular strength remains
to the patient. Should
he recover, new and disinfected clothes are given

him on his quitting Quarantine. Filthy or unhealthful

vessels are subject to quarantine for purification.
On infected or suspected vessels all c a
—
sonal bi tgage, cotton, hemp, rags, paper,
hi
skins, fea :hers, woolens, and other articles of ani
a
are subjected to an obligatory quarantine
an
—s
Molasses, sugar, and live and
healthy cattle, are ——
to quarantine at the
option of the health officer.
Leaving
the Lower, we steamed into the Upese
Bay to witness the process of fumigating unloaded
vessels, as all ships coming from suspected ports

are compelled to anchor in the Upper Bay, and to
undergo fumigation, disinfection and cleansing.
For the purpose of oe
and fumigating, gangs
of stevedores are employed
by contractors, these

angs living upon a
olicemen are employed

scraped,

scrubbed

and

Prince

cleansed,

in perfect isolation.

by Quarantine, whose duty

it is to see that the vessels are being duly cared for
by the special stevedores, to keep off interlopers,
and to
prevent all shore communication.
In the
epee
y lay an entire fleet of vessels, from a
leviathan Havana steamer to a saucy threemasted schooner, sone still deep
in the water,
others high out of it, surrounded by lighters laden

Grorcz

Asa

Gray,

the

French

Rosa Bonnevr begins to show signs of ageing.
Her hair is becoming quite gray, though still plentiful ;
but her frank and charming manner remaing.

Caprarin Martin

L. Potann, the only son of

Judge Poland, of Vermont, died suddenly at Fort Yuma,
Arizona, on the 21st of August.
He was graduated
from West Point in the year 1864

Tue Baroness Burdett -Coutts entertuined all
her tenants at tea recently.
They numbered about a
thousand, and had a very pleasant time in going over the
mansion and grounds of the Baroness at Highgate.

Outver

Hazarp

Perry,

son

of Commodore

Perry, of Lake Erie fame, died last Friday at his home
in Andover, Mass.
He was generally known as Captain
Perry, as be was for many years a lieutenant in the

The Ammonia of the commercial fertilizers manufactured in the suburbs of Augusta, Ga., has completely
driven out the chills and fever and other malaria that
used to infest the local:ty.

Lightning has been proved, in one instance, to have
struck a church with a force equal to more than 12,000
horse-power, or equal to the raising of 384,000,000
pounds one foot in a minute.

may be ex-

pected, because the insects which the swallows pursue
in their flight are flying low to escape the moisture of
the upper regions of the atmosphere

Navy, will

shortly proceed to Borneo in connection with the scheme
for exploring and colonizing the large tract of country
in the north of the island, of which Baron von Overbeck
recently obtained a concession from the Sultans of
Borneo and Sulu.
M. Bardoux has sent to the prefects of the several
departments of France a circular, asking them to collect
information on the resources, working and composition
of the meteorological commissions established by Leverrier, The minister intends to give to these boards a uniform organization.

in a letter

Mass., has

of

Hon. J. G. Dickerson, LL.D., Judge of the

to a more lasting cutting edge than steel ones will hold.

Sir Samuel Baker,

member

is likely

tor the throne

Supreme Court of Maine, died in Belfast, Me., September
lst, aged sixty-five years.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

Captain Francis Witti, of the Austrian

Bressco

LL.D., of Cambridge,

been elected a corresponding
Academy of Sciences.

Dr. J. 8. Myer, of Virginia City, Nev., has rediscovered the lost Egyptian art of tempering copper tools

Fly Low wet weather

Demeratus

to be agreed upon by Russia and England
of Bulgaria,

United States Navy.

Dr. Joseru

to a contemporary,

advocates the establishment of a botanical garden in
Cyprus, similar to that in Ceylon, under the charge of a
competent official, by whom experiments will be made,
and the trecs most suitable for the climate and varying
altitudes of mountain ranges be selected.

M. Bertillon, of the Anthropological Society ot Paris,
finds that in France there are 105 males born alive to
every 100 females; while in still born children there are
137 males to 100 females. This applies only to legitimate
children,
Statistics show that first-born children are
more frequently masculine than femiaine,

The British Museum has acquired the collection from
Malta—made by Admiral Spratt and Dr, Leith Adams—
of the remains of pygmy elephants found in the caves
and fissures.
Hundreds of fragments of animals of all

ages have been found, so that the knowledge of those
extinct creatures may now be made fairly exact.
The So-called Geode Bed of the Keokuk formation
(subcarbonilerous) occupies a region about Keokuk,
lowa, a hundred miles long and sixty miles wide.
This
curious geological deposit is characterized by the abun-

dant occurrence in it of * large, hollow stone balls set
inside with myriads of brilliant crystals,”’ and known as
es.
oy
Fgyptologist has brought to the University

Krpp, the homeopathic

physician

who was summoned from London to Berlin to attend
Lord Beaconsfield, charged one hundred guineas a day
for the period of his absence from his patients.
His

practice is said to be worth more than that.

Tue first visit which King Humbert made after
the death

of his father was

to his

and the enthusiasm with which

native

city, Turin,

he was received by the

people has convinced the Republicans in Italy that there
is more devotion to the House of Savoy than they had
imagined

Ex-Juper T. Braprorp Dwieur, of Philadel.
phia, died

When Swallows

GOSSIP.

was the first execution that had taken

place iu Herlin since 1866.

and now awaited the lynx eye of the health officer.
Accompanied by his assistant, Dr. Vanderpoel,
inspected the ship, preceded by his sub-officer
who bore a lantern; and, having satisfied himself
that all sanitary requirements had been fulfilled,
ordered fumigation.
The deadly foe to disease
having been lowered into the hold, the hatches
were battered down, and in the darkness the two
elements were left to contend for mastery.
On
deck the crew were mustered, the captain at their
head. Calling the roll, each man stepped forward in
turn. ‘ Look mein the eye!’ exclaimed the health
officer, and, casting an incisive glance into the —_
ot each of the crew as they passed onwards,
Dr.
Vanderpoel expressed himself satisfied, and issued
the necessary permission for the steamer to proceed to the wharf.
“T can tell when there is yellow fever in a ship
by the eyes of those on board,’’ observed the
doctor, as we steamed over to the ill-fated Ida
Laurence, whose crew, including the captain,
were all down in yellow fever, save two, when she
arrived at the Delaware break water.
We interviewed a mulatto who had been amongst
the sufferers. This man had had the yellow fever
twice.
* Did you give yourself up?” we asked.
‘*No, sir; never.
It come on me awiul quick,
knocking me on the head, and splitting up my back
with pain. 1 felt a little skeered when the black
vomit came on the third day. Oh, but I was awful
sick !””
Having inspected several vessels, we steamed
back to Quarantine, and took leave ot Drs. Vanderpoel and Thompson, feeling fully assured that all
that zeal, care and efficiency can do to fend off the
terrible visitation of yellow fever is being done by
these capable gentlemen and the able and experienced staff at their disposal.

“*How do the passengers act? Are they paralyzed with fear?’ we asked ot Dr. McCartney.
When the health officer

emptied,

PERSONAL
Horpe’s

September

1st, at

Seminary

Hill, near

Andover, Mass.
The deceased was forty-one years old,
and was one of the three Judges of the Orphans’ Court
of Philadelphia’
He was elected under the new Constitution of Pennsylvania

In the court circles of Berlin a

projected mar-

riage is spoken of between William tL, ing of Holland, and the Princess Eliz:beth, daughter of the Grand

Duke of Saxe-Weimar. Her Royal Highness was born in
1854, and is, through her mother, the Princess Sophie
of Holland, niece of King William.

Ir is stated that Commander Cameron will start
for Cyprus soon.
Thence he will cross to Asia Minor to
survey @ route for the construction of a railway to the

Persian Gulf. His route will lie through Aias, Marash,
Aintab, Diarbekir, Mardin, Mosul, Bagdad and Bussorab,

The survey will probably occupy ten months.

Cuer-Justice

Metien

Cuampertain, of the

Boston Municipal Court, has been
of the Public Library of that city,

Dartmouth

appointed Librarian
He is a graduate of

College and of the Cambridge

Law School,

and has been a member of both branches of the Massachusetts Legislature.
He has held a seat in the Boston
Municipal Court for the past twelve yeara

Tue infant Prince Imperial Yuki Hito Takeno-Miya, heir-apparent to the throne of Japan, who died
recently,

was

the

son

of

the

Emperor

by

Princess

Yanagiwara, born on the 23d of September, 1877. He
died of an affection of the brain on the 27th of July last.
The

Emperor

childless,

is, by this bereavement,

again

rendered

The remains of the infant heir were buried

with imposing ceremonies on the 2d of August.

Mapame
grace

Tacuion:

still, although

in

has beauty and exquisite
ber seventieth year.

Sheisa

woman of much wit and cultivation, and is generally
liked in London, where she lives. She is now too old
to visit abroad, but at her own parties she welcomes
with vivacious charm people of the best society.
Until
very lately she gave lessons in dancing and deportment
to the “daughters of the nobility and gentry,” but this

is now beyond ber strength.

Mr. Carty.z, although now past eigbty-three,
is so well and strong that he bas been making a Summer visit to Scotland.
His pleasant but simple home

in Cheyne Row, Chelsea—a

house nearly two hundred

years old—is presided over by bis niece, Miss Aiken,
an amiable lacy of middle age
In the bright garden

the sage comfortably smokes, and twice every day he
walks

abroad

among

the quaint

and

narrow streets of

Chelsea, gne of the oldest and most interesting parts of
London.

Bisnor Keane, the new Bishop of Richmond,
Va, has had a magnificent chalice sent to him by Madame

De Freyere, the widow of the late Peruvian Minister. It
is of solid gold, about sixteen inches in height, has three
groups of figures in bas-relief, representing the carrying
of the cross, the resurrection, and
lying
in the

of Freiburg an immense and exceedingly valuable collection of antiquities from the land of the Pharaohs. It
includes three hundred mummy skulls, all in excellent

sepulchre,

condition, that were found in the Pyramids and among
the ruins of Thebes, Dendora and Abydos; eighty mum-

De Freyere to the Right Rev. John J. Keane, Bishop of
Richmond, Va

mies of animals, and a vast variety of flint-stone instra-

ments, vases, amulets and trinkets.
Influence of Light and Radiant Heat upon Plants.—
Herr Wiesner has been experimenting on this subject,

There is also a cross made of rubies, in the

centre of which there is a large solitaire, On the base it
bears the following inscription: “ Presented by Madame

raeMIaH Yocum, a Cape Cod Yankee, turns up
a mandarin, who comes back to bis native country asan
attaché ot the recently arrived Chinese Embassy.
The

A part of the

story goes that his father, the captain of a whaler,
rescued a disabled junk in 1841, containing five Chinese

light which has traversed chlorophyl is transformed
into heat, then results an elevation of temperature

captain was loaded with presents at the time, and, when

and comes

to the following conclusions:

within the tissues and a consequent increase

of tension

of aqueous vapor in the intercellular spaces.
of vapor escapes through the stomata. The
correspond to the absorption bands of the
m, and not the rays which are most
are those which are efficient in transpiration;

The excess
rays which
chlorophy!
luminous,
rays which

have

passed

through

a solution

of chlorophy!

exert

only a feeble influence.
Wiesner has further shown
that the dark heat-rays are less active in transpiration
than the luminous rays, and that the ultra-violet
rays have no influence at all; and that whatever may
be the nature of the rays, they act solely by elevating

the temperature of the tissues.

Fossil Trilobites.—Mr. C. D. Walcott has called attention

to the fact

that when

collecting

fossils

he finds

large numbers of trilobites on their back; from this he
argues that they died in their natural position, and that
when living they probably swam on their backs.
He
mentions, in support of his view, the well-known fact
that very young limulus and other crustacea frequently
swim in that position.
Professor Agassiz states that he
has for several Summers kept young horse-shoe crabs ip

his jars, and has ucticed that besides thus often swim-

mandarins

of high rank, and

towed

it into port.

The

be returned with his orphaned son on the next voyage,
the boy was scent to the royal preparatory school at
Canton.
At seventeen, he entered the Imperial College
and spent eight years mastering the Chiuese language,

after which, he taught and translated Chinese geography
into English.

Last year he was made a mandarin

and

attached to the Chinese mission to the United States.

Queen, Louise of Denmark is quite an expert in
finding a market for herchildren.
Since the Prussians
have been eating into his territory, the poor blind King
Christian has been suffering with a severe strain on

his

royal purse, and it therefore becomes the duty of his
good wife to see that the princes and princesses are well
bestowed.
So far she has done pretty weil. One of her
sons espoused the eldest daughter of the King of
Sweden; her second son, George, obtained Olga, the
Grand Duchess of Russia, and is now King of Greece;
Alexandra, her eldest daughter, is Princess of Walesa,
and Dagmar, the second, wife of the Czarowitz of

Russia; so that both of the eldest daughters are in a fair
way to sit on thrones before many years have passed.
The latest accomplishment of the keen old Queen has
been the arranged nuptials between ber young daughter

ming on their backs, they will remain in a similar
position for hours, perfectly quiet, in the bottom of the
jars where they are kept.
The horse-shoe crabs also
feed on its back, and cast their skin while in this position, and are found dead on their backs, all of which

Thyra and Prince Louis Napoleon,

gocs to confirm

the theory of Mr. Walcott in reference

to the

trilobites

Queen has only one thing more to live for, namely, the
disposition of young ?’rince Waldemar, aged tweuty, aud

ancient

of which

we

have

such

specimens in the Trenton limestone of Now York.

tine

The probability of

her ever reclining on a throne is rather more remote;
but the ex-Empress Eugénie bas managed to scrape
together about $8,000,000 from the wreck of her fortunes,

and will be able to endow the princess in style. The old
this lone, she will feel like taking a rest
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NEW JEBSEY.—THE WRIGHT SUMMER HOME, AT OCEANPORT, FOR FRIENDLESS AND CRUELLY-TREATED CHILDREN.— sé PaGe 46,
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46
‘““WRIGHT’S

SUMMER

Ar Oceanport,

HOME,”

N. J.

HE growing sympathy with the necessities of
the sick and poor children of the metropolis,
manifested in organized efforts for their relief,
affords a most gratifying evidence of Christian progress and growth.
During the last two or three
years this spirit of sympathy has found expression,
particularly, in the establishment of Summer homes
at the seaside and elsewhere for friendless children.
One of the more recently established institutions of
this sort is that known as ‘“ Wright’s Summer
Home,” under the auspices of the American Female
Guardian Society, at Oceanport, about two miles
from Long Branch, New Jersey. The Home was
the gift of Mr. John D. Wright, the President of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
with the condition that the children from the latter
Society should be received as occasion may demand.
The property was formerly known as the
Dunbarton House — a favorite resort of wealthy
New Yorkers—and consists of four acres of lawn
and garden,

well shaded

with fruit and

other trees,

and a three-story house, containing about forty
rooms.
The cost of the house was about $20,000.
During the past Summer it has been crowded with
children of the triendless and cruelly treated class
(sent

down

in

relays), who,

while

enjoying

the

healthful surroundings, have given one hour daily
to their usual lessons. The benefits derived by the
little inmates have been almost incalculable.
The
Female Guardian Society will receive thankfully
any donations of cas or furniture which the liberalminded may feel inclined to make in turtherance of
the worthy enterprise.

LESLIE’S

ILLUSTRATED

even waggle—on a carpet fit for Buckingham
Palace, and in a grove of sumptuous furnitare;
then for’ard, where many gentlemen in straw
hats were engaged in discussing the chances of
General Grant for something
what; then aft, where many

or other, I know not
ladies sat in pictar-

WHAT a barber should talk about while
& mMan—About two seconds,

NEVER

let a boy-baby walk too soon.

outa

shaving

He might

tramp.

esque traveling attitudes, gazing at the soft outlines
IF-there should be a foul in a single-scull race
of the shore on either hand, some alone and some
ought they to pullet over again ?
doing the next best thing to flirting.
‘* BLACK bury jam,” sald he, as he gazed at an
What asleep
I had!
No more motion than if I
was at the a
No noise, no comfounded
per- over-crowded cemetery for colored people.

fume of train-oil and its rancid confréres.

I slept

like a humming-bird, and next morning found myselfat Albany.
This place is on a hill, surmounted
by a white marble building, the Capitol, which,
when completed, will be an awlully imposing affair.
I took the train for Saratoga—a drawing-room car
—and such a boudoiretie on wheels !—lI felt as if I
was in a club-window all the time.
Saratoga is awfully jolly. It is the best thingI
have seen, with its main street as wide as the
Boulevard Malesherbe or Haussman, and lined for
a mile and a half with magnificent elms, which
shade hotels 18 big as some European towns.
It is
always thronged with carriages just like Rotten
Row in the season, and lots of people on horseback.
The piazzas of the hotels are crowded with stunningly pretty giris, dressed, all over the place.
Overhead is an Italian sky, blue as sapphire, end a
golden tropical light falls around, picking out the
shadows in dazzling contrast.
‘I guess,” as the
peeetinnae say, l’ll drive my stakes pretty deep

A WorD which is never pronounced right even by
the most exact scholars.—The word “‘ wrong.”
Why is Canada not able to see so well this month
as she will be next?
Because she has not her
Lorgnette!
It’s worth only ninety-three cents, and the banks
will not receive it. Why not in the future call it
the betrayed dollar?
% MEN will go bya good thing,” says an exchange.
But very few of them will go buy an umbrella—and
that’s a good thing when it rains.
Nor will they go
by one—in rainy weather—if no one is looking.
IT is expected that at the next Democratic State
Convention
a resolution
will
be
unanimously
adopted denouncing the present Administration for
permitting the yellow fever to break out in the
South. The chairman of the State committee in his
next address will probably refer to the scourge as &
part of the usurper Hayes’s Southern policy.

1ere,

NATIONAL

FIREMEN’S TOURNAMENT
AT CHICAGO.

A NATIONAL firemen’s tournament, under the
auspices of the Illinois Assoeiation, was opened
in Chicago, on Tuesday, September 3d, and conAN ENGLISHMAN’S FIRST IMPRESSIONS
tinned throughout the week.
On the first day
there was an imposing parade.
In addition to the
OF AMERICAN MARINE TRAVEL.
many companies and apparatus from all sections,
WAS awfully glad when a friend proposed atrip
the First Brigade of the Illinois State Militia and
to Saratoga.
I had been awfully jolly in New
local fire companies were in the procession.
A
York, but New York had gone out of town, leav. marching salute was paid to President Hayes, who
ing nothing bat its streets and its tram-cars behind
was stopping in the city on his way to Minnesota;
it. In London we have such a perpetual flow ot and in the afternoon exhibitions were given by a
visitors—over one hundred thousand daily—that a portion of the Chicago Fire Department. On Wedtellow doesn’t so much miss the “ big crowd ’’ as nesday the volunteer hose c »mpanies contested for
the national championship belt in races on the
here, consequently when Saratoga was decided upon
Dexter Park track. There were fully 15,000 people
I felt extremely pleased indeed. I had heard much
on the grounds during the day. The railroads and
of the palatial river steamers, and expected much.
street-car lines which run to that section of the
city put on extra cars, and even the early trains
I was down at Pier 41 atan early hour, and found
Besides
the whole place occupied by one boat. Such a were cro#ded to their utmost capacity.
the
two original covered stands which have always
boat! white as the driven suow, and larger than
been on the ground for the accommodation of
many an English village. The people kept going spectators, an extra stand had been built on the
into her until 1 imagined some game was up, and
opposite side of the race-track.
All these, as well
that they were stepping out at the other side. No as the judges’ stand, the officers’ pavilion, the
private box stand, the roof and windows of the large
such thing ; there was room for all, ay, and more.
four-story building which had been erected to be
It was something immense to see the men getting
burnt during the tournament, were black with
into line for the ticket-office, with as much precision as if they were on parade. No hurry, no human beings,
The portion of the track over which the races
crush, the regular “‘ first come, first served ”’ busiwere run had been marked out from the first quarness, not as with us, when the biggest man comes
ter-mile
turn south to the judges’ stand, just 400
to the front, and muscular Christianity tops over
everything.
And the luggage! mountains of it, yards north. Just 300 feet from the judges’ stand
towards
the south a line ot sawdust was drawn
from enormous nickel-bound boxes, fit to carry
Cleopatra’s Needle, to dainty hand-bags, such as across the track, indicating where the water-plugs
stood.
It
devolved upon each company, when
Queen Victoria’s messengers take with them when
rushing at sixty miles an hour “Upon Her Ma- they reached the line, to drop the end of the hose
and then keep on running towards the judges’
jesty’s Service.”
stand, unreeling as they went 300 feet of hose.
It was awfully amusing to see this mountain
gradually dissolving, as truck alter truck bore its Reaching the stand, they were to detach the hose
load within the recesses of the palpitating Drew. For from the hose-cart, attach the nozzle to the loosened
end, and elevate the nozzle perpendicularly. The
the first time I made acquaintance with a Saratoga
company which performed the feat in the shortest
trunk, and from what | see of it, it seems a first
class invention—for another man’s wife. Near the time was to be declared winner.
Thursday was devoted to volunteer hook and
gangway stood a handsome, gentiemanlike man,
ladder companies, chemical engine companies,
whose semi-naval uniform looked as though cut b
foot racing,etc.
The test of chemical engines was
Smalipage,of Kegent Street. This, I was informed,
by extinguishing fires in buildings constructed and
was Captain Roe, one of the most courteous and
for the purpose, the companies extinbest-respected captains on the sea-like rivers of prepared
America.
1 was instructed by my friend to take a guishing the fire with the least amount of loss to
the building, including water, being entitled to
state-room—at home I rvould have asked for a berth
national and State prizes.
—and, having paid my money, became intrusted
The programme on Friday began with tests by
with the key of a charming little bedroom, better
distances, which were
fitted up than that at my club, and boasting an hand-engine companies on
followed
by a trial of steam fire engines, beginning
electric bell. As I turned out of my
newly acwith cold water on distance. Ten minutes were
quired apartment | was much struck
by a very
stylishly attired young lady, gotten up to the allowed to work from the time of lighting the fire.
Exhibitions of hitching to apparatus then folitch of traveling perfection, and as new as Lord
lowed. Gold medals were presented to the four
aconsfield’s Garter. The man with her was
also as if recently turned off a lathe. He car- men making the best time in hooking eight snaps,
four traces, two pole-chains and two crosslines.
A
ried a couple of hand-bags that had never
seen rain or shine betore.
He bung lovingly gold badge was presented to the person making
the
quickest
time
by
hitching
single-handed,
in
the
around the lady, bending over to her, whispering into her ear, touching her hand, or her dress, maoner above described.
On Saturday there were trials for sweepstakes,
or her parasol. “By Jove!” thought I, ‘* this
beginning with hand engine companies ; competiis a brand-new bride and bridegroom, and whata
tive trials between steam fire engines, in hitching
doosid queer place to select tor the moon.”
Menup, running, and extinguishing fire in buildings
tioning this to Captain Roe, with a smile, he ordered
a portly colored stewardess to open a door right erected expreasly to be burned for the test; a drill
ot
hook and ladder companies, and a fine display
opposite to where | stood. “This,” he said, ‘is
the bridal chamber—we have two on board. As the ot the practical working of the Sappers’ and
Miners’
corps.
loweone ey tobe core I can show you the
There were cash prizes amounting to $10,000, in
Ine.” Availing myself of the captain’s kindness, |
addition to appropriate fire materia:s, distributed
entered the Temple of Hymen,which is a symphony
in biue and white, with a ceiling feanmbtin a at the close of the tournament,
wedding-cake.
It is sixteen feet long, twelve
broad, and nine feet high, and piquante as a
boudoirette in Le Petit ‘Irianon. The wails are
“POLYTECHNIC ” NOW AND THEN.
white, supported by fluted pillars with gilt capitals ;
the cornices of gold, and in each corner stands a iy 1853, when the Bill to incorporate the Poly.
statuette of Capid. The ceiling is a perfect broidery
technic College of the State of Penn~ylvania, at
of white and pink and gold, frozen lace-work,
Philadelphia, was before the Legislature of that
ornamented with medallions representing appro- State, a member was loud in his opposition.
Upon
priate scenes in mythological history. Wreaths of
orange blossoms entwined with torget
-me -nots being asked why he opposed the Bill, he exclaimed :
“Mr,
Speaker,
what’s
the
use
of
chartering
a
coldecorate it, within which are amorous love-birds,
The
while in the centre of the ceiling, in relief, a pair lege to teach how to make fireworks?”
specimen
legislator
confounded
polytechnic
with
of turtie doves bill and coo upon a perch compyrotechnic, and could with difficulty be persnaded
posed of hymeneal torches, and the new spent
arrows of the rosy god. The chamber is lighted that the two words did not mean the same thing!
So
the friends of tie pioneer institution had not
by two windows, hung with blue satin curtains
trimmed with gold fringe, the inner curtain being of only to impart technical education, but also to
teach
the people what it was, and they began b
lace. A mirror, whose gilt frame is comp
of
a school of civil engineering, to which
Cupids and orange-blossoms, extends from floor to establishing
they
added,
from time to time, schools of mechanceiling ; an inlaid table upon which is placed a
richly chased tray, with ice pitcher and goblets, an ical engineering, of mine engineering, of architecture
and
of chemistry and metallurgy.
And
easy-chair, a caressing lounge, a rosewood toiletge! of a century
stand fitted up in blue, and the bed, constitute the surely after tke lapse ot A
furniture of this tairy-like apartment.
Such a bed!
rosewood, giltto the carpet, with a blue satin spread
covered with rea! lace, pillows to match. and a rug
soft as the tenderest sigh ever breathed by lovestricken swain. The president of the company, too,
is the happy possessor o! a special room fitted up in
the extremiiy of good taste.
A gong sounded for dinner, and, following a
a strong lead, as we do at whist, ] found myself in
a large, brilliantly-lighted apartment, set with
several tables. The menu was extensive enough
to meet the requirements of the most exacting
appetite, while the viands bore witness to skillful
cookery.
Alter dinner [ went for a stroll, yea, a
veritable stroll--always s:riking against the bride
and bridegroom— ina saloon picked out in white and
old, the chandeliers burning gas, and the motion
eing so imperceptible that the glass drops did not

to do something fcr you, so I give you that gentleman’s watch.
Then you have w go and take it.

turn

— have reason to be proud
of their institution
and its werk, Its value is attested on both conti-

nents. Moreover, not only is polytechnic one of
the best understood words in the language, but the

kind of education which it signifies iseverywhere
opular, and State vies with State in the effort to
introduce

it.

The movement

is irresistible,

and

Congress aids it by liberal grants of public lands.

A GRAND shell-race—The oyster.
A MAN with a cast in his eye—The stage manager.
idea

of a Congress:

gamin —A Congress?

GRAVE

Our readers will remember the account given in
these columns of the robbing of the grave of the
Hon. Scott Harrison, in Ohio, last May, the body
being

found

in the

dissecting-room

of

the

Ohio

Medical College.
Public indignation justly brands
any man as a scoundrel who will rob the grave of
the dead.
But there are two noted grave-robbers
in the country, so far trom being the subjects of the
people’s wrath, are universally lauded
for their
virtues. The reason is plain. While the former
class steal the dead bodies of our loved ones to
submit them to the dissecting-knife, these only rob
the graves to restore the living victims to our
hearts and homes.
Their names—Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medica! Discovery and Pleasant Purgative
Pelleta—are household words the world over. The
Golden Medical Discovery cures consumption, in its
early stages, and all bronchial, throat, and lung
affections; Pleasant Purgative Pellets are the most
valuable laxative and cathartic.

A POPULAR
ANOTHER

FORTUNE

OF

FOR $2.

First

gamin

This ig it,

Resort in|the World!
All Transportation, Hotel, Refreshment

and Bathing Facilities Perfect.
CONCERTS EVERY DAY & EVENING
The WONDERFUL

to

I wan;

ELECTRIC

SECURING

LIGHT

Time from New York, One Hour.

every Evening.

Fare, Round Trip,

50 CENTS.
Steamers connecting with trains direct for the Beach
leave foot Twenty-third St., E. R, foot Twenty-second
St., foot of Leroy St., and Pier 8, N. R
Twenty-two
Trains and Boats daily,
For Time-table see daily papers.

- GUION LINE.
United States Mail Steamers
FOR LIVERPOOL,
From

Pier

New

38,

EVERY

N. R., New

York.

TUESDAY.
,

Tons.

8,716 | Idaho...........

3,132

Nevada........ 3,125)
Montana
-. 4,320
Wisconsin .... 3,720|
Arizona.
. 5,300
Bae These Steamers are built of Iron, in water-tight
compartments, and are furnished with every requisite to
make the passage across the Atlantic both safe and agreeable, having Bath-room, Smoking-room, Drawing-room,
Piano and Library; also, experienced Surgeon, Stewardess

and Caterer, ou each steamer.

The State-rooms are all on Deck, thus insuring those
greatest of all luxuries at sea, perfect ventilation and light,

CABIN PASSAGE, according to State-rooms, $60 to $80.
INTERMEDIATE....

$40.

| STEERAGE....

OFFICES, No. 29 BROADWAY,

$26.

NEW YORK.

WILLIAMS & CUION.

People’s Evening Line
FOR
Albany
Gasetees, Lake Champlain, Lake
George, the
Adirondacks,
Montreal,
and the North and West,

STATEROOMS,

ENTERPRISE.

OPPORTUNITY

The Largest and Best Seaside

Wyoming.....

ROBBERS,

21, 1878.

BEACH.

$1.00 & $2.00.

Steamer DREW or ST. JOHN leaves Pier 41, N. R,
daily, excepting Sunday, 6 p.m
Free transfer to and
from Brooklyn by Brooklyn “ Annex ’’ Boats,

A

On Monday, September 30th, the Commonwealth
Distribution Company, by State authority, will hold
its Firra Granv Drawine, in Louisville, Ky., distributing 1,960 prizes, from $30,000 down to $10,
aggregating a
grand total of $115,400 in cash.
These popular
Drawings take place under the entire control of such representative men as Hon.
R. C. Wintersmith, Ex-Treas. State; Gen’l T. A.
Harris, and other prominent citizens, solely in the
interest of ticket-holders, they having no connection with the Company.
For this Drawing an attractive scheme is pre-

sented, and price of tickets only $2.00, half tickets

$1.00. No postponement under any circumstances.
Orders yams 4be addressed to T. J. ComMERFORD,
Sec’y, Courier-Journal Building, Louisville, y: 3; or
B. 4 Porter & Co., 1,227 Broadway, New
ork.

THIS IS THE ONLY NIGHT LINE OF STEAMEKS
SELLING TICKETS AND CHECKING BAGGAGE TO
PLACES ON THE NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Through

Tickets can

be had at the office on the pier ;

at all Westcott Express offices; at the hotels and ticket
offices in New York, or of connecting Railroad and Steam-

boat Lines.

S. E. MAYO, Gen. Passenger Agent.

At Reasonable
Rates—Money
on
Life
and Endowment Insurance Policies and Mortgages ; same

bought ; insurance of all kinds effected with best companies

J. J, HABRICH

& CO., 165 & 167 Broadway.

ESTABLISHED

1815.

Horstmann Bros. & Co.,
PHILADELPHIA,
Manufacturers

and

PA.
Importers

oF

Army,

SUNDAY

NIGHT

LINE

FOR

BOSTON.

wowg and National Guard
lags and Banners.

Tue traffic on the Fall River Line between this
city and Boston continues so heavy, the managers
are compelled to continue Sunday trips until after
the 22d inst.
Steamers ‘Bristol’? and ‘ Providence ”’ leave Pier 28, N. R., toot of Murray Street,

Scroll Saws.

at 5:15 p.m.

FLeetwoop & DexTer MAcuHINEs.

Taz most popular lunch-room in New York is
that of the St. Nicholas Hotel, which, in food, service, appointments and fair prices, is without an

equal.

FIRST-CLASS

Add to these attractions its central loca-

tion, and its daily throng of customers is readily
explained.
A. Werner

& Co., 308 Broadway,

gave the entire

New

York,

proceeds of the sales of their

“« America” Extra Dry Champagne on Tuesday,
10th inst., to the reliet of the sufferers from yellow
fever.
TUTTERING cured by Bates’s Appliances. Send for
§ description to SIMPSON & CO., Box 5076, New York.

JAS. T. PRATT

Twenty fifth Year, begins September 17th.
training in Civil, Mine and Mechanical
Architecture, Chemistry and Metallurgy.

TELEPHONES

COCOA,

For

weak

valuable

many

a

fatal

shaft

by

keeping
ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.’’—See article in the Civit
ice Gazei
‘
Soid only in soldered tins, labelled
JAMES EPPS & CO., Homeopathic Chemists,
London,

England.

(purely vegetable), gives a clear, beautiful

skin.

Purposes

ours

excel all

Addres: J. R.- HOLCOMB, Mallet Creek, Ohio.
of Counterfeits

BOKER’S

and

Imitations

BITTERS.

The best Stomach Bitters known, containing mo

pure;

medicinal

properties

in all cases of Bowel

it is also most excellent

other cordials, wines, etc.

for

mixing

Comparatively

est Bitters in existence.
L, Funke, Jr, Sole Agent, No. 78 John
York, P.O. Box, 1029.

with]

the cheap-

Street, Ne

95 Fashionable Visiting Cards—no two alike, with
name, 10c. Nassau Card Co., Nassau, N. Y,
HOTOS—Actresses bc. 8:
subjects 10c. ea
3 for 25c. Tic. per doz.
Catalogues of Photos,
ks, &c. 3c. N. L. Whitney, 67 Jackson 8t. Chicago,

Send

a stamp for recei
Use ** Hair Producer,” for a
heavy beard.
. FISKE, Chemist, Lock Box 213,
Newark, New Jersey.

Business

others in clearness and volume of tone.
lllus. circular and testimoniais for 3 cts,

Beware

use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually ‘built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtie maia:lics are
floating around! us ready to attack wherever there is a
may

Professional
Engineering.
Pructice with

Drawing and Field Insiruments) Chemical Tests,
and
Machine Tools)
Awarded Centenniai Prize, 1876, tor
** Students’ Work.”
Address, Dr. A. L. KENNEDY,
Pres’t Faculty Polytechnic College, Philadelphia, Pa

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which

We

& CO., 53 Futron Sr., New York.

Polytechnic College.

govern the operations of digestion aud nutrition, and
by a careful application of the fine properties of well.
selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breaxiasttables with a delicately flavored beverage which may
save us many heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious

point.

TOOL CHESTS.

Send for our Circular.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS’S

Goods,

FANCY
WOODS,
DESIGNS, SAWBLADES, and Material for
Scroll-Sawing,

“ PERUVIAN BALM” removes PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS, FRECKLES, MOTHS, etc. Nature’s own cure

EVERY tramp is in favor of the ate-hour law.

“CHam’s”

NOTED

Skin Diseases.

_ FUN.

second

HOW
FAT
CAN
A PERSON
BECOME?
MiRABEAD, alluding to a very corpulent person,
said: ‘‘ He has unly been created to show to what
extent the human skin would stretch without bursting.” Then, corpulence was believed to be a
natural condition ; now, it is known to be a disease. Hundreds who had considered themselves
useless for lite, by reason of too much fat, have,
by the use of Allan’s Anti-Fat, been reduced to a
healthy and natural s:ze. This great remedy for
corpulence
is purely vegetable and periectly
harmless.
It acts on the food in the stomach, preventing its being converted into tat. It cures indigestion and tones up the system. Sold by druggists.

TWO

MPANHATEAN
[Sepremnrr

NEWSPAPER,

1

ELEGANT New Style Chromo Cards, with name,
10c., postpaid. Gro. I. Reep & Co., Nassau, N, Y.

Serremper /21, 1878.]

ees.

coaarsa =

mene

GRAND

DISTRIBUTION!

Commonwealth Distribution Co.,
By authority of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, supervised by Hox. R. G( Wixrersuita, Ex-Treasurer, Gen’ls
T. A. Harris, Geo. E, H, Gray, and other prominent
citizens, will give their FIFTH POPULAR DRAWING in
Public Library Hall, Louisville, Ky., on
MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER
30, 1878.

No Scaling!
No Postponement!
UNPARALLELED SCHEME!!

FRANK

LESLIE’S

TICKETS
Read the List
2 PIBR. coccccccecs eee
1 Prize...
-- 10,000}
B P¥eacascscccces
6,000

ONLY $2.
of Prizes :
100 Prizes $100 ea $10,000
300Prizes
50ea 15,000
600 Prizes
20ea
10,000

10 Prizes $1,000 each 10,000 |1,000 Prizes
20 Prizes $500 each
10,000
9 Prizes $300 each, Approximation
9 Prizes 200 each
“

9 Prizes

100 each

“

1l0ea

10,000

Prizes,.....
6S
cecces

$2,700
,800

O

sescee

900

2,960 PrineB....cccccccccecccccccvccsevcccccess $115,400

Whole

Tickets, $2.

Half

Tickets, $1.

25 Tickets, $50.
55 Tickets, $106,
Remit by Post-office Money Order, Registered Letter,
Bank Draft, or Express.
Full list of Drawing published
in Louisville Cour:mr-JourNAL and New York Herald,
and mailed to all ticket-holders
For tickets and information, address COMMONWEALTH DISTRIBUTION CO.,
or, T. J. COMMERFORD, Sec’y, Courier-Journal Building, Louisville, Ky., or to B. H. PORTER & CO., Gen'l
Eastern Agents, 1227 Broadway, New York.

KEEP’S

SHIRTS.

The Best and Cheapest in the World.
WE

CANNOT MAKE BETTER SHIRTS
AT ANY PRICE.
All made from thecelebrated Wamsutta Muslin; bosoms
3-ply, alllinen.
The very best.

Keep’s Patent

Partly Made Shirts, 6 for $7.

Only plain seams to finish.
Keep’s Custom Shirts,

6 for $9.

the very best, to measure,

Perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

An elegant set of extra heavy Gold-plated Buttons presented to every purchaser of6 Shirts.
KEEP’S
UNDERWEAR.
Pepperill Jean Drawers, very best, 50 cents each.
Nainsook Undervests, very best,75e. each.
Canton Flannel Vests and Drawers, 75c. each,
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS.
Best Gingham, with Patented Protected Ribs, $1 each.
Twilled Silk, Paragon Frames, $3.

Ladies’ Sun Umbrellas, newest styles, $2.50 each.
KEEP’S

COLLARS,

CUFFS,

Etc,

Four-Ply Linen Collars, 6 for 75c.
Four-Ply Linen Cuffs, $1.50 half dozen,
English Half-hose, super stout, 25c. pair.
Pure Linen Cambric Handkerchiefs, $1.50 half-dozen.
Samples and circylars mailed free, on application.
All goods warranted.
Shirts only delivered free.
Merchants will be furnished with Trade Circulars, on
application, as we are prepared to furnish the trade on
the most favorable terms.

KEEP MANUFACTURING
165

and

167

Mercer

Frank

8St., New

CO.,

York.

Leslie’s

SUNDAY MAGAZINE,
Rev.

Caas.

F. Deems, D.D., LL.D., Epiron

128 Pages, Quarto; over One Hundred Engravings.

OCTOBER

the low price of $3 a year (clergymen,
Single copy, 25 centa’
Forwarded
free of postage,

Send

Cents for Specimen

25

NUMBER,

NOW

Has the Following Extraordinary

naka, the Chief Commercial Emporium of the I-land
of Cyprus ; View of the United States Consulate,
Larnaka—
Mount Olympus; Celebration of the Feast of
Venus at Larnaka—Cypriote Antiquities, a Chariot
from the Cesnola Collection ; The Island of Cyprus,
the Chief Towns and Neighboring
Coasts;
The
Cathe:iral and Town of Famagosta—Antiquities from
the Cesnola Collection.
Roxie: ‘He never made a sound, but took Sandy Blake
by the throat and pitched him headlong into the
mill-brook.”
‘*The smell of the pines scented the
damp wind, the buzz of the mill filled her ears.”
‘*She flung herself before Philip Trevor, crying out
wildly, ‘Fly, Philip; he will kill you!”

The South Sea Bubble.

From

the Painting by E. M.

Wari.
Balancing Rock.
The Bajjerkeit.
The Pet Canary.

A Countess’s Hatred.
The Visit to Grandmether.
Scenes in Sun Lands—A Visit to a Sugar Estate in Cuba:
On the Road to a Sugar Plantation ; Scene in Front
of Factory—Cold Juice Tanks—Running
off the
Syrup—The Filters above the Floor; Vacuum Pans for
Boiling Syrup—Putting Lime in the Juice—Keeping
the Strainer Clear for Juice from Press; In the
Watch-tower—Filling Boxes with Sugar—Centrifugal
for Refining—Packing Sugar in Boxes; The Defecators—Spreading Bacassa, or Waste Cane, to Dry for
Firing; In the Negro Quarter—Carrying Bacassa, or
Dried Cane, to the Mill ; Visit to the Negro Quarter;
the Weicome—A Negro Cabin,
Crazy Jim’s Treasure.
The Prentice’s Column in Roslyn Church.
Lizard Imprisoned in a Fragment of Amber,
Brown the Bettor.

Fortune Telling—A Street Scene in Japan.

Table of

Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,

The Wenderings of a Capuchin,
A Struggle for Life.
Sketches of Manitoba
Behind the Mountains.
By Carrie D. Beebe.
A Villiage Coffee House in Egypt.
Tattooing in Burmah,
All Hallow Eve.
Poem.
The Heroism of Mary Magdalene de Verchcrea.
Storks and their Nests.
The Astrologist’s Stone.
A Peddler in Shakespeare’s Time.
The Capture of Edinburgh Castle, March, 1313.
Margery Daw.
A Fairy Tale.
Southern Scenes:
Negro Jockeys Betting on their
Favorites,
By Tennyson.
The Charge of the Light Brigade.
Equal to the Occasion.
William Cooke Taylor, LL. D.
The Pests of the Amazon.
By Professor
Ocean Steamers and Steam Navigation.
Charles A, Joy, Ph.D.
Thomas Gaspey.
Dinners a la Russe.
Recent Progress in Science.
Entertaining Column.

Combat between a Toad and a Spider.
The Empress Josephine: Josephine, Empress of France;
The Empress Josephine and her two Countrywomen,
Madame de Maintenon and Mile. de Rivery. the Sultana; Napoleon Bonaparte, after the Portrait by De
La Roche; The Salon of Madame Tallien.
Norman De-borough’s Son: “ Mr, Harrington snatched
the card and tore off the tissue-paper—they saw the
face of a beautiful girl”
“Challoner
suddenly
caught her in his arms and started to his feet with a
dreadful laugh.’’
A Sweet Friend.
A Night in a Jungle.
The Wanderings of a Capuchin—Father Denis and his
Negro Guide.
Pig-Sticking Extraordinary.
Try it Again.
A Struggle for Life.
Sketches of Manitoba: Red River Indians—Dog Train—
The Winnipeg Water Works; Shooting a Rapid—
Little Fox—Indian Graves.
A Village Coffee House iu Egypt.
Behind the Mountaina
All Hallow Eve: ‘She opes the door, with eyes bent on
the ground”*—“The fire burns low, the nuts are
named.”
“She stands the massive mirror now
before’— ‘His
arm
is round her.
‘’Tis thy
Florian, sweet.’ *’
.
Storks and their Nests,
The Heroism of Mary Magdalene de Vercheres.
The Astrologist’s Stone.
A Peddler in Shakespeare’s Time.
The Capture of Edinburgh Castle, March, 1313.
Margery Daw—The Money Woman.
Southern Scenes : Negro Stable Hands and Jockeys, at a
Southern Race Course, betting on their Favorites.
Boy in the Distance.
Comic
The Charge of the Light Brigade.
Ocean Steamers and Steam Navigation:
The Great
Western Arriving at the Batiery, New York 3 Adjusting a Screw Propeller for a Line-of-Battle Ship—
The Savannah Leaving Cronstadt, from an old Print;
The Great Kastern, and Section showing Interior
Arrangements; The Great Eastern at her Dock in
New York; The Cunard Steamer /ersia
The Important Letter.

Every Number gives 128 pages of excellent literature, embracing what would require volumes
and, with a hundred or more engravings, furnishes reading full of interest, timely and educational.

im other form:

The new

cure for

reieicinpprece WHERE?‘ WrecksBopp, Sond
for it. Address
XYGEN

Consumption,

Asth-

EXHAUSTION.—A

modical essay,

comprising a series of lectures delivered at Kahn’s
Museum of Anatomy, on the cause and cure of premature decline, showing indisputably how lost health may
be regained, affording a clear synopsis of impediments
to marriage, and the treatment of nervous and physical
debility, being the result of twenty years’ experience.
By mail, 25 cta., currency or postage stampa.
Address,
SEC’Y, Kahn’s Museum, 688 Broadway, New York,

UPHAM’S “StREe airse
soc
Chromo Cards (perfect beauties), with name,
2 10c. Outfit, 10c. Turner Card Co., Ashland, Mass.
6

PERFUMED CARDS. [no 3 alike]. name in Crimson,
Gold and Jet, 10c.
DIME CU,, Clintonville, Conn.

LADY'S MAGAZINE.
Frank

Leslie’s

Published on the 15th of Each Month,
ANNUAL

SUBSCRIPTION,

$3.50.

_—_——_

The Acknowledged Fashion Standard.
Terms to Clabs:
One copy Lapy’s MaGazine and
Cumn«xy Corner, or ILLUSTRATED Newspaper, for one

year, $7. The Lapy’s
one year, $7.

MaGazing and Lapy’s JourNat,

ww Any subscriber sending for five copies of either of
our Publications, at the
rates, to be sent to different
addresses, will be entitled to an extra copy free

aw Send P. O. Order, Draft, or Registered Letier.

Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
53, 55 & 57 Park Place, New York.

FIVE DOLLARS
YOU

Nos, IIL and IV. for 1877 and V. for 1878 of POPULAR

MONTHLY

ready

MONTHLY”

ANNUAL
Frank

SUBSCRIPTION,

FOUR

FREE.

Leslie’s Publishing House, 53, 55 & 57 Park Place, Wew

BOHEMIAN
A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A
FORTUNE.
TENTH GRAND
DISTRIBUTION, 1878,
AT NEW ORLEANS, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8TH.

Louisiana

State

Lottery

purposes, in 1868, with a Capital of $1,000,000, to which
it bas since added a reserve fund of $350,000. Its
Grand
Single Namber Distribution will
take place monthly on the second Tuesday.
Jt never
scales or
. Look at the following Distribution:
CAPITAL PRIZE, $30,000.
100,000 TICKETS AT TWO DOLLARS EACH,

Brewery & Office, 159-165
E. 59th St.
Ice house and

We guarantee

1,000 Prizesof

1,000...

..

5,000

500...
.
100..
Us cocceséccne eacceces «sees
Bs covcccccecqoeccccs e++e+,

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Dh cacheccpenes
neues sence 10,000
APPROXIMATION PRIZES:
9 Approximation Prizes of $300........... 2,700
9 Approximation Prizesof 200......-.... 1,800
9 Approximation Prizesof
100...........
900

|

* BOHEMIAN

BIER”

to equal

“BEST

SHIPPING

ANNUALLY

Ist of OCTOBER,

1878,

every bond bought of us on or before the Ist oF
OcrToser is entitled to the whole premium that
may be drawn thereon on that date.
Out-of-town orders sent in Recisterep Letters and
inclosing $5 will secure one of these bonds for the next
drawing.
For orders, circulars, or any other information,
address:

INTERNATIONAL

BANKING CO.,

185 Chatham Square Bank Building, New York City.
ESTABLISHED IN 1874
N. B.—In writing
the English Frank

3

please state that you caw this tu
Lzsire’s ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER,

Mixed Cards, Snowflake, Damask, etc., no 2 alike,
with

name,

10c.

J, Minkler

& Co., Nassau, N. Y.

Norman Deshorough’s Son,
FRANK

LEE

BENEDICT’S
Commences

NEW

SERIAL,

in

Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly
Perfumed Cards [no 2 alike], Name in Crimson;
Gold & Jet, 10c. C.iinton Bros., Clintonville, Ct.

4

Fashionable Perfumed CARDS. no 2 alike, name
in jet, 10c,

Franklin Printing Co., Northford, Ct

25 Styles of Cards

10c., or 10 Best Chromos

l0c.,

with name, Samples 3c. J. B. Huested, Nassau, N.Y.

Milore

New

Stories

IN

FRANK

LESLIE’S

Boys’ & Girls’ Weekly,
STARBUCK’S

NEW STORY,

THE LIGHTSHIP OF THE REEFS
just

been commenced in this popular
publication, which also contains:
A Vacation

juvenile

Story, entitled

HOME BASE;
Jack the Pitcher;
CAPTAIN FIREBRAND;
Or, -

The

Oath

of

the

Twelve;

The third and concluding part of “Jack Harkaway in
SEARCH OF HIS FaTuER,"’ entitled,

THE ISLE of PALM§;
The Last Stronghold of the Black

Flag,

Imported Bier in all respects, and to Excel Domestic
and Western Biers in Taste, Color and Substance,
thus making it the

KEEP YOUR BOUNDS ;

BIER.”

Sold cheaper than Western Bier.

PIUM

1 Capital Prize. ...ceeccescescecscceseecess 10,000
1 Capital Prize......cecccccereccceeesesees
5,000
2 Prizesof $2,500.........
°
- 6,000

6 Prizes of

BIER.

Rock-vaults, 56-57th Street,
Ave. A, and East River, N. Y.

HALF-TiCKETS, ONE DOLLAR
LIST OF PRIZES:
1 Capital Prize......ceccecececcrecesseee
so$30,000

20 Prizesof
100 Prizes of
200 Prizes of
600 Prizes of

Work.

SCHMITT
& KOEHNE,
Central Park Lager Bier
Brewery,

Company.

This Institution was regularly incorporated by the
Legislature of the State for Educational and Charitable

TIMES

And

Price, 25 Cents.

$3.00, POSTAGE

A WHOLE

Until each and every bond is drawn, with a larger or
smaller Premium.
Every bond must draw a Prize, as
there are no blanks.
The three highest Prizes amouut to
200,000 FLORINS,
50,000 FLORINS,
30,000 FLORINS,
And bonds not drawing one of the above prizes must
draw a premium of not less than 130 FLUORINS,
The next drawing takes place on the

is published on the 15th of each month, and can be found at all news-depots,

128 Pages, Quarto; over [00 Illustrations.

BUY

Which bonds are issued and secured by the Government,
and are redeemed in drawings

ROGER

are now

For Vol III. or IV., $2; for Vol. V., $2.50, postage paid,

CAN

IMPERIAL AUSTRIAN
100 Florins Vienna City Goverrment
Bond,

Has

The “POPULAR

rs. STARKEY & Paen, 1112 Girard St., Phila.

ERVOUS

Witt

Beautiful and substantial Binding Cases are ready for sale at the close of each volume, price 75 cents,
Beautifully bound volumes

and will be mailed to any address on receipt of price.

36 best

GENTS WANTED to sell Dr. CHASE’S 2,000 RECIPE
BOOK.
New Price List You double your money,
Address Dr. Chase's Printing House, Ann Arbor, Mich.

58, 55 & 57 Park Place, New York.
COMPOUND

4 MONTH,—Agents wanted

selling articles in the world.
One sample
Address, JAY
BRONSON, Detroit, Mich

AGENT'S profits per week.
Will
prove it or forfeit $500. New articles
s
just patented.
Samples sent free to
Address, W. H. CHIDESTER, 218 Fulton St, N. Y.

all

Copy.

Vols. I., IL and IIL, in Elegant Binding, will
be sent by Express (the weight exceeding the limit of
mail matter), at charge of the subscriber, on receipt of
price, $2.25 a volume.

OUTFIT FREE. J. & Burrorn’s sons, Boston.

READY,

ENGRAVINGS

gosta ; A Wedding Dance in Cyprus; View of Lar-

eee

$5 A DAY ,i,*een'*. FINE ART NOVELTIES

A DAY to Agents canvassing for the Fireside
Visitor.
Terms and Outfit Free
Address,
P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta, Maine.

LITERATURE,

England’s Latest Acquisition—The Island of Cyprus: Sir
Garnet Wolseley Hoisting the British Flag in Cyprus;
Wine Jars in a Vineyard, Cyprus—Caastle of St. Hilarion, Cyprus ; View of the City of Nicosia, Capital
of the Island of Cyprus—View near the Castle o! St.
Hilarion; Wine Press in a Cypress Vineyard—Fama-

aw

Agents Wanted.
eee

free.

CONTENTS:
England's Last Acquisition—The Island of Cyprus.
Roxie.
By Etta W. Pierce.
The South Sea Bubble.
The Bajjerkeit.
Balancing Rock.
The Pet Canary.
A Countess’s Hatred.
By M. T. Caldor,
Scenes in Sun Lands—A Visit to a Sugar Estate in Cuba,
By Mrs, Frank Leslie,
Crazy Jim's Treasure.
Ear! Russell.
By Richard B. Kimball.
Amber.
The Prentice’s Column in Roslyn Chapel, near Edinburgh,
Scotland.
Brown, the Bettor.
Combat between a Toad and Spider.
Fortune Telling in Japan.
The Empress Josephine.
By Frank Lee Benedict.
Norman Desborough’s Son.
Chapters I. to IV.
The Paradise of Smokers.
The Strolling Players.
A Sweet Friend,
A Poem.
By T. C. Irwin.
A Night in a Jungle.
Pig Sticking Extraordinary.

———

3350

MONTHLY.

POPULAR
THE

Price only 25 Cents.

Leslie’s

Hrank

Ear) Russell.

Published at
$2.50).
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NEWSPAPER.

THE CHEAPEST MAGAZINE PUBLISHED INTHE WORLD.

$115,400 IN CASH PRIZES,
AND

ILLUSTRATED

Habit

Cured.

A CERTAIN & SURE OURE,
LARGE REDUCTION in PRICES. A Trial Bottle Free.
MRS, J. A. DROLLINGER, La Porte, Ind.
Box 1038,
(Formerly MRS. DR. S. B. COLLINS).
Imitation Gold Watches.
$10, $15, $20 and $25 each; Chains $2

to match. Jewelryof the same. Sent
0.0.D., by Express. Send stamp for Ilustrated Circalar, CoLLins Metal Watou
Factory, 335 Broadway, N. Y.
x, 3696.

1,857 Prizes, amounting to........+...+.+.-++ $110,400
Responsible corresponding agents wanted at all prominent points, to whom a liberal compensation will be paid,

Application for rates to clubs should only be made t®
the Home Office in New Orleans,

College

and
By CON

There

High

School,

CRINGLE.

are also interesting Biographies;

Notes of For-

eign Travel; brilliant Sketches of Natural and Political

History; instructive and amusing Anecdotes; Portraits
and Sketches of Distinguished Pupils of both sexes at
the public schools ; Wonderful Facts; Curious Feats;
Legerdemain, Puzzles, etc. The contents are especially
designed to amuse and instruct youthful readers

Another new story will be immediately commenced,
entitled,

THE OLD BOY AT CHIPPICOOK,
By W. 0. STODDART.

PUBLISHED

EVERY

MONDAY.

Write, clearly stating full address, for further information, or send orders to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
P. 0. Box 692, New Orleans, La.,,

etc., can learn of a certain
and speedy remedy, free,

by addressing, Dr. JAQUES & CO., Cincinnati, Ohia

Single Copies, 5c.; Annual Subscription,
$2.50, Postpaid.

319 Broadway, New York.
All our Grand
Extraordinary Drawings are under
the supervision and management of GENERALS G, T,
BEAUREGARD and JUBAL A, EARLY,

Perfumed Snowflake and Chromo Cards, no 2 alike,
5 name
in gold or jet, 10c, Star Card Co., Clintonville, Conn.
,

FRANK LESLIE'S PUBLISHING HOUSE,

Orto H. L. PLUM,

from
J

FERER

Nervous

Dxerrry,

53, 55 & 57 Park Place, New York.
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gentle men
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FLORILINE!

|

Is the best liquid dentifrice

in the world,

|

cleanses

teeth

living

decayed

“‘animalcule,”’

leaving

It thoroughly

from

them

all

parasites

pearly

white,

or
im

parting a delightful fragrance to the breath.
THE
removes
or

FRAGRANT

smoke,

soda, and extracts

Being
of sweet

herbs and

of honey,

plants,

it is per

fectly harmless and delicious as sherry.

Prepared
Oxford

by HENRY

C. GALLUP,

Street, London,

everywhere.

England,

No, 493
and retailed

A
answer
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PRACTICAL

General

you,

SUGGESTION

FOR

THE

A Big Battle has been going on for years between the Constitution of the
Sick, on one side, and all the Active Poisons, falsely called remedies, on the other.
The Poisons have had the best of the fight, and a long hst of the killed may e
found in every cemetery,
But at last common sense is putting a stop to this per
nicious conflict.
At last
}
r
r ya

|

|

We make

SAID

OF

IT

BY

THE

‘FRANK

Lesire’s

SunpaAyY

MaGazine,

edited

by Dr

“The Sunpay MaGazine—always welcome
because
always good—is as usual a month ahead of its date.
Contents especially suited to the season. ”"— Presbylerian,
Wilmington, N. C.
‘The MaGazine professes to furnish attractive, useful,
and interesting reading for everybody, and it keeps its
promise,’’— National Baptist, Philadelphia, Pa,
Ah

LI

4

‘Travels,
biography,
scenery,
personal
sketches,
fiction, bon-mots, criticisms and poetry are strewn along
the path of the reader, and a piece of good music brings
up the rear,”— Episcopal Recorder, Philadelphia, Pa.

7

2

,

**The whole book is full of entertaining

ive reading.’’— Christian Sun, Suffolk, Va.
ALLAN’S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corulence. It is purely vegetable and perfectly harmess.
It acts upon the food in the stomach, preventing its being converted into fat.
Taken in
accordance with directions, it will reduce a fat
two
five
per week,
“Corpulence is not only a disease itself, but the
harbinger of others.”
So wrote Hippocrates two
ousand years ago, and what was true then is none
the less so to-day. Sold by druggists, or sent, by express, for $1.50.
Quurter-dozen $4.00. Address,

. BOTANIC MEDICINE CO., Prop’re, Buffalo, N.Y.

OCTOBER
Frank

NUMBER

Lestie’s

POPULAR MONTHLY
Will contain the commencement

of

NORMAN DESBOROUGH’S SON,
Frank

Lee

Benedict,

One of the MOST BRILLIANT WRITERS of the Day.
Issued

on

September

15th,

ALL

NEWSDEALERS,

PRICE

Annual Subscription, $3, Postpaid.

OCTOBER

It is of unusually varied

| Among

the prominent

interest, and

25 CTs.

Lesiie’s

Sunpay

TABLE
ONE

OYPRESS.

MaGazine continues to be

many of the leading papers will attract

contributers are: Rev. Henry C. Pottet, Samuel

| Davenport, George M. Beard, M.D., Geeorge W. Bungay,
C. Hastings, Paul H, Hayne, etc. , etc.

Byron

Powerful,

is

for

and

Electrotypinge.

Simple and Compact

TOILET

SETS.

AND ALL HOUSE-FURNISHING
ONE HUNDRED ARTICLES,

OR

BOXED

AND

GOODS,

WHOLESALE

SHIPPED

TO ALL

PRICE,

PARTS

mailed

free,

DAILY.

Send for Catalogue
50 per cent,

Price-list,

and

save

EDWARD

D. BASSFORD,

INSTITUTE,

New

York

City,

TONAL
cosmnitrorns,
Pe RPECIALTY SHIM ATES Ramtihedos ogo ORE

_ ELEOTROTY PERS

** Mr. Crane has done all my electrotype and stereotype
work for the past ten years,”’—Frank Lasix,
U_ 8. Standara Gold and Silver Counterfeit
Coin Detector,
Elegantly nickel plated; absolutely reliable. Sample in a
neat box, postpaid, $1. Berrian M’{’g Co., 162 B’way, N.Y

AncHehy [awn [pnts

READY.

TAM
E
\MORSMAN leon

more than ordinary attention.

R. Fisher, D.D., Rev. 8, Cox, George

the Most

DINNER, TEA AND
WARE, CUTLERY,

COOPER

If you wish a first-rate

Brooks, Henrietta M. Holdich, Mrs.

Newark,

1,2,3,12,13,15& 17

montbly, elevating and refining, full of instruction and
popular interest, our advice is, send $3 to the publisher
and procure this excellent periodical,
It is very cheap,
being the largest monthly in the world, by actual esti-

NOW

St.,

Electro-Plating

AT
GOODS

“PRANK Lesim’s ScnDAY MaGaziNeE was good in the
beginning.
It is much better now.
The original matter
is ot a higher grade, whilst the selections and illustra
tions are numerous and inviting.
It is acapital home
magazine-- specially adapted to the wants of every
Christian household.
It has a great deal that will inter

NUMBER

‘hi

CHINA & GLASSWARE

very popular, as it deserves to be; not for the excellence
of its pictures, many of which are striking designs, but
for the value of its reading matter.
The pictures are
suggestive of many beautiful things, and the reading
matter is rich in thought, varied in view, fine in tone,
and popular. in cast,
Three dollars may be put to good
use in a family by subscribing for this periodical.’’—
Sunday Morning, Nashviile, Tenn.

est every class of readers,

Mi

MACHINE IN THE WORLD!
It requires but little power to run it ; gives a remarkably
steady light ; is easy to manage.
We invite parties in
terested in electric lighting to call and see our apparatus
There are over five hundred of our machines in daily use
in the largest and best establishments in the United States
and in Europe.

mate,”— Morning Star, Wilmington, N. C.

F.

Prosser, Nellie

Bz

LLIAM

Vv

The series of illustrated papers upon the ‘‘ Natural History, and the Manners and Customs of the Inhabitants

of Various Parts of the World” are continued ; and the present number contains two admirable articles of this
class—an account of a visit to the “Great Foundling Hospital in London,’” by Rev.
H. C. Potter, and a curious
description

of the ‘‘ Baptist Monastery ” at Ephrata, Pa.

Frank

A graphic description of the Old Broadway Tabernacle

Budget

is contributed by George F. Davenport ; and « valuable article on the ‘“‘ Nature and Treatment of Inebriety,’”’
by
GeorgeM. Beard, M.D.
There is a thrilling sketch entitled,
‘My Uncle John”; and one of peculiar interest of the

eet a

merchant, Joseph Sturges.

An

appreciative paper on Elizabeth Barrett

Brown claims special

attention.

|
|
| A NEW

| tinues his edifying “‘ Popular Exegesis.”
|
The 128 quarto pages abound with articles religious andesecular, altogether free from sectarianism ; containing
| valuable information on a large variety of subjects, and inculcating principles of morality and virtue.
There are
| over 100 illustrations.
|
}
The Price of a Single Number is only 25 Cents, and the Annual

Annual

| great merit.

‘*Spiritual Mindedness”’ is the subject of the Editor’s sermon in the ‘* Home

Pulpit,’ and he con

$3, Postpaid,

SEND 25 CENTS
FOR SPECIMEN
COPY,
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House, 53, 56 & 57 Park Place, New

of Wit,

& CHEAP VARIETY MAGAZINE,
96 QUARTU
PAGES—NEARLY 100 GRAPHIC
ILLUSTRATIONS,

Published on the 1st of every Month
subscription, $1.50, postpaid.
Single
cents,
Sold by all newsdealers,

SEND

York. |

Leslie’s

Humor, Aneedote & Adventure,

In the department of fiction are the continuation of Michael Airdree’s Freehold,” ‘‘In Mischief Again,’
** Heiress, and No Heiress,” etc., etc.
In original poems this number is especially rich: ‘‘ Written on the Sand,”’
« Churn Slowly,” * Watches of the Night,”’ « Ministering Spirits,’ ‘‘The Gate of Prayer,’’ and ‘ Denial,”’ possess

Subscription

AND

BY

THE

and instruct-

‘Frank

‘tric

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Sold by all Druggists.

Deems, is really remarkable for the great amount,
variety and liberality of the reading matter it furnishes,
for the number and size of its illustrations, and for the
profitable, though youthful, tone of its fifty different
articles.” — Christian Register, Boston.

SALE

Light,

Price 75 cents.

Is

‘|

Washington

Electric

Tue fullowing are a few brief extracts from some of the editorial notices of this magazine which are constantly
appearing in the columns of the religious and secular press throughout this country and Canada:

FOR

hee

COMPANY,

(CHARLES F. DEEMS, D.D., LL.D., Editor.)

\WEAT

THE

N

Manufacturers of Machines

of the sick-room
have discovered
that in TARRANT’s EFFERVESCENT SELTZER
APERIENT they have a tonic, a febrifuge, a laxative, a diuretic, a corrective, a
regulating and antibilious medicine, equal to all ordinary exigencies, and good for
every ailment of the stomach, the bowels, the nerves, the muscles and the secre

tive organs.

Weston Dynamo Electric Machine
286

Prisoners

The

HUMANITARIAN.

MASSACHUSETTS

Butler, professing great love for his kind, should return to New Orleans, and, in cleaning
out the yellow fever, repeat the only useful service of his life.

Frank Leslie’s Sunday Magazine

from a foul stomach

partly composed

the

|THE CHEAPEST RELIGIOUS MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD!

“FLORILINE”

instantly all odors arising

tobacco

IN?

[

66 FLorILIne %__FOR THE TEETH
AND BREATH,
partially

HIM

of Aldermen,

15 CENTS

FOR

A SPECIMEN

copies,

1

COPY.

Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
53,55

& 57 Park

Place,

New

York,

